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A D ]) R E S S 
WnO TI1E 

ROYAL GEOG1tAPHICAL SOCIETY 
OF LONDON; 

Delivereel at the Anniversary Meeting on the 24th May, 1858, 
BY SIR RODERICK IMPEY MURCHISON, 

G.G.ST.S.> D.C.L., M.A., F.R.S., &C., 

PRESIDENT. 

GENTLE1REN,-At the last Anniversary it was my mournful task: to advert to the great losses we had sustained by the decease of my two predecessors as well as of sever&l other geographers of distinction. Although on this occasion the hand of death has not fallen so heavily upon our leaders, we have still to lament that some of our most distinguished associates have been taken from us. At the head of this list I unque.stionably place the name of one who, after a long and well-spent life, has passed away in the ripeness of age, having won for himself the admiration of all those who knew him during the last half century. That man was Rear-Adaniral Sir Francis BEAUFORT, who, whether we look to the bravery, zeal, and talent he displayed in his earlier days as a naval officer afloat (one whom every sailor would have followed to the death), or to his lnaturer years when he shone as the bright scientific light of the British Admiralty, has his nlemory embalmed in our lo>7e and respect. 
I will not now attempt to lay before you details respectirlg a seaman whose-naval career and professional merits have already been ably and succinotly delineated by his old associate in arms, Admiral Smyth, in the Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society. Due honour to his nalue and deeds will doubtless further be paid in the ensuing an:niversary discourse of the President of the Royal Society, of mthich parent body he was also a distingllished 
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menlber. In the tnean time many salient and characteristic anec- 
dotes of him having been chronicled in periodicals,* lny present 
ailn will be eonfined to a brief sketch of his career and the reeord 
of those incidents which directly connect him with the Geographical 
Society. 

Born in the year 1774, young Beaufort owed his first instruetion 
in'geography to his father, the vicar of Collon and rector of Navan 
in Ireland, who lnade one of the earliest good Inaps of that country. 
Entering as a eadet in the East Indiaman Vansittart, he assisted 
in surveying the Strait of Banea, and narrowly eseaped deatll after 
shipwreck. Serving sueeessively in diSerent ships of the Royal 
navy, he took part in Lord Howe's memorable vietory of the 1st of 
June, 1794, and aetislg under Adlniral Cornwallis was present in his 
eelebrated retreat of the 17th of June, 179S, and assisted in the eap- 
ture of many privateers and other ships of the enemy. On the coast off 
Malaga, he afterwards eaptured the Spanish polacca San Josef when 
proteeted by batteries and a privateer by boarding her frorn boats, 
not, however, without reeeiving lnany wounds, for which splendid 
serviee the young Lieutenant was rewarded with the rank of Com- 
nander. From that period (1800) until he obtained the step of 
Captain in 1810 he was busily employed in eonvoying fleets to 
India, partaking in the expedition to the Rio de la Plata in 1807, or 
hovering round the enemy's ports in Europe. In eommand of the 
fine frigate ErederiAstein, he surveyed the south eoast of Asia Minor 
from 1810 onwards, and afterwards gave to the publie that remark- 
able work ' Karamania,' which holds so high a place among our 
standard writings on geographical and antiquarian seienee. While 
on the survey of that eoast he was badly wounded by a Turk, but 
was still enabled to eomplete his work so as to supply exeellent 
eharts for the Admiralty of the eoast of :Earamania. After some 
interval our deeeased member was appointed in 1825 to the post of 
Hydrographer, whieh he filled with unrivalled sueeess until tmro 
years before his deeease, when his advanced age and infirmities 
compelled him to resign, to be succeeded by his distinguished eleve 

Captain NVashington. 
In reviewing the useful and practical life of Beaufort, it can truly 

be said that during 26 years he so directed the Hydrographical 
Office that it became the model which all other governments sought 
to follow. It was indeed gratifying to lnen of science to see the 

* See particularly a lively and characteristic sketch of Sir Francis Beaufort, 
Oaily News,' January 15, 1858. 
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friend and companion of WYollaston, of Young, and of Davy placed 
at the head of the Scientific branch of the Navy- not as a mere 
servant of a Board, but as a man with :Ylilld and energy to think 
and act for himself. Nor was it long before proofs of his influence 
and activity became visible. Seconded by an able staff of surveyors, 
proud to serve under one so competent to appreciate their labours, 
he soon gave them occupation. FitzRoy, worthy pupil of such a 
master, was despatched to complete the survey of South America; 
BelcherX Kellett, and Wood were sent to examine the south coast of 
Central America and of Me:xico; Vidal, Denham, Skyring, and 
Arlett were charged to complete the west coast of Africa; Black- 
wood and Owen Stanley, names dear to every lover of science, 
undertook the survey of the rlorth-east coast of Australia and of New 
Guinea. Sulivan went to the Falkla:rld Isles and the riner Plate, 
Stokes and Drury to New Zealand, Bate to Palawan, Belcher, 
Kellett, and Collinson to China, Owen and Barnett to the MJest 

Indies, Bayfield and Shortland to the St. Lawrence and Nova 
Scotia, Graves and Spratt (the pupils of Mediterranean Smyth) to 
the Greek Archipelago, Hewett to the North Sea Beechey to the 
Irish Sea, while many others spread their labours over difEerent por- 
tions of the coasts of the United Kingdom. iForbearing on this 
occasion to e:xpatiate on the merits of the many distinguished and 
zealous surveyors who carried out these researches in various quar- 
ters of the globe- men whose names have been often mentioned in 
our volumes, and some of whom have obtained our highest honours 

I have no hesitation in affirming that the master lnind of Beaufort, 
which directed such noble eforts during a quarter of a cenfiry, did 

more for the advancelnent of maritime geography than was effected 

in the sarrle time by all the surveyors of other European countries 

united. Nor was it seamen only- but all lnen of science, as well 

as every traveller and geographical explorer of unknown lands, 

whother native or foreign, who always obtained from him the clearest 
information, which was communicated in the heartiest manner. 
IndeStigable in the transaction of business, and not trusting to 
others what he could do with his own coinpass and pen, there was 
no public servant who more uprightly served his Sovereign and 
his country. 

By his official labours he brought up maritime surveying to the 
state of ilnprovement it now exhibits. Beginning with our own 
shores at a period when a11 knowledge respecting them was fear- 
fully inaccurate, he originated that series of works which, as I have 
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already mentioned, he extended to nearly all the coasts of the 
world. Nay, he also issued so long ago as 1831 those instructions 
for deep sea soundings which Lieutenant tIaury and others have 
since matured. Such great plans were,- indeed, but commensurate 
with Britain's naval supreinacy, and were really called for. Al- 
though nuch was done, still much Inore might and would have 
been done had Beaufort had his way; bllt parsianony (such, indeed, 
as seems to be periodically and, as it were, spasmodically eserted 
by economists in depressing our naval and military establishments) 
threw back, for a quarter of a century, those results which our 
lamented member would speedily have obtained, to the great ad- 
vantage of the nation and the saving of innumerable lives from 
shipwreck ! 

Whilst presiding over geographers, let me further rexnind you of 
the obligations of the nation to Francis Beaufort independently of 
his intensely hard official work. For, he was the individual of that 
Society which, under the guidance of Lord Brougham, gave such an 
impetus to the Difusion of Useful Knowledge, and who laboured 
perseveringly and successfully for many years in editing and bring- 
ing out the collection of maps issued by that meritorious body. 
From the allusion to a Society in which I played a much more 
humble part, I hope to be excused if I say a few words respecting 
my own connexion with the late Hydrographer, as they ulay serve 
to shadow forth to those who knew hitn not, other traits of his noble 
character. 

First making his acquaintance at the house of the illustrious 
WYollaston, I could not fail to observe in both these great men ths3 
same truthful singleness of purpose and the same inBesible resolu- 
tion to carry out their well-matured designs for the advancement 
of science. Always admiring and aultivating the friendship of 
Francis Beaufort, it has been my pleasing duty, whether as your 
President or one of your Council, to have had much intercourse with 
hirYl, and also to have had the honour of being associated with him 
in drawing up solne insl;ructions for the exploration of distant realms. 
On no one, however, of those occasions have I seen the kindliest 
feelings of his breast so much roused, as dtlring the recent efGorts 
of this Society to animate the country and the Government to make 
a last search for Franklin and his missing ships. In all the great 
tentative efforts which Britain made during a series of years to 
discover the traces of that lamented navigaUtor, Francis Beaufort 
was indeed ever (as he is represented in a well-known engraving) 
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the centre of that group of distinguished explorers and friends of 
the laissing navigators-the a,llimus from which proceeded the 
devices and arl^angements of the Arctic expeditions. 

As he never abandolled hopeX so long as his mind's eye could 
discern in the distant perspective a single plank of the Ereb?s 
and Serror, nor s}lrunk from endeavours, so long as there was 
the remotest chance of saving the life of one of the fine young 
officers and men of Franklin's ships, I recur with delight to the 
scene wherr, in his 83rd year and reclined upon his couch, his face 
beamed with joyous hope when he put his hand to that memorial 
which I had the honour to present to Her Majesty's Govern- 
ment, praying fbr a last and limited seareh after the relics of 
the missing e2zpedition. Nor, when that appeal which sought to 
send a Collinson once lnore to the area which he had so nearly 
approached, and from which he so skilfully brought back his ship, 
had unbrtunately failed, can we forget with what renewed fersour 
the retired and arenerable Hydrographer united with us in promoting 
and sustaining the efforts of the magna:rlimous w-oma.n who alone 
undertook the task of serlding out the expedition under ZI'Cli:atock,, 
to the issue of which we all now look with such deep ansiety. 

In short, it; was a genuine and innate kindness of soul, united 
with the highest moral worth and the brightest intellec.t, as dis- 
played throughout his long life, that attached evely friend to him 
with an abiding regard, and obtained for Francis Beaufort a reputa- 
tion which will erLdure as long as the English nation shall honour 
one of her truest worthies. 

Sir Francis Beaufort attained the rank of Ptear-Admiral in the 
year 1846, and in 1848 was decorated with a Cominandership of 
the Bath, He had also the honollr to be a Corresponding Member 
of the Institutfe of FranceS a D.C.L. of Oxford, and an honorary 
anember of various foreign Societies. He had long been a distin- 
guished Fellow of the Royal Society; was one of the founders of 
this Society, and I need scarcely remind you that Che was ever the 
most zealous and enlightened supporter of our onward pro;ress. 

In the Obituary of last year I spoke to you of the merits of one of 
the brightest lights of British geological science in the late Dean 
Buckland, and now it is my sad duty to advert to the other kindred 
spirit of the University of Oxford, the Pcev. WATillianl CONYBEARE, 
Dean of LlandaS, who, when I entered upon the pursuits of geology, 
was one of my respected leaders, and to wvhom I became sincerely 
attached. The son of the rector of Bishopsgate, and the grandson 
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of a dean of Christchurch, Will Gonybeare was born in 1787, 
and edueated first at Westminster; his earlier acquirements being 
matured at Oxford, where he was distinguished as a scholar. 

_ 

ie no sooner quitted the University of O:xford, in which he had 
taken high honours at the same time as the late Sir Robert Peel 
and the present Archbishop of Dublin, than he spent the leisure 
hours of a eountry elergyman in reeording the natural phenomena 
of the subsoil and its produets. Beeoming a member of the Geo- 
logieal Soeiety, he gave to that body his :first Mernoir in 1814, and 
eventuall;y prepared, in eonjunetion with Mr. VV. Phillips, ' The 
Geology of England and Wales ' (:1822). By that exeellent work, 
of whieh his assoeiate undertook the mineralogieal portion onlyX 
DIr. Conybeare fairly established himself as one of those who, fol- 
lowing in the track opened out by William Srnith, of identifying 
strata by their fossils, were the founders of that British geology 
whieh has sent its types and nomenelature through the world. 

Any one who may refer to this volume will see how insariably 
the author adopts the true method of geologieal arrangelnent, by 
beginning the deseription of each natural deposit in the erust of 
the globe by a elear delineation of its geographieal outlines and the 
eharaeter of the eountry. Even in his 'Introduetion' we find 
comprehensive views of the structure of the earth enunciated with 
the ellthusiasrn of a real lover of geographical discovery, when 
he thus incites the geologist to push on fearlessly in the search 
after truth " how little comparative curiosity should we feel con- 
cerning the course of the Niger or the North Coast of America could 
they bo as easily exasnined as the Thames and the Channel !" In 
every chapter of the same work we meet with sketches of tlle sur- 
face and external characters of each tract, as well as the heights of 
the hills, and the phenomena of wells and springs (all of them 
integral geographical data), duly interwoven with an account of 
the chemical and mineral qualities of the subsoila the imbedfled 

- fossils, and the erosion and fractures to which the strata had been 
subjected. Again, the long, coloured section, from the Land's End 
on the west to the Gertnan Ocean on the east, is in itself a fine 
sample of the generalising powers of Conybeare; for although 
geology has made vast strides since the year 1822, man;sr of the 
features of this remarkable picture of the then stato of our know- 
ledge are still as true as when the author sketched thenl with the 
bold hand of a master. 

In the same year Mr. Conybeare also displayed his talents as a 
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naturalist and comparative anatomid, by his notico of a then un- 
known fossil reptile, which he showed to be a lillk between the 
ichthyosaurus and the crocodile, and to wh;ch ho assigrled the 
name of plesiosaurus. This memoir and another on the same 
subject i:a the succeeding year, created a most lively sensation 

EQNg naturalists, and w;aning the admiration of Cuvier) ob- 

tained for our deceased AssociUe the honourable E>ost of corre- 
spondent of the Academy of Sciences. But I will :llot attempt to 
enlarge on these geological and paleontological triumphs, as my 
contemporary General Portlock has done ample justice to them in 
his recent Presidential Discourse, addressed to the Geological 
Society, in which he has successfully delineated the scientific merits 
of William Conieare. 

Retirirkg gradually from the toils of the geologist? and restrlet- 
ing hilnself to those clerical duties and theological readings which 
enabled hin:L to obtain the dignity in the Church which he occupied 
for some years before his death, the last geological eSort of Mr. 
Conybeare was his iReport on the Progress of GeologyX which, as a 
speotator eaore than an active workman, hs ga.ve to the British 
Association for the Advancement of Science, when thay held their 
first meeting at Oxford in 1832. 

The masterly manner in which he then grouped the various data, 
and recorded the advances made in the years which had elapsed 
since hs was himself a contributor to the setiences produced a deep 
feeling of gratitude on my part; br he encouraged me by the 
assurance that the distinotion which had then becn recently con- 
ferred upon lne by placing me ;n the chair of the Geological Society 
had been worthily vindicated by my labours in the North of Scot- 
land at one end of the European scale, and in the Alps at the 
other7 as exhibited in a great section across Europe which he had 
prepared. 

This approval of so eminent a man was indeed a main cause in 
leading me to make other esertions, which up to this day have not 
been discontinued; and whatever little merit they possess, I iel that 
they have been to a great degree elicited, first by the works and 
ez;alnple, and then by the advice and approbation, of WVilliam 
Conybeare. For, even in succteding ;years, when retil:ed in his 
deanery at LlandaS, he again incited me after tny journeys in 
Russia, at once to publish a geological map of Europe, saying that 
the aroa which, in conjurletion with my iends, I had laid down 
in that vast empire would enable any colnpiler to depri+Te myself 
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and associates of the honour which justly belonged to us, of pro- ducing the first Geological Map of Europe arranged on the prin- ciples of British classification.* 
Long as I have been connected with the pursuits of science, I never yet met with any one of its cultivators who had a anore ingenuous love of truth than Dean Conybeare; and I can safely affirm that he was universally beloved in the Geological Society, in which he bore so conspicuous a part. In addition to his scientific acquirements, the Dean of LlandafF was one of the best Greek scholars of his day, and was as deeply read in classics as in that ancient literature of the Church, in the study of which he passed many of the latter days of his life happy in seeing that the true learning, high prin- ciples, and right feeling which he had iluplanted in the minds and hearts of his sons (of whom, alas ! he had lost two) were raising them in the walks of llWe they had respectively embraced, to posi- tions in which they are doing all honour to the name of Conybeare. Rear-Adiniral Sir John Ross, K.T., C.B., who was born in 1777 at Balsaroch, Wigtonshire, entered the Royal Navy in 1786, served in the Mediterranean until 1789, and a.fterwards in the Channel. He was in the expedition to Holland, and also under Sir James Saumarez. In 1808 Lieut. Ross acted as Captain of the Swedish fleet, and was made a Colnmander in 1812. During his war services in three diSerent actions he was wounded thirteen times. 

In 1817the Adrniralty having resolved to attempt to solve the question of the North-West Passage, Commander Pcoss was ap- pointed to the Alexander, and Lieut. W. E. Parry to the Isabetla; they sailed in 1818, and having anade the circuit of Baffin Bay, re- turned to England the salne season, when :Ross was pro noted to the rank of Captain. In 1829, aided by the munificence of Mr. Felix Booth, he purchased the Vactory, a steam-vessel of 150 tons, to follow up the discoveries alreaely made in the direction of Barrow Strait. 
The Fictory sailed *om England in 1829, Commander (now Sir) James Clark Ross being second in command. Having visited the 

* As soon as the geological map of Russia was published (1845), embracing nearly two-thirds of Europe, and that my colleague de Verneuil had produc.ed a map of Spairl (the only then remaiDing terra incognita geologorutn of Europe), it was evident that a general map might then be constructed chiefly by compilatien. I delayed so loSng in profiting by the sound advice of Dean Conybeare, that whell my map of Europe appeared ill 1854 it was soon followed by the large and bril- liantly coloured map of Dumont of Liege. The cartographer will at once see, by comparing them, how vast a pZortion of the work of my eminellt Belgiall contem- porary has been derived from the map of Russia. 
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wreck of the lgury, in Regent Inlet, the Victory reached Cape Garry 
in August, 1829, ancl thence proceeded South-X0Test to lat. 70? North, 
and long. 923 \Vest, whell an impenetrable barrier of ice finally 
compelled hel to winter in Felix Harbour. During 1830 Captai 
Ross could only move the Victory about four uliles, and in the fol- 
lowing year merely gained a port fourteen aniles farther, now 
nained Victoria Harbour, where, after another winter, he aban- 
doned his vessel, in May 1832. Exposed to much danger, the party 
made their way northwards to about lat. 74? North, and long. 90? 
AVest, but want of provisions and the approach of winter obliged 
thern to return to Fury Beach, which they reached on the 7th of 
October, about three years after the tilne they passed it on their 
outn-ard voyage. Here- they lived in a hut 32 fe.et long, made 
from the wreck of the Fury, and passed another dreary winter 
alaidst prixTation and considerable suffering. 

On July 8th, 1833, Captain Ross and his }arty made a last effort 
to escape. Dragging the sick to the boats, they elnbarked, and 
crossing the inlet to Cape York, reached a point East of Navy 
Board Inlet, where they fortunately got on board the whaler Isabetla, 
forlnerly comlnanded by the gallant Captain himself, and ill October 
they arrived in England, to the joy of us geographers, who, failing to 
induce the Admiralty to send otlt a searching vessel, had commenced 
a subscription for the purpose. 

In the same year 1833 Capt. Ross deservedly obtained the Gold 
Medal of this Society "for discovery in the Arctic Regions of 
America," and the Gold Medal of the Geographical Society of Paris, 
together with various foreign orders, including that of the Swedish 
Polar Star; and in December, 1834, he received the honour of 
Knighthood together with that of C.B.; his patron, Mr. Felix Booth, 
being raised to a Baronetcy by King AVilliam IV., who entertained 
a personal regard for our deceased Associate. A committee of the 
House of Commons assisted by scientific men appointed to inaresti- 
gate the results of this expedition declared that they saw llO reason 
to doubt that Captain Ross nearly approached, and that Commander 
Jarnes Ross had actually reached, the Magnetic Pole. 

Sir John Ross was the author, among other works, of Letters to 
Young Sea OfEcers, Memoirs and Correspondence of Admiral Lord 
de Saumarez, and a Treatise on Xavigation by Steam: he also 
translated and edited a AIemoir of Admiral de Krusenstern, which 
was dedicated by permission to this Society. 

This gallant officer and persevering explorer was promoted to 
VOL. II. X 
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the rank of Rear--Ad:niral in July, 1851, and died in November, 
1856. 

By the death of the Rev. Sir Henry DUEINFIELD, Bart., I lose one 
of lny oldest and laost stedfast friendsP He was the third son of 
Sir Nathaniel Dukinfield, Bart., of Stanlake, Berks. 

Educated at Eton and Oxford, and there forming intimacies which 
lasted through life, Henry Dukinfield had been for many years a 
zealous and devoted provincial clergyman before he succeeded to 
the title by the death of his elder brother Sir Lloyd. After he had 
performed his duty in an e>;elnplary lnanner for 18 years as Vicar 
of St. Giles's, Reading, that elninent scholar the late Dr. Blomfield, 
Bishop of London7 selected Sir H. Dukill:field to assume the im- 
portant duties of Vicar of St. Martin's in the iFields, most of the 
parishioners of which were, at that time, in avowed hostility to their 
pastor. And never were duties Inore earnestly, sedulously, and 
honourably performed. His influence throughout that populous 
parish becalne so felt from the peer to the hulablest artisan, and he 
so laboured ill calming rivalries and disputes in the vestry, that 
when from the state of his health he found himself compelled to 
retire from the active seene, he received the heartiest thanks from 
all his flock, as well as from numerous Disse:rlters; with the es:pres- 
sion of their deep regret at being deprived of his aid aIld counsel. 

Eaving long thought that habits of cleanliness mrere essential to 
the raising of the humbler classes in their moral condition and well 
being, he worked out and coanpleted a favourite scheme at which 
he had been labouring for some years, of establishing cheap public 
baths and wash-houses; and though necessarily excluded by his 
profession from a seat in Parliament, the Act which sanctioned these 
highly useful adjunots to the comfort of the people is, a?d will 
always be, known as Sir Henry D?zAinfieZd's Act. 

After retiring from St. Martin's, and during his latter years, far 
from being contented to live a life of idleness, he never failed 
(and, as I can testify, often when unwell) to assist his overworked 
brethren in the Church. He also took the liveliest interest in esta- 
blishing the New Hospital for Sick Children, and so supported it 
for si2z years by personal superintendence, preaching sennons, and 
procuring subscriptions in addition to his own, that as chairman of 
the Committee he was justly considered the mainstay of that usefi 
establishment. 

With these legacies to his country, Sir Ilenry DukinSeld left 
behind him such a charaoter for probity, kindness of heart, and u:a- 
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tiring zeal in the promotion of everJr philanthropic object, united 
with the manners of a high bred gentleman and the acquirements of 
a scholar, that he was justly regarded as a pattern of a Christian 
whose deeds were continual proofs of the sincerity of his faith. He 
married the widow of the distinguished Peninsular officer Lieu- 
tenant-General Chowne, who, as well as his only sister Mrs. 
Prichard Smith, survive to mourn his loss. As he left no male 
heir, the ancient baronetcy conferred by Charles II. on the son of 
the " gallant and honest" Colonel Dukinfield of Dukinfield, 
Cheshire, so distinguished in the Civil Wars, has become extinct. 

Sir George DUCKETr, Bart., M.A., F.R.S., who was one of the early 
WIembers of this Society, having joined it at its comlnencement, in 
183V, died on the lSth of June last, at the age of 78. He was the 
son of Sir (;eorge Jackson, Bart., forinerly Secretary to the Admi- 
ralty and Judge Advocate, and lnany years M,P. for Colchester 
and Weymouth; the name of Duckett having; been assumed after 
his maternal grandfather. He represented Lytnington frozn 1807 to 
1812, was a Deputy Lieutenant for Herts, and at one tilue was 
Colonel of the West Essex Militia. 

Sir George was a zealous supporter of science, a profound classical 
scholar, and a good linguist; having translated various Scriptural 
works from the German. In private life he possessed many amiable 
and excellent qualities, and his death was deeply deplored by all 
those who knew his worth. 

Charles William, Earl FITZWILLIAM, K.G., F.R.S., another of the early 
suembers of the Society, died on the 14th October last, at the age 
of 71. The on]y son of William, fourth Eall Fitzwilliam, he was 
educated at Trinity College, Cambridge, and as Lord Milton repre- 
sented the county of York in the House of Commons in seven succes- 
sive Parliaments between the years 1807 and 1833, and succeeded 
to the Earldom on his ither's death that same : ear. Earl 
Fitzwilliam was essentially manly and honest as a public man, 
and among the many traits of benevolence by which his conduct 
was characterised, no one was more conspicuous than his early and 
unceasing endeavours to bring about an abrogation of the corn laws. 
Blessed with a deep sense of religion, and largely e2zercising the 
gifts of charity, the liberality of this public spirited and upright 
nobleman extended itself to science both in a pecuniary form and in 
rendering personal assistance. 

Nor had any one a juster appreciation of the public value of 
scientific pursuits. As far back as 1831, when few senators had 

x 2 
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given encouragement to science, and when I was one of the few 
men who asselllbled at York to support tlle scheme suggested by 
Sir D. Brewster, and worked into an efficient system by my en- 
lightened fiiend WAJillianz Vernon Harcourt, Lord Fitzwilliam, in 
describing the benefits to be expected from the institution of thek 
British Association for the Advanceinent of Science, over the first 
meeting of which he presided, thus spoke: " I hope that the meet- 
ings thus auspiciously begun, will rapidly advance to still greater im- 
portance, and become the source of incalculable advantage to science 
hereafter. In addition to other more direct benefits, I hope they 
will be the means of ilapressing on the Gonerntnent of this countly 
the conviction, that the love of scientific pursllits and the means of 
pursuing them are not confined to the metropolis; alld I hope that 
when the Government is fully impressed with the knowledge of the 
great desire entertained to protnote science in every part of the 
elnpire, they will see the necessity of aSording it due encouragetnent, 
and of giving every proper stimulus to its advancement." 

The death of this good and patriotic nobleman was as deeply de- 
plored by all those persons of the npper and middle classes who 
partook of his widely-spread hospitality, as by the tnasses of the 
people, of whom he was the ardent friend and protector. 

The life of Lieut. J. Baptiste HOLMAN, well known under the 
nalne of the " Blind Traveller, " was a special illllstration of the pursuit 
of knowledge under apparently irlsurrnountable difficulties. At the 
age of twenty-five he was obliged to leave the naval service, a pro- 
fession of which his active mind and singular aptitude for the acqui- 
sitiOll of practical information would have rendered him a distin- 
guished ornament. The illness which ended in the total deprivation 
of sight resulted from the anxious discharge of his professional 
duties. At first some hope was entertained that his sight would be 
presersed, btlt when at length it becarne certain that there was no 
prospect of recovering the power of vision, his resolution to adapt 
himself to these distressing circumstances showed at once that 
mental courag;e which was afterwards so remarkably deareloped. 
The appointment as a Naval Iinight of WVindsor seemed to afford an 
easy retreat from turrnoil to a pelson in his circumstances. But 
the seclusion of Travers College was ill-suited foz his anxious mind; 
and his bodily health also sufEering from that routine life, he ob- 
tained permission to travel. His first journey, made in the years 
-1819, 1820, and 1821, was-through France, Italy, Switzerland, and 
parts of Gerlaany bordering on the Rhine, Holland, and the 
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Netherlands, The narrative of these travels went through four 
editions. 

In his next journeys he traversed Russia, Siberia, Poland, 
Austria, Saxony, l'russia, and Hanover, during the years 1822,1823, 
and 1824. NVhile passing through the Russian territories he was 
suspected to be a spy, and was conducted as a state prisoner from 
the interior of Siberia to the frontier; having penetrated during 
that journey to 1000 milesbeyond Tobolsk. Nol is it the least won- 
derful feature in these enterprises that, although when at home he 
was always attended by a servant on whose arm he leaned, he 
never on any occasion took a servant abroad, always traarelling 
alone, and trusting to his own sagacity, and the sylnpathy which 
never failed him wherever he went, for safe conduct through all 
emergencies and perils. His Russian travels, curious in their details 
and full of adventure, ran through three editions. 

In 1834 he published his principal work, recording a still wider 
field of research, entitled a 4 AToyage Plound the World,' in four 
volumes. This publication was dedicated to Queen Victoria, 
through whose kindness he had previously obtained a dispensation 
from residence at Windsor; an act of gracious protection which he 
spoke of to the last hour of his life in tertns of deep gratitude. 
The ' Voyage Round the World' may be considered his most 
elaborate production. It embraced the Journals of a vast route, 
including Africa, Asia, Allstl alasia, and America, as explored 
between the years 1827 and 1832; and is, in reference to the mass 
of information it contains, and the peculiar situatio:n of the author, 
an extraordinary literary monument of energy and perseverance. 

Although Lieut. Eo]man had now twice circumnavigated the 
globe, visited luost countlies, and rnade himself familiar with their 
geography, internal industry, and external relations, the passion for 
exploring distant scenes and gathering fiesh inforleation survived 
even the physical strength necessary to its safe indulgence. Of him, 
indeed, it ma;\r be said, that his eager soul subjected its feeble tene- 
ment to the severest tests. Few lnen of the strongest constitutions 
could have endured the itigues which the Blind Traveller solun- 
tarily undertook; and at an age when most men seek repose, he 
was still found in motion, on the Danube or near Constantinople; at- 
tending to the processes of wine making in Portugal, or visiting the 
scene of some Scriptural tradition at Jerusalem. His last journeys 
were made through Spain and Portugal, Wallachia, Moldavia, and 
Montenegro, Syria and Turkey, and his final cmployment svas the 
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preparation for the press of his later journals, which experience 
and matured observation had rendered rnore valuable than any of 
his former records of travel. The whole of these, and a large mass 
of miscellaneous papers, are in the hands of hi,s friends, and it 
is to be hoped they will be given to the public, accompanied by 
an adequate biography of this remarkable man. The character 
of Lieut. Holman was eminentl- calculated to command respect and 
conciliate attachment. Patient, gentle, and firm, he was beloved 
by his friends, and won the confidence and regard of the numerous 
and varied circles by which he was at different times surrounded. 

Mr. Joseph Ravenscroft ELSEY, who died in January last in the 
West Indies at the early age of twenty-four, had already distin- 
guished himself as a naturalist and explorer, as recorded in our 
Journal. 

Educated at the London University and College of Chemistry, 
and passing at the Royal College of Surgeons, he was appointed as 
surgeon and naturalist to the North Australian Expedition, under 
our Medallist, Ir. A. C. Gregory. The zealous and efficient 
manner in which he fulfilled the arduous duties attached to his 
post, during twenty months of toilsome travel, won for hiln the 
high praises of his comma,nder, and the friendship and admiration 
of his associates. On his return to England he cornmunicated a 

paper to this Society on North Australia, and was soon after oWered 
the appointrnent of Government surgeon at Seychelles, which he 
however declined, preferring to go to the VVest Indies, with a view 
to the collection of natural history specimens. He had scarcely 
been sis weeks at his post when he was attacked with what at 
first appeared a slight illness, but which soon terminated fatally; 
and there is too much reason to believe that his untimely end was 
attributable in great measure to over-fatigue and privation when 
engaged in the North Australian Expedition. 

The late Earl SPENCER. K.G., was born at the Admiralty, Whitehall, 
his father having for many years presided over that department of 
the Government. He adopted the Navy as his profession, entering 
that service irt 181l, a few rnonths before he attained his fourteenth 
year. In September, 182S, he was appointed to the command of 
the Talbot, 28. While in that ship he served in the Mediter- 
ranean, under the late Admiral Sir Edward Codrington, in which 
he fought with distinction at the battle of Navarino, was pre- 
sent at the capitulation of Patras, and assisted at the reduction of 
the Morea Castle. For his conduct at the battle of Navarino the 
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noble Earl received the honollr of C.B. In the latter years of his 
life he served as Lord High Steward of lIer Majesty's Household, 
and was lnade a Enight of the Garter. Feeling that his health was 
rapidly giving vfay, he retired from office, and shortly after, on the 
27th December, 1857, he expired, to the regret of his Sovereign 
and his numerous friends. 

William Wilbelforce BIRD, who was born in 1784, was the eldest 
son of W. Wilberforce Bird, of the Spring, Kenilworth, and Member 
for Coventry. In his boyhood he was at school at Warwick, but 
was sent to complete his education at Geneva. In 1802 he was 
nominated a member of the East India Civil Service, and went to 
Calcutta in 1803. After passing through the College of Fort 
William with considerable distinction, he was stationed at Benares, 
where he was early placed in situations of singular difficulty 
and importance. On one occasion, in the year 1809, a reli- 
gious disturbance broke out, attended with great destruction of 
life and property, and it became necessary to call out the troops, 
whom he personally conducted into the heart of the city, and 
was enabled to disarm and disperse the infuriated people, and 
restore tranquillity. On another occasion an insurrection, in re- 
sistance of the introduction of the house-tax, which threatened 
very alarming consequences, was put down through the exertions 
of Mr. Bird; the multitudes being dispersed without the loss of a 
single life. 

For these services Mr. Bird received the highest approbation 
of the Government for " the prudence, firsnness, zeal, activity, 
and judgment which had marked all his proceedings." After 
this time, Mr. Bird was selected for other important situations, 
where peculiar fitness was required; and having been succes- 
sively placed in the highest offices, both judicial and financial, 
was at length appointed a member of the Supreme Council of India, 
of svhich, in the absence of the GLovernor-General in the North- 
West Provinces, he became the President, and was four times nom;- 
nated Deputy-Governor of Bengal, with the duties of which office 
he was entrusted during the whole period of Lord Ellenborough's 
administration. M7hen that nobleman was recalled, Mr. Bird suc- 
ceeded him as Governor-General of India until the arrival of Sir 
Henry (the late Lord) Hardinge, whose first act vvas to re-appoint 
him Deputy-Governor of Bengal. Mr. Wilberforce Bird took a 
prominent part in all the great questions of the time, and was par- 
ticularly instrulnental ill the abolition of suttee, the suppression of 
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slaarely, the discontinuanco of state lotteriesX the extension of 
Native education, and the znore general employinent of well- 
qualified S7atives in the adininistration of public afEairs. In 1844, 
having been in the service of the SEast India Col:npany forty-one 
years, he retired, and returned to England. 0n his departure 
from Calcutta, addresses were presented to him by the European 
and :Native inllabitants, expressiv-e of their sentiments of respect 
and esteera for his character and conduct, both as a public officer and 
a private gentleluan. He passed his remain;ng days in the privacy 
of domestic ]ife, beloved by all his friends, and-particularly by his as- 
sociates of the old P;aleigh, now the Geographical, (:lub. He died in 
London, after a few hours' illness, on the lst June, 1857, aged 73. 

The Rev. Dr. SCORESBY. --Although it is not my bollnden duty to 
oSer to you sketehes of the lives of our countryanen who have not 
been members of our body, yf3t when a a7ery remarleable explorer, 
voyager, or geographer, who has n(3t joined us, is taken from this 
world, I follow the practice adopted soxne years ago of attempting to 
bring the striking points of his character to your mi:nd's-eye. A man 
eminently entitled to be thus singled out was the late Dr. SCORESBY 
who, at the early age of ten years, commenced his career as a sea- 
man under the auspices of his father, one of the most successful 
captai:Ls of the port of Whitby in the Northern whale fishery. Thus 
early inured to the hardships and perils of the Arctic seas, his Inindt 
was developed by the employment of the winter months in ptlrsuing 
a course of study at the University of Edinburgh where his assiduity 
and ability gained hiin the friendship of the professors, and laid the 
foundation of that knowledge which enabled him subsequently to 
offer in SQ admirable and-clear a manner a-n account of the Arctic 
regions, 

As chief mate of his father's ship,< the-Resotthtion, he had the 
honour of navigating tc) the highest northern latitude then attained 
by any vessel, viz. 81? 30'; and though Sir E. Parr;y, in his cele- 
brated boat expedition during his fourth soyage in 1827, arrived 
at 82? 4S', the distinction of being second in the approach to the 
iPole ;yet remains with Scoresby and his father. 

The account of the Arctic ragions, being the result of 17 years' 
experience in those seas, appeared in 1820, in two solulnes; and 
besides a vast amount of statistical information relative to the whale 
fishery, the:a the most important nursery for our seamen, this work 
contains so great amass of scient;fic oabservation that it is still a 

te2<;t-book of nautical scienee. 
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In 1822 he succeeded in reaching the east coast of Greenland, 
which, by his indefatigable labours, wa.s laid down on charts from 
the 70th to the 7Sth degree of latitude, and, taking in the bays and 
fiords, a coast line of 800 lniles was defined correctly, and errors of 
previous charts, amounting to no less than 7? of longitude, cor- 
rected. An account of this remarkable voyage (dedicated by per- 
mission to King AVilliam the Fourth) was published the following 
year; and in a copious appendix, the pages devoted to mineralogy, 
botanyX zoology, and meteorology, evince to what great profit the 
author had studied at Edinburgh. 

In the course of a visit to the island of Jan Mayen, Scoresby de- 
tected one of the most remarkable proofs of the eSect of the equatorial 
ourrent. He found on the shores of that singular island (recently 
visited by Lord DefEerin) pieces of drift wood lDored by a ptenus or 
pholas, neither (f whicll anilnals ever piercee wood in Arctic countries, 
and hence he conclllded that the worm-eaten drifted fragment had 
been borne by currents froin a transpolar region. The notion of a 
constantly open polar sea Dr. Scoresby always believed to be 
chimerical. 

He was the first also to attempt observations on the electricity of 
the atmosphere in high northern latitlldes, and his experiments 
made with an insulated conductor eight feet abo+Te the head of 
the main-top-gallant mast, connected by a wire with a copper ball, 
attached by a silken eord to the deckX are still regarded with interest 
for their novelty and ingenuity. 

This collectioll of scientific data was never perlYlitted to interfere 
with the main objects of the soyage, in the pursuit of which he 
was most sucocssfu15 a.nd, notwithstanding a resolute determination, 
that the sanctity of the Sabbath should never be violated by the 
pursuit of the whale, his ship usually returned the fullest of the 
season. Some idea of his constant zeal nlay be found in the 
expression which he useS that, when he went into the ice, he con- 
sidered it was his own watch on deck until extricated at the close 
of the seasoll. 

Abandoning nauticaI pursuits in the year 1823, Mr. Scoresby gave 
a fresh and remarkable proof of his unbounded energy and great 
ability by mastering the difficulties attendant l;Lpon the adoption of 
the career of a divine. Setting to work with the assiduity of youth, 
he graUduated at Qlleen's College, Cambridge, as B.D., in 1834, and 
was inducted to that Church of England of which he becalne a dis- 
tinguished omament. In short, he devoted many years of his life 
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to the arduous duties of ohaplain among sealuen, whose religious wel- 
fare he most zealously promoted; his sermons, while they breathed 
the true spirit of Christianity, being strengthened by a tone of 
philosophieal reflection whieh imparted to them mueh dignity and 
freshness. 

In the progress of Aretie eacploration Seoresby eontinued to take 
the deepest interest. Although he had thought, from the first, that 
the attempts to find a North-West passage to the China Seas would 
prove to be unprofitable for politieal or eommereial objeets, he eon- 
sidered that the seientifie results justified all the risk and e2mpense of 
sueh expeditions; maintaining that, even in regard to finaneial 
returns to the nation, the establishment of the Davis Strait fishery 
and of the trade of the Hudson Bay Company had compensated for 
the expenditure of publie money in the early voyages of diseovery. 

The scientifie eareer of Dr. Scoresby in the latter ;years of his 
life is well known. He beeame a Fellow of the Royal Soeiety in 
1824, and subsequently was elected a Correspondent of the Seetion of 
Geography and Navigation of the French Aeademy of Seienees. The 
Edinburgh Philosophical Journal and various seientifie periodieals 
were enriehed by oecasional eontributions from his pen on a variety 
of subjeets of natural history and meteorology. To the observa- 
tions of magnetieal phenomena he had long dearoted elose attention, 
and his investigations, published at intervals from 1839 to 1843, 
and the eoneluding volume in 1848, eontain a vast amount of 
valuable materials for sound induetion. His reports to the British 
Assoeiation, at the meetings of whieh body he was a frequent and 
weleome attendant, and his nulnerous observations on the influenee 
of the iron of vessels on the compass, were eonneeted with inquiries 
of the utmost praetieal importanee to navigation. It was in prose- 
euting these researehes, and with a view to determine various 
questions of magnetie seienee, that Dr. Seoresby undertook a Yoyage 

to Australia, from which he returned last year, with his eonstitution 
much enfeebled by the arduous labours he had undergone. 

Of this good man we may truly affirm that his name will ever be 
remembered with honour among those who by their character and 
serviees have sustained the reputation and extended the influence 
of the British name by the peaceful triumphs of seienee and philan- 
thropy. 

Dr. Baron von REDEN was born in the be<,inning of the present 
century, in the kingdotn of Hanoa7er, and was well known for his 
good statistical and geographical works on Gertnan5-, Austria, and 
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Bussia He was chief director of the Statistical Bureau in Vienea, 
and possessed a considerable private collection of valuable ancient 
and modern geograph;eal maps, was a ATice-President of the recently- 
formed Imperial Geographical Society of Vienna, and died unex- 
pectedly a few lnonths sirLce. 

At the last Anniversary, I laid before you a brief sketch of the 
discoveries of the ardent yollng explorer and good astronomical 
obserYer vOGEL, and reported the rumours of his death, but hopingly 
threw dotlbts upon their accuracy. Alas ! they have proved too 
true; and since then the assassination of his faithful assistant 
AIaguire, who was bringing home Inany geographical records, has 
cast a sad gloom over the exploration of Central Africa, and teaches 
u.s how grateful we ought to be for the escape of even the 
living traveller, Barth, who is now giving us SQ much information 
respecting those turbulent tribes. 

I'he death of Vogel appears to be placed beyond a doubt by the 
account of the envoy of the King of Darfur, who arrived last autuann 
on an alaicable mission to the Viceroy of Egypt. He relates the 
rumours which had reached hila before he left Darfur, and repeats 
their details with lainuteness. Much of his account refers to the 
proceedings of Dr. Togel's colleagues; and as we know that what 
relates to Barth is accurate, there appear to be no grounds for 
doubting the truthfulness of the remainder, especially as the place 
where ATogel is said to have been es:ecuted by the order of the bar- 
barous }Ving of Wadai is at no great distance from Darfur. 

Edward Vogel was the eldest son of Professor C. Vogel Director 
of the Public School in Leipsic, where he, at an early age, exhibited 
a strong predilection for astronomy, there being a good observatory 
in that city. He afterwards completed his studies under the cele- 
brated Encke at Berlin. Concluding his academical training, he 
came to England, I believe, in 1851, and was employed in the 
observatory of Mr. Bishop until he was sought out to proceed to 
Africa early in 1853, and join Drs. Barth and Overweg. 

On the eve of his departure, when he was full of ardour and 
hope I made his acquaintance at the house of his patron the 
enlightened Prussian ZIinister, (:hevalier Bunsen, when his inge- 
nuous manners, intelligent conversation, and knowledge of the 
natural history sciences, in addition to sound astronoanical acquire- 
ments, led me to conclude that he was admirably qualified to carry 
out his lnission, particularly in determining the geographical position 
of many places in Africa. Alas ! that he is not only taken frozn us, 
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but that Tvith him and poor Maguire we lose a great portion of the 
results of his arduous explorations and accurate observations. 

M. von iNeimen, a young German gentleman of good family, 
who went to Egypt solely with the noble object of penetrating to 
Darfur and AYadai, there to ascertain tho fate of Vogel, I regret t 
says died of a lock-jaw at (:airo. 

The fate of the iithful and intelligent Corporal Maguire has 
been already narrated to you in our Proceedings. In his last 
mornents he exhibited the saine unfinching tenacity and bravery 
which had marked his conduct throughout. Appalled by no sickness 
and intimidated by no foe, this fine specitnen of a British soldier 
killed several of his murderous assailants before he lost his own 
..> 

te. 

GEEOG$RAPHICAL PROGRESS. 

Britaig-Admiralty Surueys.-Following the plan of my last 
year's Address, I begin with the account of the Maritime Surveys of 
Britain, for the substance of which I am indebted to my eminent 
friend Captain Washington. 

The Coast Surveys in course of execution under the orders of the 
Admiralty both at holYle and abroad have made steady progress 
during the past year. They are conducted by twenty diferent 
surveying parties, one-half of which are employed on portions of 
the United Wingdom, the remainder in the colonies of Australia, 
Cape of Good Hope, West Indies, Nova Scotia, St. Lawrence, and 
ATancouver Island, also in the Mediterranean, Coust of China, and 
Red Sea. 

British Isles.- The Coast Survey of the United Kingdoan has 
reached a point at which we can confidently predict that a very 
few more seasons will place the public, and all who take an interest 
in geography, in possession of a complete representation of the 
British Isles, not only as their shores, islets, and rocks rise above 
the level of high water, but a.lso as the whole group reposes upon a 
bed circumscribed hy a boundary line of 100 fathoms in depth. 

The study of the configuration of that line is instructixe. It 
shows that the group, although apparently broken up into three 
large, and colmtless small, islands, is physically connected on the 
south-east, through Belgium and Holland, with the corltinent of 
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Europe, while it is separated frozn Norway and Sweden by a gulf 
or fiord some hundred ithoms in depth. Probably it may not be 
generally known that some of the deep wells in London and Sheer- 
ness draw their fresh water from a stratuan which lies fully 300 feet 
below the level of the bc)ttom of a,ny portion of the North Sea that 
interverles between this island and the coasts of Belgium, Holland, 
or Denmark. The physical geographer will therefore find, if he ex- 
amines them, that nautical charts teach something more than the 
mere dapth sufficient for the wants of navigatioll. This undoubtedly 
is their first and main use; but in the course of a rapid sulnmary 
of their labours during the past year, I shall be enabled to show you 
that the Admiralty Sulseyors have sounded hitherto unfathomed 
depths both in t.he North and South Atlantic, in the Indian Ocean, 
and in the Red Sea, and have brought up sufficient o? the bottom to 
enable geologists to explain the structure of new continents, now 
forrtling at a depth of 2000 fathoms below the surface of the water. 

En.gland. The re-examination of the river Thames, to which I 
referred last year, under Commanders Burstal and Cudlip, has been 
completed frorn Putney to NVoolwich, and laid down upon the large 
scale Ordnance plans of 60 inches to a statute mile-a mi:nute and 
careful survey, which will form a valuable standard for reference 
hereafter, when the labours of the Thames Conservancy Board shall 
have dredged a deep, uniform channel, navigable at lonr water up 
to the London Pool. The deepening of the bed of the river, conse- 
quent upon the removal of old Londen Bridge in the year 1832, 
has been striking, and holds out encouragement to reconstruct the 
old-fashioned bridges at Newcastle, WYexford, and Cork, which now 
act as dams in their respective rivers, as the Tyne, the Slaney, and 
the Lee. 

On the east coast of England the chief topographical changes 
consist in the improvement of the entrallces of the se+reral tidal 
harbours. The channel of the Tees has been dredged and trained 
to a fair curve, which can hardly fail to deepen itself. A chart of 
Tees Bay, on the scale of 3 inches to a mile, has recently been pub- 
lished at the Admiralty. It includes Hartlepool and Redcar, and 
thus shows at one view all the sites that have been recommended 
in this immediate locality for a harbour of refuge an imperative 
work that can no longer be delayed, when we look at the fearful 
loss of life from wreck that annually ocours on this coast. At the 
entrance of the Tyne large works are in progress, which we trust 
maJr do somewhat to irrlprove the mouth of that important river, in 
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and out of which no fewer than 4S,000 vessels pass yearly a traffic 
only paralleled by that of the ports of London and Liverpool. At 
Blyth, too, much has been done to inlprove the entrance, and to 
;uide the flood and ebl) strealas into one channel. 

On the south coast of England the surveying party under (:om- 
mander Cow and Messrs. Usborne and Davis are still engaged in 
the examination of the inner portions of Plymouth Sound, in- 
cluding Catwater and Hamoaze, as far as Keyham, in the course of 
which they have examined 27 miles of harbour coast-line, and 
sounded over a0 square rniles. In Cornwall Captain WVilliarns and 
Mr. NVells have surveyed 15 miles of the open coast from St. Ger- 
main's Beacon westward to the entrance of Fowey, with plans of 
the srnall harbours of Charlestown, Par, Polkerris, and Polperro, and 
sounded over 47 square Iniles. At the northern entrance of the 
Bristol Channel, Comrnander Alldridge and Mr. Hall have been 
employed on the rocky passage known as Jack Sound, where they 
have mapped 21 lniles of open coast line, and sounded over 40 
square miles, discovering many dangerous rocks hitherto not marked 
on our charts. 

Farther north, on the Brest coast, Mr. E. K. Calver has sounded 
the new refuge harbour of Holyhead, which already has afforded 
shelter to 3500 vessels during the past year, and is daily more re- 
sorted to as it becomes known. He has also resounded the packet- 
harbour at Portpatrick, and has generally examined the coast and 
harbours between Bardsey Sound and Ardrossan, including the 
newly-formed harbour at Silloth, on the English side of the Solway 
Firth, and has shown that there exists a channel, having 15 feet at 
low water, for which the mariner, in case of need, may safely run 
his vessel at a time when the tidal harbours along this portion of 
the coast cannot be approached. 

Scotland. In Argyleshire Commanders Bedford and Creyke and 
Mr. Bourchier have been employed on the coasts of Mull, Iona, 
Ulva, and Loch Etive, with the numerous adjoining islets, in the 
course of which work they have surveyed 112 miles of sea-coast 
and loch, and sounded over 90 squarse :rniles. In the detailed 
statistics which Commander Bedford has furnished of the pro- 
gress of this season's surarey, he states that the soundings were 
obtained by one officer, Mr. Bourchier, and his boat's crew; and it 
may give some notion of the minuteness of the survey, when I 
mentioll that, in the space of 90 square miles, they took 137000 
casts of the lead, tlle greatest depth being 97 fathoms. The neces- 
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sarily slow progress of the survey of fhese intricate eoasts will be 
better understood perhaps from this single fact than from any 
general description that I snight give. 

In Inxerness-shire Commander WYood and Mr. Forbes have sur- 
veyed 15 miles of the open coast of the Isle of Skye, from Loch 
Eishart westward to Loeh Breatal, including the Soay isles and 
the relnarkable loehs Seavaig and Coir-uisk (so admirably deseribed 
by Walter Seott), and sounded over 83 square miles, reaching six 
miles off shore, and into a depth of 140 fathoms; while Mr. JeSery 
has examined 40 miles of eoast between Malag and Ru Arisaig, 
ineluding the shores of Loeh na Gaul. 

In the Hebrides Captain Otter in H. M. S. Porcupine, with 
her tender the SeagullX assisted by a good working staff8, com- 
posed of Messrs. Dent, Stanton, Stanley, and Crainer, has exalnined 
the shores and islets of the Sound of Harris, comprising, with all 
their indentations, 155 sniles of coast line, in addition to sounding 
over an area of 435 square miles. This is an important serviee 
rendered to hydrography, as with this chart and the aeeompanying 
sailing direetions before him, the mariner may safely run for the 
passage between Harris and North Uist, which has hitherto been 
avoided by all who eould possibly eseape from it. The ehart is in 
the engraver's hands, and will be issued to the publie in the eourse 
of the sumnler. At the same time Lieut. Thomas and Mr. Clifton 
have surveyed the rocky estuary of East Loeh Tarbert, in Harris, 
and completed a ehart of that remarkable inlet of the sea. 

In alluding to these and other charts of the eoasts of Seotland, 
I have real pleasure, as one aequainted with the value of detailed 
land surveys, in expressing my admiration of the maps on the six- 
inch seale, exhibiting all the physieal features, whieh Captain Otter, 
Commander Wood, and their assoeiates havew laid down for three 
miles inland. Sueh terrestrial eoast surveys may enable geologists 
to eome to aeeurate conelusions respeeting the general strueture of 
Seotland before the geographieal details ean be worked out on 
Ordnanee maps representing the interior of the eountry, and whieh 
will probably not be published for many years to eome, even 
under the vigilant superintelldenee of Colonel Jalnes. 

In the Orkneys no new survey has taken place; but six plans of 
the most important anchorages, surveyed in the year 185() by the 
late Commander Thomas, have been published by the Admiralty 
during the past year; they are Otterswick, Pierowall, Strolnness, 
Deer Sound, Long Hope, and the approaehes to Kirkwall, all on a 
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scale of three inches to a mi]e; with these charts, and guided by 
the lights, buoys, and beacons recently placed in these islands by 
the (!oznmissioners of Northern Lights, the mariner may boldly run 
in case of need for the many sheltered anchorages which this group 
afSords. 

lseland.-On the east coast of Ireland Messrs. Hoskyn, Aird, and 
Yule have completed the survey of Lough Carlingford, the coast 
adjacent, and the river up to the town of Newry, soundillg over an 
area of 62 miles. In the course of this work a new deep-water 
channel, having 18 feet at low water, was discovered leading into 
the lough, which may materially aid in the esecution of a plan 
which, it is understood, is shortly to be carried QUtX of rendering 
Carlingford Bay a harbour of refuge for the Irish Sea-an object 
greatly to be desired, and which might be eSected at a trifling 
cost. 

In Donegal, on the north coast, Captain Bedford, with Lieuts. 
Sidney and Horner, have mapped 50 tniles of the shore line be- 
tween Loughs Swilly and Foyle, including the remarkable promon- 
tory of Malin Head, and the Garvan and Innishtrahull group of 
isles, in the progress of which work 220 square miles have been 
sounded over, extendirlg to 10 miles off shore. At the risk of being 
tedious, I must a^,ain be permitted to call attention to the statistics 
of this survey, during which more than 23,000 casts of the lead 
were taken, or on an average 35 casts to the square mile in deep 
vfater, and 625 casts to the square mile when within a depth of 
10 fathoms. These are facts apparently trivial, but which all 
physical geographers, who care to have a bosa Jide representation of 
the submarine hills and val]eys of our planet, will know how to 
appreciate. By permission of the Admiralty, the charts resulting 
froln these surveys have been exhibited at our evening meetings, 
and have deservedly elicited your applatlse. 

Those who are curious in such matters snay like to know that the 
whole cost of such a survey to the country, including the soundings, 
when conducted in the most econoznical nlanner, is about 301. per 
mile of coast line. 

In Kerry, on the south-west coast, Cotnmander Eclye, with 
ZIessrs. ZIacdougall and M. B. Calver, have examined 26 miles of 
the exposed coast of that long, projecting peninsula which separates 
Tralee and Dingle bays, its extrernity forming the westernmost 
point of thse mainland of the British Isles. They have also mapped 
Srnerwick Harlsour. On this coast the chart of Renmare river, the 
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SURVEYS-MEDITERRAN7EAN, 
avork of the late Coulleander Church, has been pllblished durint, the paxst yea,r, and gives a graphic representation of that remarkable ret,ion, intereFsting both to tlle geologist and p;eographer. The coast of Ecrry has just now another and a deeper interest, as ATalentia ElaS heen fixed upon as the Eastern or Europearl {erminus of the Atlantic Electric Telegraph cable, wllich it is proposed to sub- merge in the course of the next luonth, and on this occasion, we heartilJr trust, with complete success) as the first experiment afforded lllany useful hints wllich will now be taken advantage of. The pre- paratoly line of soundint,s7 to which I referred last year as about to le undertaken by Commander Oayman, was most successfully corapleted in Ht AI. S. Cyclops, which carried a line of deep-sea soundings across the Atlantic frozn Valentia to A7wfoundland, the detailed account of which has leen published and largely circulated, and therefol e is probably familiar to many of my llearers. As I shall, in the sequel, treat of the natural history lesults of this surney, under the head of Physical Geography, I will only say that the shelf or bank on which the British Isles repose was folmd to extend to the westward as far as the IYleridian of 15?, or about 180 miles of shore, wllen it suddenly dropped fiom a depth of 500 to 1500 fathoms. From the foot of this submarine cliS the bed of the ocean held an undulating course, varying frozn 1500 to 2400 fathoms +^rhicll depth was reached in long. 26? WY. From this point of greaAest depth the bed of the ocean p;radually rises ulltil, in long. 50? WV., it reaches the otltskirts of the bank on which the island of D\7ewfollndland rcsts; it is round to the north of this shoal that the telegraph cable is clestined to pass into Bull Harbour, near the south-vestern angle of TrinitJr Bay. Fully appreciating the value of Cominander DaJrlnan's soundings, and experience as a pilot, the d;rectors of the Company hanre made it a special request to the Admiralty that this officer, now in command of H. M. S. GoZrgon, may be allowed to accompany and precede the U. S. ship zMiclgaa, vith the westeln portion of the cable (after the junction has been made in the mid-Atlantic), and pilot her to her destination. Yon will doubtless all join vith me in heartily bidding them God speed. llle(Siterraean.- Of foreign surveys the AIediterranean claims pre- cedenceS as its shores were the earliest seat of cixrilisation, and must interest alike the antiquarian, the scholar, and the geographer. Notwithstanding the classic works of Beaufort, Stnyth, alld their successors, we haxre yet only impelfect surveys and vague accounts of a large portion of this recion. In last ftear's Address I had lTOt. rl. 

Y 
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SIR RODERICK I. MURCHISONYS ADDIAESS. [MAY 242 1808 occasion to make honotlrable rnention of a survey of the Delta of the Danube in the Black Sea, by Lieut. AVilkinson, under the orders of Captain Spratt. This has now been cornpleted for the Kilia branch as well as for the Sulina and the St. George; and the facts brought to light in the course of the sur+7ey of the advance of the alluvial delta. in one part, and its washing away by the inroads of the sea in another, have been usefully turned to accollnt by Captain Spratt, in his Report iOn the Conlparative Condition of the Branches of the Danube7' as a warning to the engineers eng;aged in the improvement of that river to be careful how they place pondelous stone walls on so unstable a foundation. At the same time it is shown, that with sirllple guiding, and a free use of the dredgint,-machine, there is a fair probability of the Danllbe being so impro+Ted, that nessels of lnoderate draught of water may load their corn at Galatz, and convey it without traIlshipment to Western Europe in safety. The plans which I have mentioned, by Lieut. MZilkinson, will doubtless be in request at the approaching Paris Collferences on the subject of the Principalities, and will well lepay the labour of those who consult thern. 

Following U1? his deep-sea soundings of last year to the eastward of Zlalta, Captain Spratt has lnade some experiments on the sur- face and submarine3 currents of the Sea of Alarmora, ill which he shows that the surface current gradually diminishes and vanishes at a depth of 40 fathoms, and that no collnter currellt is found below; also that the density of the water is not perceptibly greater froln that level to the depth of 1500 fathoms; from whiell depth he llas bronght up by his sounding-lead some beautiful specimens of minute, delicate shells of Ctecdorcz, Limacina, Spieqialiu, Atlanta, &c. The survey of the eastern half of the large island of anciellt Crete, or Candia (the Wirit Adassiof the Turks), by Spratt, ATansell, and AY;lkinson, has been published at the Admiralty during the past yeal, and for the first time we have an accurate representation of that fertile aYld beautifill island (with PvIount Ida towering to a height of 7000 feet), which was formerly so populous and civilised that Homer e speaks of its hundred cities, Kpnr?1 EKRFOTO\l5. In modern times, and we trust before the close of the pTesent slllnlner, this island is destined to forin the connecting link between the lincs of submarine telegraph that are to unite Constailtinople and Alexandria. 

* See notiee of Crete, by the Right l-Ivn. W. Gladstone, in his lleYv work on the Odyssey. 
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On the coast of Egypt Commander AIansell, with ZIessrs. Brooker 
ancl F. Skead, his assistants, have mapped the shore from AlexandriaS 
to Damietta, with plans on a largo scale of the Rosetta laouth and 
the Bay of Atukir; this colulmletes the coast as far as E1 Arish, and 
folms a positive and itnportant acquisition to our knowledge of the 
geography of tllese ret,ions. I lnay here mention that Captain 
Spratt has recently drawn up a Memoir on the proposal for a 
Suez Canal, in which he disposes of the fallacious arguracnt, that 
because the Delta of the Nile does not sensibly advance on the sea, 
therefore the river has ceased to bring down alluvium, by sholving 
that the Deltaj has adaranced to such a point that the stroke of the 
sea, azising from the prevalent winds, is sufficient to keep it in 
check, but that the detritus is still brought down and carried away 
to the eastward, and forms dunes and sandhills which, at Kas Burun, 
rise to a height of 270 feet above the level of the sea. Tlle survey 
of the coast of Egypt having been finished, we trust that the titne 
has arrived when the shores of Palestine and Syria xvill no longer 
be permitted to form the opprobrium of our snaps, and that, in the 
uiddle of the nineteenth century, we shall at last ascertain the 
accurate geographical position of suznh ports and places as Tyre, 
Sidon, &c., the nalnes of which are fc)und in some of the earliest 
record,s of the human race. 

sSouth Africct. In the Cape Colony Mr. Francis Skead has surveyed 
the entrance of the St. John River, or Umzisubu, on the south-east 
coast, and llas begun a closer examination of Table Bay. But the 
further survey of the coast to the eastward is paralysed by the 
want of a land survey of the colony, notwithstanding that each 
year as it passes away proures more strongly than the last that this 
svant bars the progress of the settlers, hinders the development of 
the restenues of the district, and is attended with loss to the colonial 
exchequer. No one knonvs this better than BIr. Maclear, the 
enlightened astronolner at the C'ape Observatory, and earery time he 
sends home a fresh sheet of the printed accoullt of the remeasure- 
ment of Lacaille's arc of the meridian (which has now reached the 
234th page) he expresses his regret at the want of foresight evinced 
in not going forward with this survey. 

Red Sea.- The increasing demand for telegraphic communication 
with India has led to the despatch of a vessel to carry a line of 
sollndings from Bab el Mandeb to Suez. Captain Pullen, R.N., of 
H. M. S. Cyclops (known to most of my hearers for his hardy boat ex- 
pedition in the Arctic Sea from Point Barrow to the Mackenzie, in the 

w 2 
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year 1849), was selected for this service. The ship being well fitted 
for deep sea sounding, a few deep casts vvrere made in the Atlantic 
and in the Indian Ocean on the passage out. First the lead +ras 
dropped at the site of the Deval Bock, in the North Atlantic, wllich 
has been so often reported, and also at the Bannah Shoal, in 10? 7tN. 
and 27? 32' w., and no bottom found with 2000 fathorns of line: these 
txvo wigzas then, as far as a radius of 50 miles each ex:tends, are 
swept from our charts. In 4?16' s. ancl 28? 42' lNr bottom was got at 
2100 fathoms. In 2? 42' N. and 28? 44' w. bottom was struck in 1080 
fathoms; at 5 miles sollth of the Equator also 1080 ithoms; these 
t+^ro casts are respectively at 90 mi]es north and south of St. Paul's 
Isle. Iz1 4? 16' s. an{l 28? 42' w. got bottom in 2100 fathoms; in 
96? 46' s. and 23? 52' w. struck bottom in 2700 fathoans; this last 
sounding is important, as it is only 350 miles to the westward of 
a cast of 2426 fathoms, obtained iuy Captain Sir James Ross in the 
year 1839. In the Indian Ocean the casts obtained were 1400 and 
1110 fathoms, near the supposed Brunswick and jltalurbtu Shoals, which 
do not exist; in 1 6w? s. and 59? E. got bottom with 1400 fathoms; 
in 5 30' s. and 6l? 40' E. bottom in 2254 fathoms, thus prov- 
ing the non-existence of the Ptose, Galley, Swyt, and Bridgeater 
Shoals. 

Ceylon. Although no newsr surveys of this coast haare recently 
been made, yet a valuable addition to the hy.drography of this 
island arises from the publication at the AdmiraltJ of two charts, on 
a scale of a quarter of an inch to the mile, estending from Colombo on 
the svest, round the south coast, ;ncluding the dangerous shoals 
named by the Portuguese the Bassas, and the east toast, comprising 
the rocks near Pigeon Island, ofE Trincomalee (where the Ava was 
recently wrecked), as far as Point Pedro. A new plan has also 
been compiled from various authorities of the harbour at Point de 
Galle. AVe do not know with whom it rests to make a complete 
survey of these coasts, but, whether it lie with H.M. Government 
or the East India Company, no time should be lost in setting it on 
foot, if we do not wish to hear of other losses in addition to that of 
t.he Ara, although it does not appear that that wreck was in any 
way the fault of the chart. 

Chin. In my last Anniversary Address I had the satisfaction of 
announemg to you that Captain iBate, n.N., the surveyor of Palawan, 
was appointed to H.3I.S. Actcon, forthe examination of the coast 
of Tartary. Alas, how little do we know of the future ! Hardly had 
he taken command of his ship, and prepared for his campaign, when 
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the assault on Canton was deterlnined on, Foremost as usual at the post of danger, lle volunteered for the hazardous task of selecting a site for the scaling-ladders of the stornling party, and in doing so approached so near to the city walls that he was shot dead on the spot. Thus was lost to his country as zealous a sllrveyor, as gallant an officfer, and as good a Christia,n as any in Her Alajesty's service. He has left behind hila in his works a rnonument rnore durable than brass. So long as the mariller's route to China lies along the coast of Palawan, and that he can thread with safety that labyrinth of coral reeS that skirts its western shore, so long will the memoly of this accomplished officer be held ;n esteem. 1n an unfinished letter to the Hydrographer to the Admiralty, found in his writing- desk aher his death, Captain Bate says ; he hopes soon to sail for tlle Pratas, at the south-eastern approach to the China Sea, to deter- mine the best site for a light on that dangerous shoal, which has caused the wrecks of so :man vessels." As the light on Pedra Branca, at the south-vestern entrance of the China Seas, is known by the name of EORSBURSH, whose Sailing Directory and Charts llave long been the guide of the mariner in the East, so lvould it seem to be a fitting memorial to t.he gallant officer trho has sacri- ficed his life in his country s cause, that the lighthouse, shortly to be erected on the Psatas, should be known by his name, and that the mariner, xvho, by a fiiendlv beacon, is thus ^rarned off that dangerous shoal, should be reminded of him whose last thought was for the sailor's benefit, and have cause- to bless the name of THORSTON BATE. 
Ilumediately after the capture of the city, our staS of surveyors under Lieutenant Bullock set to work, and have now completed a trigonometrical survey of Canton; and have finislled w-:hat was for- merly left undione of the chart of the Chu-IViang, or River of PearlsX as far as A7thampoa. They have also, under tIr. Frederick Kerrj made a tlaclz chart of the river to the west as far as Fatshan aold Sam-shui. 
Siam. The thart of the Gulf of Siat has been materially im- proved during the past year. l\Iessrs Richards, Inskip, and Reed ill the Saracen llave again visited Bangkok, where, as before, they received every attention and assistance from the enlightened lulers of that country, the two flVings of Siam; they have completed a plan of the city and of the river AIenam, which has been published at the Admiralty, and they have determined the position of most of the islands, as well as many of the headlands and capes on tho 
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western, as well as on the eastern, shore of the gulf. A table of lYlaritilne positions, just printed at the Admiralty, and embodied in the latest edition of the chart of the gulf, will enable all map nakers to correct the hitherto almost unknown outline of the coasts of that kingdola. 
In Australia, a survey of Port Jackson has been ynade by the officers of H.AI.S. lIeraZd, alld is in course of publication at the Adluiralty; some additions also have been rnade to the approaches to Princess Royal Harbour. Here, and on Breaksea Island, lights have just been established as a guide to the anchorage for the Australian mail steamers, which at present all call at this port on their holueward voyage. 

lVew Zoalld.-Detailed coast charts of the entire circuit of this group of islands, the fruit of ten years' labour of Captains Stokes and Drury, with their zealous staS of assistants, on an uniform scale of 5 miles of longitude to an inch, or on an average scale of one mile to a quarter of an incll, 13 in number, are now engraved, as are also a coraplete series of the numerous ports alld havens dotting the estensive sea-bord. 
Those singular arnls of the sea, forming a network of harbouls on the south shore of Cook Strait, one of them Queen Charlotte Sound, famous as the chief place of resort of the circumnavigator Cook, are being engraved on a scale commensurate nrith their nautical iinport- ance, and on their colnpletion, by the close of the present year, it eay be considered that the hydrographic features of Nexv Zealand are fully delineated. 

In Vaetoouver Island and in the Straits of Juan de Fuca, Rosario, and the Haro C,hannel, a survey is in progress under Captain Richards, of H.M.S. Plumpee, ably seconded by his staff of assist- ants, AXessrs. hIayne, Bull, Pender, and Bedwell; the Bay of Se- miahmu has heen examined, and the site of the recently discovered gold mines fixed at some 50 miles up the river :Frazer. On the Oregon coast two charts, for which w^re are indebted to the U.S. (Soast Survey of this region, from Diego Bay to Vancouver Island, have been published at the Admiralty; and in the Gulf of Califor- nia, Captain Harvey, in H. BI. S. Garanna7z, zealously assisted by Mr. Hull, Master R.N., has rectified the positions of various points of that little known coast, which have been inserted in the charts. 
In the Rivor Plate Lieut. Sidney, RsN., has completed a plan of ]3uenos Ayres and its roadstead, which has been pllblislled; while 
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the results of the reconna,issance by Capt. Page, of the U.S. navy, 
in his ascent of the Paraguay and Parana, pllblished in America, 
have been inlmediately re-engraved and published at the Adlniraltfr, 
in connexion with the former labours of Captain Sul;vanX for the 
benefit of nlerchants and othels desirous to open a trade with that 
rising and fertile country. New charts of Bahia and Rio de Janeiro, 
in Brazil, on a sufficiently large scale, from surveys by various naval 
of icers, have also been recently published. 

The position of that dangerous coral reef As Rocas, lying of Per- 
nambuco, has been redetermined bJr Comnandel Selwyn, in H.3I.S. 
SYi;rez2, and found to be in lat. 3? 51i' s. a.nd long. 33? 50' w.7 just 
100 miles from the Island of Fernando Noronha, which agrees very 
nearly nvith the po,sition assigned to this islet ly Lieut. S. P. Lee, 
of the fJ.S. navy. A beacon, 33 feet high, painted black and white, 
has been erected on the western island; and some cocoa-allt treest 

planted in 1856 by Capt. Parish7 are growing. 
The attention of the astronoulical worid is just now greatly 

attracted towards this portion of South America, inasmuch as the 
total eclipse of the sun of Sept. 7 wil1 be visible in that countly. 
The path of the shadow of the eclipse, about 30 lniles in widthn ̂rill 
reach the continent on the Pacific side, a little to the southward of 
Payta in the state of Equador, in about 5? soutll lat., and cur+7ing in 

a S.E. direction across the interior of tlle country, will quit the coast 
near Santos, in Brazil, in lat. 25? s. nearlJJ. CPerhaps the best posi- 
tion for seeing it will be fiom the summits of the coast range of the 
Andes, near Payta, shortly after sunrise on the nzornilag of the 
7th of Sep+ember. It is with much gratification that I am enabled 
to add that the Admiralty, in the interests of science, have placed 
a steamer at R;o de Janeiro at the disposal of any bos?.a fide astrono- 
mer who luay be disposed to obsarve this rare phenomenon on the 
coast of Brazil. On tlle shozes of the Pacific such aid is not neces- 
sary, as the regular mail steamer from Panarna to Chilealwaas 
touGhes at Payta. 

}Mest Indies.-In this archipelago of islands, perhaps t-he most 
important work during; the past year is the publication at the 
Admiralty of a chart of the island of Cuba, in two sheets, on the 
scale of one-tenth of an inch to a nautic mile. It is compiled partly 
from the surveys of Captains Owen and Barnett, R.N., but principally 
from the Spanish tharts, corrected by the nlaps of Pichardo and 
Coello. Lieut. Murray, in H.M.S. Skipyack, has also recently fur- 
nished some positions on the south coast. The above is ollly a 
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compilation, and cortfessedly imper:Sect; but there is little doubt but 
that it is far better than anything else that exists. It rnay be hoped 
that before long we leay be enabled to improve it. 

The survey of the island of Santa Crllz, by 3Iessrs. Parsons and 
Dillon, is on the eve of publication, as is also a chart from St. 
Domingo eastward to Dominica, ineluding Porto Sito. 

Unzted States.-HT^relare sheets of charts and plans of harbollrs on 
the east coast of the United States of America, for which xve are 
indebted to the adluirable Coast Survey noxv so far advanced under 
Professor Bache, our tnedallist, 11a.\TC been published during the 
past year; thay include the Delaxvare River, ATew York BaJ, Nexv 
London, and other places, the names of nThich, owing to the constant 
intercourse b-etween the two nations, al^e familiar as household 
words. 

lfTora Scoti. In the Bay of Fundy, Columander Shortland, with 
his staff, colaposed of Alessrs. Scott, Pike, Scarnell, and AIourilyall, 
have surveyed the coast of New Brunss^Tick from Quaco 25 miles 
easterly to St. Iartin's Head, also Gfrom Cape Chiguecto to Cape 
Sharpe 25 miles, and from Port George to Cape Split, on th.e Nova 
Scotia territory, about 40 miles; they have also sounded over a 
space of about 300 square rniles. Four sheets of the Bay of Fundy 
survey, on a scale o f one inth to a mile, ha+Te been published durint, 
the past t-ear. 

On the eastern part of Nova Scotia and Cape Breton, Comlnander 
Orlebar, and his assistants BIessrs. Hancock, Des Brisay, and 
Carey, have surveyed about a0 tniles of sta and lake coast, in- 
cluding Gre3at Bras d'Or, lEc., sounding over 680 square nliles. 
Two coast sheets and three plans of harbours, including CountrD, 
Harbour, \;Vhiteharen, and Aliralaichi Bay, have been published in 
the past 5 ear. 

Fariatiosw Chart. In continuation of the lines of equal magnetic 
variation, which have already appeared on the Atlantic, Indian, and 
Pacific Ocea.n charts, a Variation Chalt of the A\rorld, to embrace 
this information so useful to the seaman and traveller, is being 
prepared for the present epoch by Mr. Pred. Evans, R.N., chief of 
the Cornpass CDeparttnent at the Admiralty. It will complise 
numerous observations recelltly made by +7arious officers in H.1N. 
navy, who haxe shown much assiduity in collecting materials. Of 
these we may especially tnention an extended series made by Captain 
Richards and his assistants in the Plumper, on her voyage to 
Vancouver Island; by hIr. J. Loney, master cjf H.Al.S. CScutta, 
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on her soyage to India and Cllina; by Captain Ryder, in the 
I)auntless, in tte BIediterranean; by Ca,ptain Otter, in the 

Baltic 5'orth Sea, and IIebrides; and generally by all officels 

engaged in the surveyin; service. These observations, after the 

variation chart of the world is published, will be printed, so that 

those interested may be enabled to exarnine the data on which the 

chart is founded. 
Besides the works above enuluerated as in progress in diSerent 

parts of the wolltl, the labours of the Hydrographic Office during 

t,he past year have consisted in the publication of upwards of 80 

new or corrected charts of ararious coasts, and plans of harbours; of 

annual lighthouse lists for all countries, compiled by Commander 
Dunsterville, R.N.; of notices to tnariners of new lights, or changes 
in them, prepared by BIr. G. AIarsh, R.N., 10tO copies of which 

are weekly distributsed; of tidle tables, with daily predictions for 24 

home ports, with the tilue and height of high water on full and 

change, for the chief places on the globe, colaputed by ZIr. J. Burd- 
wood, n.N., 1 2.50 copies of xvhich arc distributed and sold; of various 
hydrographic notices of new rocks and shoals discovered, of maritilue 
positions recently deterlained, all of which contribute materially to 

the benefit of navigation and the advailcenlent (,f our knowledge of 

the pha sica] geog;taphy of the globe. 
Ordrlance Survey. -- During t,he last aear the Ordnance SurveJT ha,s 

been subj>3cted, as I ain informed by its able superintelldent Colonel 

James, to another of those intelruptions whi-ch for many years past 

have so tnarked its progress. In 1856 a comrnittee of the House 

of Commons recommeolded that the selnies of plans which the 

National Survey should produce should, as respected Stotland, be- 
l. Plans of Tosrns on the 5 V V scale, or 42 feet to an inch. 2. Plans 

of ParisTtes on the 2 510 o scale, equal 2o inches to a mile, or 1 inch 
to 1 aclc. 3. Plans of Counties on the scale of 6 inches to a mile. 
4. ZIap of the Wingdom on the scale of 1 inch to 1 mile. 

During the DTear 1856-7 that series was in the course of rapid 

prodlletion and publication, whe,n the lVIouse of Gommons decided 
that the larger plans were to be discohtinued. 

Seeing that by Colonel James's recent introduction of photography 
the plans on the larger scales can be so economically and rapidly 
reduced to the smaller scales, whilst the extra cost of plotting the 

survey on the 25 inch scale instead of the G inch is so trifling in 
amount, the last Governlnent advised the appointment of a Royal 

Comrnission, cotnposed of men eminent in science or public afEairs, 
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to irlquire into and report upon the whole question of the scales 
of the survey; the rnelabels of the Comlnission having been 

Lord NVrottesley, the :Earl of Pcosse, Lord Broughaln, tlle Lord 3us- 

tice General, Vice-Chancellor Turner, the Astronolner Royal, the 

Right Hon. E. Cardwell, Sir Richard Griffiths.} General Cameron, 
Mr. Brunel, and Mr. ATignolles. 

It is to be hoped tllat the Report of these Commissioners, what- 

ever it may be, will be adopted by Parliament, and considered a 

iinal settlernent of this long vexed question. 
The progress of the sur+rey during the last year has, I regret to 

say, been greatly retarded in consequerlce of the reduction in tlle 

amount of the grant to the extent of 30,0001., and the necessary dis- 

charge of upv7ards of 1000 suraretrors and draftslnen. 
In Ellgland, ho+rever, the publication of the largc plans of the 

colmty of Durllam is rlearly Gomplete; those of Yorkshire and Lanca- 

shire having long since been published. The survey is r,ow proceed- 

ing in AVestmoreland5 Northulnberland, and Culnberland: a Large 

portion of each of the two former is alreadJr drawn, and will be shortly 
published; and as the surveyors have now got through the great 

manufacturing towrls and the populous mining districts, and have 

the more open country bcire themX a much more rapid progress 

may be conSdently expected, and the completion of the survey of 

the nort,hern counties luay be soon anticipated. 
In Scotland, witll the exception of a small portion of Lanarkshire 

and Roxburghshire, the sursey of the following counties is com- 

plete: Edinburgh, Haddington, Linlithgow7 P;enfrew, Ayr, Dula- 

fries, Bel0rick Selkilk, Fife, Kinross, Lanark, and Roxburgh; and 

the work is proceeding in Forfarshire, Perthshire, Stirlingshil e, 

and Dumbartollsllire. I1w faot, with thc e:xception of the narrow strip 

of country along the eastern borders of Scotland to the north of 

Aberbrothick, the greater part of the cultivated districts of Scot- 
land has been surveyeti and drawn either on the large scale of 
25 or that of 6 inches to a mile. 

The plans on tlle 6 inch seale are now in:lmediately reduced 

to the l inch scale, and engraved, and I still hope, theleforeS to 

see, in my day, the greater part of our country represented on 

a leap pro?erly so called. Several of the sheets of iEngland and 

Scotland ha>7e been published during the last year, copies of which 
are in the Society's Map Office > and I beg specially to direct 
the attention of the Merobers to the manner in which the features 
of the ground have been delineated Oll the Edinburgh sheet, and alsQ 



on tlle Yorksllire sheets. I ha-e beell indfeed much gratified to learn, 
thaA the point for xvhich I haw e long contended is to le carried Ollt, 

and that the vast and uncultivated area of the Highland lnountains 
of Scotland is to be represented, nThen published, on the 1 inch 
scale only.sk 

In Ileland, two thirds of the 1 inch map has already been 
engraved in outline, axld more than one-thild of the features of 
the ground has been sketched. The entize rnap in outline +rill 
probably be finished next year, and the engraving of ti:Le perfect 
11a1) with the hill features is in progress. 

BrzZash Publications.--At the head of the new geoglaphiJcal publica- 
tions of our country I naturally place the new edition of the work 
on Physical Geography b- ZIrs. Somerville, which was last year 
announaed as forthcomillg. The X alied phenomena of the physics of 
the globe are, as in the former edition, rnost logically and clearly 
put together by this gifted lady, whilst many new arLd iluportant 
data are added; thus affolding clear evidence that nothing has 
escaped her penetrating eye; he.r sound judgment and accomplish- 
ments enabling her to condense into a few lines passages descrip- 
tive of the great truths of nature. In short, for clearness of method, 
perspicuity of thought, and vast range of subje-ctsl Mrs. Somer- 
ville's ' Physical Geography ' mllst call for our wartnest approbation. 

The ' Letters from lfigh Latitudes ' by Lord DuSerin, which 
have appeared in the past year, constitute a volume of a very 
diSerent character. The dashing and spirited manner in which 
my noble young friend sailed fortll OI1 hiS enirprise, and his 
gallant bearing whell with his little Fvam yacht he was so for- 
tunate as to tla+Terse icy seas, from which the Reine Ehorterlse stealYler, 
conveyitlg Prince Napoleon, was obliged to tutn back, the azdour 
with which he explored the lonely Isle of JaUn BIayen, are all 
enhanced by the unaffect>d} captivating, and modest manner in 
which these feats are recorded. I rejoicef therefore, in the accession 
of Lord DuSerin to our bod- of working geographers. 

Of ZIr. Atkinson's renlarkable labours in expAoring sllch n-ast 
tracts of Eastern Siberia and Chinese Tartary I had occasion to 
speak at our last Anni+rersary, when we first saw his striking 
sketches and paintings. In the mean time, by the publication of an 
admirably illustrated volume, he has so far made us familiar with 

* See Journal of Royal Geographical Society, 1852, soL xxii. President's 
Address, px xc. 
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countries of great sublimity and wildness, as to incite geographers 
and naturalists to encounter the rnany obstacles which our countr- 
man overcame, and bring us back accurate details respectiIlg 
regions of svhich we, as yet, know little more than the mere out- 
lines. 

Although connected incidentally only with our subject, a work has 
recently been published which it would ill become me not to notice. 
The brilliant orator and elegant scholar who has given us his 
thougJhts on the xvritings of the greatest poet of antiquity, has well 
said that " To pass from the study of Homer to the ordinary btlsi- 
ness of the world, is to step Ollt of a palace of enchantinent into the 
cold gray light of a Polar day :" for, whilst we may doulJtless plume 
ourselves on our present geographical knowledge, when compared 
with that of the author of the ' Odyssey,' a;s delineated in the luap 
attached to the volumes of Mr. Gladstone, we are foIced to admit 
that whilst the moderns have made great and useful discoveries, 
and have vastly e2ctended the domain of science, Greece, small as 
was her territory, has left behind her example-s of the sllblime and 
heroic, which, whether they be read of ln the philosophic pages of 
Grote, or in the eloquent passages of Gladstone, hase scarcely, if 
ever, been equalled by any succeeding nation.* 

Among practical consulting works and lnaps the following may 
be noticed. Blackie's Imperial Atlas has reached its twenty-seventh 
part, and is expected to be cotnpleted in the current year. It will 
then comprise a hundred separate maps, to which reference will be 
facilitated by an: extensiare indes now in couzase of preparation. 
BIr. A. Keith Johnston has prepared a nelv General Atlas comprising 
a complete series of SIodern Maps, of imperial size; five wall Maps 
of the present geo^,raphy of Europo, Asia, Africa, Aulerica, and 
Australasia. Europe, the first of this series, is to be published im- 
aediately. Also a Geological WIap of Scotland, by Professor James 
Nicol, whicll xvill be published in June, will contaiii avast number 
of new data, as brought together by lut distingoished geological 
associate. 

An improved form- of Fullarton's Gazetteer of the A77orld in 18SS 
is riow before the public. The Royal Atlas of Modert}: Geography 
has in its publication reached the 16th part, and will be cotnpleted 
in 22 parts. A recent map, shoaring at one view all the British 
possessions throughout the world, presents some featules of novelty, 

* ' Thoughts on the Study of Homer,' by the Right Hon. W. Gladstone, M.P. 
1858. 
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particularly in tlle manner of overcomillg the difficulty of repre- 
senting so large a portion of the globe as one extended hemisphere, 
in the lnanner devised by Colonel James, R.E. The catalogue of the 
' Literature of Geography ' reaches to the corupletion of classified 
works on Africa. This collective aries, furnished under the title of 
a ' Geographical Notice 13y Dr. :NTorton Shaw, meets a gyeat des;- 
deratum in the science. Of the numerons new maps or improved 
editions of older Surveys issued and prepared by our indefatigable 
associate, Arrowsnlith, I wi]l mot now speak, as those who nvish to 
study or possess such esXcellent works know that they have only 
to repair to Soho S.quare. 

CONTINENTAL GEOGRAPHY. 

P{hssia.-The greczt Russian A;easurements of the Arcs of SIeridia?z al d 
Iirallel.-The great Russian measurement of the arc of the nzeridian 
between the mouths of the Danube and the shores of the Polar Sea, 
to which I directed your attention in 1845, is fully described in the 
work by F. G. A7i. Strllve,* Iny eminent associate of the Imperial 
Russian Academy, and superintendent of the observatory of Pulkowa. 

The progress of this measurement, one of the grandest geodesical 
operations of modern times, I formerly noticed up to tl1e year 184S, 
when explaining the operations in Livonia, Tiina, Finland, and up 
to Tornea, the point, it will be remembered, which was the sollthern 
termination of the rneasurelnent of the arc by Mauperttlis. 

In 1850 Gene,ral Tenner had the satisfaction to push his triangu- 
lation as far as the banks of the Danube, and thlls conclude his 
highly creditable labours of 34 years' duration. 

lts the former measurements of the arc of the meridian in Lap- 
land, by ZIallpertuis, and afterwards by SsanbergX do not correspond 
with the requirelnents of the age, it naturally appeared desirable to 
extend the Russian operations thlough Sweden and Norway towards 
the North Cape. For this purpose Strure obtained the cooperation 
of the Swedish Government; and thus the whole of thEe arc of 

* This worlt is entitled ' Arc du Meridien de 25? 2O'7 entre le Danube et la 
Mer Glaciale, depuis 1816 jusqu'en 1855, sous la direction de C. de Tenner, Lieu- 
tenant-General de l'Etat Major Imperiale de Russie, N. H. Selander, Directeur 
de l'Observatoire Royal de Stockholm- Chr. Hatasteen, Directeur du Depattement 
Geoograph;que Royal de Norvege, F. G. W. Struve, Directeur de l'Observatoire 
Central Nicolas de Russie. Ouvrage compoce sur les diSerents nzateriauxX et 
rediEse par F. G! W. Struse. Publie par l'Academie des Sciences de St! Peters- 
bourg.' 
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meridian was extended to one of 2o? 20' 8" 2, reaching from Ismail on the Danube to Hammerfest on the northern shores of Europe. The length of this line, according to Struve's calculations, amounts to 1,447,786l78 toises. The chief meridian of the whole arc is that of Dorpat, wvhich was accurately connected by chlonometrical expe- ditions in 1854 with Pulkowa; the latter place having been pre- viotlsly connected by Struve in the years 1843 and 1844 with the 
observatory of Greenwich. The longitude of Dorpat Observatory thus obtained is lh 46m 53s 53 east of GreerLwich. 

One of the results of these operations is the very exact detereli- nation of a line of altitudes through Europe frozn South to North; and not the least striking fact among theln is, that the Black Sea, the Baltic, and the Polar or North Atlantic Sea at Haininerfest, occupy exactly the salne level. 
ATot less interesting is the Russian measurenzeIlt of the arc of parallel or latitude extending from Bessarabia in the west, to the mouth of the Volga on the east. Of this work W7ery little is kllown out of Russia; but the following reliable remarks have been fur- nished by Mr. Peterlllann, who obtained them from correspond- ents in that country. The mean parallel of these rneasurements is that of Zuganesht, or 47? 30 North latitude, extending from Bes- sarabia, west of the Dniestr, by Vosnezensk on the Bug; IJshkalka on the Dniepr to Melekhovsk on the Donetz; thence it turns more towards north east, reaches the left bank of tlle Volga at bSarepta, and estends along that river as far as Astralihan. The elevations of this line are of great interest: fom Zuganesht, which is 1004 feet above the sea, the ground gradually descends as far as the Dniepr, on which Snamenka has an altitude only of 223 feet. Between this point and Ruznetsoxv the country rises to 825 feet at Medwad, and beyond Kuznetsow presents a general les el of 400 to 560 feet, till at 

Sarepta it suddenly descends from 427 feet to 63 feet, which re- markable descent was already shown by myself and colleagues in our work on the Geology of Russia. The line of measurement along the Volga first descends betow the level of the Black Sea at Prishivinsk. This work being in connexion on the west with the Trigonometrical Surveys of Austria, Prussia, and France, the determination of a very considerable arc of parallel between the Atlantic shores and the Caspian Sea is thus established. 
Alont, with these operations may be mentioned the recent con- clusion of a very important line of trigonometrical observations extending from Stavropol across the Caucasus to Tiflis, Bayazid, 
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and the Arases; and another line from Astrakhan to the mouth of 
the Terek, Danaya-bashi, and the mouth of the Iiur. A colnparison 
of the altitudes of these two liwes is curious; for while all points of 
the Astrakhan line, as far as the mouth of the Telek, are below the 
level of the ocean, the folluer line passes over the Elbrus, 18,604 
feet and the Great Ararat, 16,96o feet above the sea respectivelr. 

Impeyial Geogyaphzcat Society of R?ssia. - Under the Presidency of 
the Grand Duke Constantine, the Vice-Presidency of that eminent 
navigator Admiral Lutke, and aided by the zeal and intelligence 
of its Secretary AI. Lamansky, this Society is truly the centre of 
many of the best scientific explorations of Russia; whilst by its 
activity we can best lneasure the remarkable progress of geogra- 
phical knowledge in this vast empire. 

The lnost important of its recent labours is the exploration of 
Eastern Siberia, cornmenced in 1854, and to which I alluded last 
-ear. This great work is still in progress, and will plobably be 
completed this year. The vast region beyond the Lake Baik&l, and 
in particular the north-east angle brmed by the course of the river 
Lena and its affluent the Tittim, being a country slery slightly 
known, most attracted the attention of the members of the expedi 
tion; whilst other explorations were also extended to the south- 
eastern frontiers of Siberia, and particularly to the course of the 
great river Alnul. By the arrangements for the survey of the Trans- 
Baikalian tract, 3I. Slniriaguin exploled the valley of Vittirn froin 
its central part to the Lena; M. UssoltzofE visited the valley of the 
Nertscha and the superior course of the Vittim; whilst the course 
of the Bargousine in Northern Angara and its affluents was to be 
traced by M. Ollof. The object of this es?edition was not only to 
develop the physical geograph- of this region, but also to collect 
natural history products and ethnographical materials; the Inembers 
of the expedition being directed to acquaint themselves as far as 
possible with the domestic life of the nomadic population, and 
with their means of subsistence and of coznmunication. At the end 
of 1855 two of the mernbers (Ussoltzoff arld Orlof) rettlrned to 
Irkutsk with successful results; but Smiriaguin, whose mission was 
the most important, was assassinated, and all his collections lost a 
deplorable event, which deprived the expedition of some of its most 
iTnportant results. Again, it unfortunately happened that the 
destined successor of Smiriaguin, M. Sondhagen, died of apoplesy 
before his departure for Siberia. But, notwithstanding such un- 
toward circumstances, some results of the expedition are very inter- 
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esting. IJieutenant Ussoltzof presented to the Soc.iety the journal 
of llis travels frolrl the rnouth of the A7ertscha to the mouth of the 
Bargousine, embracing about 1500 zrersts. lle detel milled the 
geographical situation of the principal points, and collected valu- 
able information about the nomades of Olekma and IVarenga. 

Lieutenant Ollof also presented his itillerary, eluloracing about 
2500 versts. It would be prelnature, says BI. Lamansky in his 
memoir of 1856, to construct on these data alone a map of the valley of 
the Vittim, before the longitude of the river is determined. Neverthe- 
less, if nre compare the new ,sketch maps, preE ared by the travellers, 
with the old maps, we observe sozne important changes. Thus, the 
sources of the Nertscha Yablonoi-Erebet xvere not ascertained 
before, and the neighbourhood of the Lake Baountof xvas totally 
unknown. It can now, however, be said that the geographical 
positions of all the principal points of the Trans-Baikalian district 
are determined. 

Alzlong these researches, the natural history descriptions and 
collectiolls of AI. Radde are fraught with deep interest. Com- 
mencing his observations in 185S, in the basin watered by the 
Lower and Upper Angara rivers, which fall into the Lake Baikal, 
AI. Radde also explored the borders of that internal mass of water 
which are now rendered familiar to us by tlle striking paintings 
of Atkinson. The following 5 ear (1856) was entirely dex oted 
to an examination of a region extending alont the frontiers 
of China, from the Yablonoi mountains by the Argon river, a 
tributary of the great Amur. In this long tour he Tnade zoological 
and botanical excursions into the elevated mountains of Tchokondo, 
the steppes of Abbagaitouy, the Lake of Torey, and the ensirons of 
the Dalai-Nor Lake. 

In the tracts xvhich surround the alpine Tchokondo, he observed 
that the vegetable products and animals occupied six distinct 
regions or terraces, frozn one of which, and at a height of 8200 feet, 
he collected many CU1iOUS species of plants and rare animals. On 
the Lake Torey he watched the autumnal migration of the birds, 
and gathered the plants of a great adjacent saline steppe. Noting 
the periods of hybernation and reanimation of certain quadlupeds, 
ZI. Radde has further shown that, since the journey of Pallas in 
1772, the herds of that remalkable animal the Aegoceesols Argoli of 
the great naturalist, which then abounded in the mountains of Odon 
Tchalon, in Dahuria, have recently (1831) been entirely destroyed 
by a severe winter in the snountains of Sokttli and Sehir, to which 
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they had migrated south-westwards; their skeletons now only 
relualnmg. 

AVhen the vast collection of animals and plants was gathered 
together and exhibited at Irkutsk, M. Selsky, who examined it, 
declared that, with the exception of Middendorf, Maksimovitch, and 
Schrenck, no traveller in Eastern Siberia had equalled M. Radde in 
the number and diversity of the objects collected; whilst the 
zoological and botanical snaps which he has prepared in illustration 
of his researches lnay well be cited as proofs of his powers of 
generalization by enablilag us to corupare his data witll those of 
Pallas, and thus measure the amount of change in the productions of 
nature which has taken place during the last 85 years in a region so 
little frequented by man, and where nature, untrammelled by arti- 
ficial appliances, reigns supreme.* 

The naval officers and astronomers of the expedition directed to 
the river Amur, determined the principal bends of the river, and 
most important results for natural history science were obtained 
by AI. Maak and the other members of the es:pedition. By their 
colabined labours the nzaps of the course of the Amur were pre- 
pared. All the materials for the natural history of the country were 
collected and presented to the Imperial Geographical Society by 
M. Maak, and are about to be published in St. Petersburg. 

Both these gl^eat Russian explorations are still in progress, and a 
list of all the astrononlical obselvations, lsoth on the Amur and in 
the Trans-Baikalian province, is given in the lSeport of the Imperial 
Geographical Society of 1857. This list enurnerates 115 points, 
principally along the banks of the Amur and its great affluents. 
All the lnost important places of this great river and its general 
configuration are, in short, luade known, and these determinations 
will selve as solid bases for preparing the map vvhich is to accom- 
pany the publication of the results of the exploration of the highly 
interesting basin of the Amur. 

ZI. SemenoW, creditably known as the translator of the excellent 
work of Ritter into Russian, has been filrnished by the Ireperial 
Geographical Society with the lueans to explore the Russian Altai 
and the adjacent Wirghis deserts, already brought to the mind's eye 
of the British public by the paintings of Atkinson. The Russian 
work will thus acquire an originality of character by its copious 
additions. 

* Bull. de 13 Soc. Imp. des Naturalistes de Moscou, 1857. No. 1, p. 296. 
VOL. II. z 



280 SIR RODERICK I. MURCHISONVS ADDRESS [MAY 242 1858 No scientific traveller (as I. Lanwansktr writes to me) had pre viously visited the Thian Chan and Alataou beyond the ziver Ili. Hence WI. Semenoff, following the advice of Humboldt, srith whom he corresponded on the importance of explorations in Central Asia, decided to try to penetrate into the Thian Chan and to the southern shozes of the Lake Issi-kul. His enterprise was crowned by SllC- cess. He penetrated without difficulty to the mountains Santache, between the Karkara (affluent of the liver Ili) alld the Tiub, which falls into the Lake Issi-kul. Thence he continued his way among the arnzed and turbulent tribes of IVirghis of Little Bukhara, then at war with the Chinese government, and pursued his travels to the East in the valleys of Djilgalan and of the Terek; this last form- ing the southern shore of the Lake Issi-kul. Before he reached the middle of that lake, the traveller turned abruptly to the south and advanced between the masses of rocky mountains of the Thian Ghan through the transversal valley of Zaoukinsk. There, he found tllose alpine lakes, which, covered with ice even at the end of June, form the exterior or north-eastern limit of the fluvial system of the Syr-Daria. In anothe.r excursion to the south-east, from the Santache mountains, M. SemenoW penetrated through the lofty pass of Kosh-Djar, and reached the springs of Sarydjaz, whence flows the principal branch of the Oxus. 
Other labours of the Imperial Geographical Society have consisted in the publication of the general as well as detailed topographical maps of the government of Tver. The pecuniary resoulces of the Society seenl, hovvever, to be insufficient for the publication of maps of other provinces which are alreacRy prepared. The two last volumes of the Society's Memoirs (vols. si. and xii.) contain the very valuable lnemoirs of Helmersen and Pacht, who have shown the intitnate connexion between geological phenomena and physical geography in their explorations of Central Russia from the mouths of the NVestern Dwina to the Samara, accompanied by new geological maps. 

Let rne here say that the Imperial Geographical Society has also taken an interestin the expeditioll to the Caspian Sea, conducted by the distinguished naturalist and geographer Baer, who has pub- lished some instructive articles on the fisheries in this sea. An- other lnemoir of Baer explains his liews respecting the desio- cation of the vastly larger Caspian of former periods. But sound as are all the natural history descriptions of my eminent associate, few geologists, I apprehend, will agree with him that the waters of the 
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great tract which Eumboldt teImed " Aralo Caspian " once stood at 
the high levels of snuch of the steppe limestone, which is filled with 
Caspian shells; but will rather agreo with lnyself and associates, 
that the great areas of land which surround the present Caspian, 
and which now separate that sea fiom the Aral, have been elevated 
into their present position froza a forrrler great interior depression 
on the earth?s surface. 

Lastly I rnay snention a fact, brought to my notice by Professor 
Ratchenofsky of the University of KharkoS, arld now in London, 
that each University in Rtlssia contributes more or less to geographi- 
cal science. For example, the professors of natural history under- 
take every year the explorations of the adjacent districts, and 
publish their accounts and memoirs. Again, in the IJniversity of 
Kiev there was established sotne years ago a permanentcommission 
for the description of AYestere Russia: its publications now form 
many rolumes, and contain the most important anaterials for the 
geography, geology, statistics, and history of the governments of 
Kies, and the adjacellt provinces of ancient Poland. 

Germarly - Austrta. - --The imperial Geographical Society of Vienna 
is steadily pursuing its useful caleer in bringing together informa- 
tio:a frc)m other countries, and in stirnulating and encouraging 
detailed researches which open out a k:noxvledge of the interior of 
the empire or its coasts. 

BI. Haidinger has furnished ane with good n3ws respecting the 
successful voyage of the Arovara and has also sent to me the 
copy of al letter from Liellt. Iaury to Dr. Scherzer, of that 
Austrian frigate, which contains so much of real interest to phy- 
sical geographers, by throwing light on the currents and tempera- 
ture of the sea, with good suggestions for nautical and physical 
inquilies, that I hope it will be published in the Proceedings of our 
Society. 

The maps published and the geodetical operations esecuted in the 
last year by the Imperial Geographical Institute of Austria, under 
the direction of General A. son Fligely, are as follows :- Special 
Map of Bohemia, scale 1 441voos sheets 2 and 14; Maps of various 
districts of Hungary, without the relief of the ground, scale 8X14W; 

l!lap of the envirolls of Cwloggnitz including the railroad o-er the 
Semmering, the Schneeberg, and the Rax-Alpe, scale 4 a- it ? v a general 

Map of HungarJr in 16-& sheets, scale 810 o , of which 4 sheets are 

published; whilst a general map of Wallachia is preparing in 6 
sheets on the same scale. 

z 2 
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In carrying out the triangulation of the Tyrol from Innspruck to 
the frontiers of Bavaria and to the territory of Salzburg, the 
engineers halve detersnined the attraction exerted oll the plummet 
by some of the mountains. In relation to one point in the middle of 
the valley of the Inn, and in approaching 530 ATienna toises towards 
the northern range of mountains, the deviation of the plumb line was 
o" 7. In the opposite directiorl, or in nearing the more southern 
mountains, or the mass of the Tyrol, it was found that for the spaces 
traversed of 62o and 1333 toises, the corresponding deviations were 
6 ' 2 and 10" respectively. 

The Austrian Navy have recently made extensive magnetical 
observations in the Mediterranean, some of the most important of 
which are due to Dr. S;haub, the Director of the Naval Obserlratory 
of Trieste, who has lately visited London. 

Of other Austrian publications relating to our subject, the most 
important are a book on the general Geography of the Empire, by 
Dr. Schlaidt and Professor AVachsmuth; Von Czornig's comprehensive 
work on Austrian Ethnography, with a beautiful large map in 4 
sheets; and Professor Franz Potter's work on Dalmatia, the most 
complete relating to that country w-hich has yet appeared. 

Other Geman Researches and Publications. During the last zTacation, 
nvhen roaming through Germany, I did not fail to visit the well 
organized and thriving geographical establishnlent of Justus Perl;hes, 
of Gotha, and xvas much gratified in witnessing the ability with 
which it is corlducted. I ain indeed glad to inform you that the 
' Mittheilungen,' of which I spoke so favourably last year, has now, 
as I ain inforlued, a sale of 5000 copies per month a. fact highly 
creditable to the German public. Having long lamented that we 
are not sufficiently acquainted with researches relating to Germany, 
or works published by writers of that country respecting other 
lands, I requested WIr. Petertnann, the intelligent editor of that 
useful periodical, to furnish me with some data., which I now lay 
befolse you. 

* Mr Petermantl has sent me most of the sheets of a Memoir about to appear in 
the ' Mittheilulven ' on the Progress of the gl eat National Maps and Topographical Labours 
of all liulopearl Countries, a highly useful work of l-eference. See also List of the 
" Principal Maps of Europe ' in our own Map-room. 

Among the works of gerteral irltelest which have recently heen published by Justus 
Perthbs and Co., of Gotha, or a] e ready for publicatioll, are the followirlg (exclusive of the 
Gerlnan edition of Dr. Barth's Tl al7els):-I ieut. Van de Velde's large Map of Palestine, in 
8 sheets, based on his .surlteys in 1851 and 1852, and other accessible materials. Along 
with tliis map is a comprehetlsive Memoir, with numerous tables of astlonomical and hypso- 
metrical observations, distances, aIld other data. In connexion with this map, Van de 
Velde and Dr. Titus Tobler have drawn a large Plan of Jerusalem, also accompanied by 
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During the past year several laboriotls investigations have been 
nlade to fix the exact altitude above the level of the sea of sorne 
central points of Germany, to serve as bases for a mass of hyp- 
sometrical data acculaulated during many years, and also to set 
at rest the question of the levels of the Adriatic and Baltic seas. For 
exaluple, Professol Bohm, director of the Observatory at Prague, has 
deterinined the altitude of that place above the Baltic at 99 37 toises, 
and above the Adriatic at 97 03 toises; the second part of his inves- 
tigation, nanlely, that referring to the level of the Adriatic Sea, 
remailling, however, uncertain, whilst J. F. Julius Schmidt has 
:fixed the height of the Observatory of Oltnutz at 109-81 toises. 

The Essay of Dr. Meyn on the Friederichs-Koog, an extensive 
piece of ground in Holstein, gained fiom the sea, is a notable 
addition to the hi.story of the (Soasts of the North Sea; and 
the most inlportant works on Sollthern Eulope are those of Pro- 
fessor AY. Vischer Oll G-reece in the year 1853, and of Professor 
J. Roth on Mount Vesuvius. 

Of German travellers in Asiatic countries, Dr. Roth, to whom I 
alluded last -ear, must be specially mentioned; for his researches 
will thro- much light on countries lnentioned in the Saered writ- 
ings. One of his best results is his exploration of the A\rady Akaba, 
the watershed or culminating point of which, between the Dead 
Sea and Red Sea, is ascertained to be at the salt-marsh Godiyan, 
about seven hours' travelling from Akaba, which is 113 English feet 
above the level of the Red Sea. Dr. Roth has also made intelesting 
discoveries in natural history, and has noticed that the crocodile 
lives in the rivers Zerka and Difleh (32? 3S' N. lat.), a fact unob- 
served by forrner travellers. At present he is exploring the coun- 
tries east of the Jordan. 
a Memoir, both maps an(l memoilS beirsg prepared and published in English, in consider- 
ation of the interest England takes in these countries, and also of the betlefit accruing to 
their wolks from Erlglish resealches. Another work, by F. H. lTon Kittlitz, ' Remi- 
niscences (Denkwurdigkeiten) of a Voyage to 12ussian America, Wamtchatka, and Islands 
in the Pacific,' contains many observations on the zoology and physical geoCraphy of these 
regions J. G. Mayr's Atlas of the Alps, containing the whole of S;witzerland, is now 
published. This atlas comp] ises 9 sheets, and extends over a11 the chain of the Alps and 
its flanks,the author himselfhaving,dutingmanytears,tavelle(lovel allthisleBion. 
Another work relating to the Alps, by Professor Simony, of Vienna, represents in a series 
of landscape-pictures, highly finished and prillted in colours, characteristic geological 
views of Alpine scenery. A Geological At]as of Allstlia, by Franz Foetterle, in Vienns 
is far advanced, and will soon be published. A Plan of Prague, and 3 Map of the sllr- 
lounding Country, both by Professor Norislka, of Praglle, are elahorately drawn and 
colotlred on a system of contour lines, and are accompanied by a Memoil. A work on 
Ealthquakes, in three ltols., by Dr. Otto Volger, particularly on the Earthquakes of 
Switzerland, is nearly read; whilst the Explolation of the Taurus, in Asia Minor, with 
BIap and large Diagram of the Geographical Distribution of the Vegetation, is published 
bx Kolskv, t.he botanist, who accompanied Russegger in his well-kllown t-avels. 
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Dr. Sandreezki has published an interesting work in three volumes 
of his journey to Mosul and Urumiyah; and H. Zollinger, many 
years resident in the East Indian Islands, has recently returned 
there and recommenced his labours, which formerly were mostly 
published in Logan's Journal of the Indian Archipelago. 

Theodor von Heuglin's little work on a journey to Abyssinia, 
lately published at Gotha, and now in my possession, contains new 
matter on the western part of Abyssinia not visited by any other 
European. This author is the Austrian Consul in lihartum, and 
one of the most active and indefatigable travellers in Eastern 
Africa. A perusal of this work, so creditable to the enterprising 
traveller, particularly for the light which he throws on the zoology 
and botany of Arorth-Eastern Africa, lnust be singularly gratifying 
to our countrymen; since the author describes and figtlres a very 
remarkable species of Musa of great size, with violet or purple 
coloured midribs of the leaves, which proves to be precisely the 
wonderftll plant the Ensete, described by the great Abyssinian 
traveller Bruce.$ This reproduction before the public of Europe 
of another of the many original observations of Bruce observations 
which to the disgrace of our country were formerly to a great extent 
discredited-has, I alll happy to say, received a still more complete 
confirluation whilst I write, by the growth of this very NIusa Ensete 
to the height of 40 feet in the Royal Botanic Garden of Kew, by 
my friend Sir AY. Hooker, who reared it frola the seed ?ent to him 
by Mr. Walter Plowden, H.B.M. Consul at Massowah, Abyssinia, 
in 1853. 

WIr. Peterrnann published last year in the ' Mittheilungen' a portion 
of tlle Diary of the extraordinary Hungarian traveller Ladislaus 
Magyar, of whom I spoke in the year 1853, and who has been 
residing for several years in Bihe, being married to a native prin- 
cess. He has recently sent holne a portion of his work and a 
detailed map of Benguela, intending to return to Europe. in the 
course of this year and superintend the publication of this work, 
which is to appear in three volutnes, with detailed maps. 

A young savant, Albrecht Roscher, devoting himself to African 
studies, has ploduced a work on Ptolemy's Geoglaphy of Africa, 
in which he has attempted to show the correlation between tlle 
map of that geographer atld the maps determined by the most 

* Vol. vii. (8vo. ed., 1805), Appendix, p. 140, and Atlas, P1. VIII. and IX. 
M. Heuglin makes no allusion to Bruce's description of the ' Ensete.' (cqee Hooker's 
Journal of Botany, No. XC., p. 210; also note Oll Abyssinia in the sequel.) 
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recent researches and discoveries. The principle of Mr. Roscher's 
interpretation is said to be novel and convincing. 

Mr. A. Zurbold, of Leipzig, has brought out a Biography of the 
lalnented Australian traveller, Dr. Leichhardt, and also collected 
and edited many detached papers and letters of that explorer. 

Professor Heller, who has been travelling for several years in 
Central America and Alesico, has published accounts ofthe province 
of Tabasco, and of the region of Orizaba, with map. He makes the 
heights of the Pic of Orizaba 16,602 iFr. feet, and o? the mountain 
Popocatepetl 16, 6 50 Fr. feet above the sea. Professor Burmeister 
of Hal3e, so well known to geologists by his work on fossil crus- 
taceans, &c., who previously travelled in the Brazils, has during the 
last year been exploring Urugua>s, the Pampas, and other portions 
of South Arnerica. A xvork in two volumes by Julius Frobel con- 
tains a description of his travels and experiences in North and 
Central America during; the years 1849 18a6. Though not pro- 
fessing to be a scientific work, it contains, I am assured, much new 
and interesting matter. Two well illustrated quarto volumes re- 
lating to the United States of :N7orth America, by Balduin von Moll- 
hausen, have been publishecl. This author, with Lieut. Whipple; 
and Jules Marcou the well-known Swiss geologist, was elnployed 
in surveys and exploratiotls connected with the projected railroads 
to the Pacific. The chief interest of this work, however, consists 
in its ethnography. An useful work on Chile has been published 
in French by V. Perez-Rosales, the Chilean Consul at Hamburg. 

Cosmos. Lastly, in mentioning the recently published works of 
German authors, let me dwell somesvhat more on the 1st partof 
the 4th solume of the ' Cosmos ' of the truly illustrious Hurnboldt. 

On this occasion the anthor quits the consideration of the heavens, 
so luminously expounded in his former voluines, and treats exclu- 
sively of telluric phenomena. llhe part recently issued consists of 
two main divisions, ill the first of which he treats of the magni- 
tude, figure, density, and internal heat of the earth, as well as of 
its magnetisrn. He then pursues his grand fundamental plan; and 
maintaining the connecting, links which unite all telluric phe- 
nomena and the representation of the concurrent action of forces in a 
single system, he devotes the second division to those terrestrial 
phenomena which are attributable to the reaction going forward from 
the interior upon tlle exterior of the Ellanet, or, in other parlance, 
4; volcanicity." This great class of physical agencies is most skil- 
fillly elaborated under the respective heads of earthquakes, thermal 
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springs, sprillgs of vapollr and gas (salses, mud solcanos, naphtha 
fla:mes), and volcanos. The last are described under various heads, 
in each of which the direct connexion between the modus operandi 
(whether in geological and pre-histolic times, or in the present 
period) and the geographical outlines of the earth is admirably sus- 
tained, both fIom the vast rarge of personal observatiolt of the author7 
and frole the citation of all those who have studied such wolks 
of nature Although it is impossible to do more on this occasion 
than stimulate my hearers to read this most instructive volume, of 
whiGh an eseellent translation (with lucid annotations) has been 
produced by our associate General Sabine, I may specially call 
your attention to the sketch of the geographical distribution of 
volcanos. Humboldt estimates that out of 407 >7olcanos, 225 have 
been in activity in rety modern times; and of these, 198, or 78ths 
of the whole, lie within the great 4'Pacific Basin. ' One of the 
impc)rtant generalizations which he is disposed to draw7 from a 
consideration of their prevalent linear direction, is, that islands 
and coasts are richer in these outbursts, becanse, to use his own 
words, " The upheaval eff8ected by internal elastic forces is accom- 
panied by adjacent depression in the bed of the sea, so tllat an area 
of elevation borders on an area of depression, the limit between 
them exhibiting profound clefts and fissures." 

After minutely examining the chemical ana mineralogical charac- 
ters of the rocks produced by volcanic action, and doing all justice 
to the new classification of volcanic rocks by M. Gustaf Rose, 
IJuTrlboldt concludes this volume by pointing out the importance 
and estent of the eruptions of molten leatter through the great 
clefts or fiss7.lres above spoken of. ';He has been led (he says) 
to entertain the conjectllre that a not inconsiderable portio:n- 
perhaps, according to volurne the larger portion of volcartic roclis 
have been emitted, not frozn elevated volcanic frameworks, but 
from a net-work of fissures, on the earth's surface, from which they 
have poured forth, often forming strata covering an es:tent of many 
square leagues."-(English Edition, Sabine, p. 448.) 

In a conversation n7hich I held with my venerable friend in 
Potsdam in September last, just as he was entering his 88th year, 
he explained to lue some of these views with his accustomed clear- 
ness and freshness of description; and I then had the satisfaction to 
find, that in addition to the remarkable w-olurne now issued, a second 
part would soon follow, in which all organic nature, from its earlied 
traces in sedirnentary strata to the present day, will be exhibited in 
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harmonious eorrelation with the physical ehanges of the erust of our planet. 
Stvitzerland. To our praiseworthy eorrespondent, M. Ziegler of Winterthur, so well known for many beautiful maps of his native eolmtry, I am indebted for what we know of the progress of Geo- graphy in Switzerland. The geodetie and topographie surveys have been continued in the mountaiIls on the north of the Canton of Tessin, and along that part of the ehain of the Alps whieh includes the Cols of Lukmallier, the Little St. Bernard, alld the Splugen. Detailed works have been executed in the environs of these passes, whilst triangulation is proeeeding on the elevated points above Dissentis and the salley of the Vorder-Rhein. 
The principal travels which have been exeeuted during the past summer, were undertaken chiefly with a view to geologieal researches. Those of Dr. Heusser in the Valais were made in the vieinity- of Visp to observe the eentre of a disturbanee eaused by alarming earthquakes, which have not yet entirely eeased. M. Heus- ser, being; a Professor attaehed to the University of Zurich, has recorded his own remarks on the localities of those phenomena in a pamphlet published ly the Soeiety of Natural History of Zizirieh. Chanoine Rion has also given an aeeount of ea;rthquakes 

experienced in 185S, from June to November.t 
During the past winter meteorologieal observations vs ere likewise made throughout all the extent of the central Alps; repeated luminous appearanees having astonished the observers. 
By reason of the uninterrupted advance of the works for railways in Switzerland, the number of exaet hypsometrie data is continually on the inerease, and M. Ziegler will eontinue his eommunieations relating to altitudes along these lines, and will also make us 

acquainte(t with the progress of eaeh railway. The Polyteehnie Sehool publishes a journal: whieh may be ealled the seientifie organ of that federal institute, and which will deseribe in detail every Swiss railrvad. 
Hypsometric charts have been multiplied; and as their utility auganents in proportion as we beeome enabled to eompare with aeeuraey the heights of diSerent eountries, M. Ziegler has trans- mitted to us an extract from a work which he is preparing for speedy 

* Das Erdbeben im Visperthal im Jahr 1855. 
t Sion, 185P5. 
$ Schweizerische Polytecheische Zeitschrift, 4to., Winterthur, 1856, pp. 12. 
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pllblication, and which will be noticed hereafter in our own publica- 
tions.* 

France.-Through the Report of the 4 Bulletin de 1a Societe de 
Geographie ' of Paris by M. Alfred Maury, one of the Secretaries of 
that Society, we learn that the 20th part of the Map of France by 
the " Etat-Major," on the scale of 8746w, has been issued. The 
Depot de la Guerre has also completed a reduction of it in 16 
sheets, and on the scale of 8T01D 0 W 

The Survey of Algiers is in progress, on scales varying from 
FB W to X^-^'0 0 W . 

Availing themselves of their leisure hours at Rome, the French 
officers have colupleted a Map of the South-Eastern part of the Papal 
Dominions on the scale of 0 1 0 , to which has been adjoined a Plan 
of Rome and ite environs on the scals3 of 2ff&0b 

In the neighbourhood of the French possessions in Africa, the 
officers of the Etat-Major have compiled a Map of the Regency of 
Tunis, founded upon the observations of M. Falbe; and another, with 
the assistance of Capt. Baudouin, of the Erupire of Alarocco. 

M. Linant, so well known by his earlier exploits, has produced 
a hydrographic chart of Egypt, and a map of Etbaye, the country 
inhabited by the Bichari Arabs. 

In addition to the mention of the labours of the Depot de 1a Marine 
in the last year's Address, we have to thank that office for numerous 
charts since presented to us, whilst MM. Delamarche and Plois 
have completed a line of soundings between Port Vendres in France 
and Algiers. The late M. Tincendon-Dutnoulin, in company with 
the distinguished surveyor Capt. de Kerhallet, has published a 
work entitled 'Etudes sur le Detroit de Gibraltar; ' and in the 
second edition of the ' Etudes sur les Ports de l'Algerie,' lately pub- 
lished, a series of excellent charts has been presented, the esecution 
of which does credit to M. A. Lieussou. Lieutenant A. Boucarut 
has prepared the nautical documents fol the Alanual of the Naviga- 
tion of the River Plata; and Capt. A. Legras has published an 
excellent work, entitled ' Description des Iles et des Passages oom- 
pris entre la partie N. de l'lle de I,uVon et les Iles du Japon.' 
The work of our own Horsbtlrgh on the Indian Seas, already 
rendered into French by Admiral le Predour, has received con- 
siderable additions from MM. Darondeau and Reille. From Captain 
Cloue we have a notice of the Sea of Azov, of rhich our associate 

* Atlas hypsometrique, avec des eclaircissements, 
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Capt. Sherard Osborn gave us a description. In addition to the 
above, Capt. T. de Lapelin has made known his late surveys on 
the Pacific side of Central America. 

On the west coast of Africa, France has taken possession of the 
territory of Dakar, opposite to Goree; whilst Capt. Guillain has 
completed his work on the soyage of the lVuconedic to the east 
coasts of the same continent in 1846-7 and 8,-the portio:Ss relating 
to Guiledi, Zanzibar, Meurka, Mombas, and the langllages of the trib 
on the coast, being of particular interest. 

ItaZy.- Little has been done for the advancement of geography in 
any one of the Italian States to the S. of Sardinia and the Austrian 
territory. 

The trigonometrical survey of the kingdom of Naples for example, 
commenced under the late General Visconti, has progressed slowly 
of late years, the number of officers employed upon it not e2rceeding 
twelve at present, who are now ocoupied in laying down the 
frontier line with the Roman States. Of the great map of the 
kingdom, on a scale of 84Tw4, the three first sheets, including 
Gaeta and the neighbouring provinces, are on the point of being 
published. They are beautifully engraved, having the principal 
heights marked. The whole sursey of the kingdom, and on the 
same scale, will con,sist of G8 sheets. The Topographical depart- 
mentis also now engaged in bringing out a general map of the 

kingdom, on a scale of 6 4 Blo O in four sheets. Commander Marzolla, 

of the same department, has of late years published a series of maps 
of the difEerent proninces, chiefly derived from Zannoni's map, but 
with the roads more accurately laid down, and rectifications from 
the later military surveys of each province have been inserted, with 
detailed statistical data regarding the population, productions, &c. 
Althoug;h indiSerently lithographed, these maps will be found to be 
useful for the traveller, until the great trigonometrical map is 
completed. 

A3IERICA. 

Arctic Regions. A paper by the I)anish allthor Dr. lIenry Rink, 
M.D., has been read before our Society, commenting upon parts of tha 
volume of the lamented Kane. One of the chief points on which he 
dissents from the opinions expressed in the work of the memorable 
American explorer is, that the Humboldt Glacier of the latter is not 
to be considered as the embouchure of the great flusia.l icJr system 
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which covers Greenland, but siroply as being analogous to the other glaciers of that collntry, which he, Dr. Rink, had long studiedS and on which he has written;-viz.) sepal-ated masses which, advancing from E. to WS., launch or " calve " their bergs into a succession of fiords.* 
The other subject on which the Danish observer is a critical 

opponent, is the northern extellsion of the map of Rane as derived frozn the hasty excursion of the ship-steward AIorton. As this last poillt underwent an animated discussion, in whicll Sir G. Back, Captain Collirlson, and Dr. Armstrong took part, I refer you to our 
forthe.oming Proceedings fc)l the conclusions at which they had arrived respecting the necessity of removing ANTashington Land some n:ile.s to the south, and will now onlJT remark that not a word wras said upon the occasion which could in any degree aSect the noble and chivaIrous character of Dr. Kane.t 

Of the expedition sent out by Lady Flanklin I have little to add to rny last notice of its delearture and alr;wal at Disco, nor is it plo- bable that :wny other collllaunicatiola will be received until October. XVe have, however, the satisfaction of thinking that, under the experienced guidance of AI'Clintock, oul fliellds are at the present moluent exploling that hitherto untouched land between BellOt Strait and the Arctic Zlagnetia Pole, whence they will follow llp the steps of our missing countrSmen; and though there are some who -%,7;11 rlot admit the existence of Peel Stlait, and more who doubt the possibility of navigatint, it, there, are yet to be foulld othels who, considering how simplythe blgbear of roundillg Point Barrow has been dissi- 
* Se3e Journal Pooyal Geocraphical So(iety, sOI. ssiii. p. 145.-ED. t Afterthese lines were penned, I received a copy of the 'S5ew Yo]k Times' of May 6 in which it was announced that Dr. Hayes, the conzpanion of Kane, had laid before the Stient,fic Association of New York a project for a voyage of explolation to the North Pole by plwoceeding beyond the limit of Isane's lesearches. 'l'his bold project is founded on the observations of Dr. Kalle and the authol, +ho noted that the growth of the plants, as well as the statllre of the natis es of tlleir Iarthest north, tovether with the great nolthuald Inigtation of birds, *vere indications of a gladllal decrease of cold to- ralds the Pole. Hence it is inferred that the bro3d zone of greatest cold, or that of 78? N., being ollce {lalrersed by a plan inditated, the partv vould reach an open Polar sea, atld a plobable tenzperatllae of 66;3. If the rexival of the question of a Polynia shotlld be followed up bv an expedition sent out oll such scientific glounds, we must tlllly thank o l1r Tl ansatlalltic kinsmen for sl1ch a labour of geogl aphie al los e. 1?eferring to the discussion which took place wherl Dr, Ritlk?s memoir was read, let me here say that I h30e had gleat pleas8gre, whilst this Addless w;s going thlough the pless in findinffl that Prof'essor B^lche had come to l7ely nearly the same conclusion as ,Sir (3, Back, Captain Collitlson, and AIr. Aa roxvsmith. 'I'his ] estllt being communicated to the Society at our lttst meeting of thit, SeSSiOts7 together with fi ietadly expl.lnations, must ha^-e convinced Mr. Poor, the replesentative of the Geocrarllic;31 Society of New Yolk, who X7as presetlt, that nothillv had tlarlspired on the paot of our countrynzell, ill relation to tlle w7oyage of Wane, s-hich exceede(l the bounds of fair inquiry among men s^llo wele seeking out the trllth. Jgtl?C) 25. 
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patedX are not wi;thout good hope, that to the glory of establishing 
the fate of our missing countryrnen, will be added that cf the circum- 
navigation of America. At all events we may rest assured, that 
with the certain prospect of a secure retreat in the event of reaching 
the Alnerican Continent, Captain M;Clilltock will strive to the 
utmost to get southwards in his vessel; so that with an experienced 
comrnander, a ws311-found ship, and an able crew, whose energies are 
directed to a well-known point, we may, under Providence, look 
forward to a successful result. Still it is not without reason that 
we are desirous to open a communication with him and a fine 
opportunity is aSorded to any enterprising person, like the noble 
author of ' Letters from High Latitudes.' A0Jager River or Chester- 
field Inlet might readily be reached this season by such a vessel as 
the lgoam, and the intervening tract of land between the gulfs 
and the estuary of the Great Fish River cressed in time to secure 
a retreat before the winter. Here would be the excitement of 
danger so freqvlently collrted, together with the certainty of sport 
both *)r the rod and gun, and the prospect of aiding in the eluci- 
dation of that great mystery which has ocoupied the attention of 
the ciarilised world for so long a peric)d ! 

I cannot quit the theme of Arctic researches, upon which I have 
long thought with intense ansiety, and on which I have dwelt so 
uluch at le,ngth at former Anniversaries, without expressing my 
obligations to our associate Mr. John Brown for his work entitled 
' The North-XVest Passasge and the Search after Sir John Franklin,' 
which he has dedicated to the Royal Geographical Society and myself. 
In this volume the philanthropic arlthor-at all times in the front 
rank of those who have sustained the search after our missing 
countrymen, and who has never given way to despondency has 
placed before the reader an able epitome of all the efforts which 
have been anade, as well as the theories which have been formed 
on this engrossing topic. On his own part, he adheres to the 
simple view, that the gallant Adrniral has been encompassed and 
held fast by adhering literally to his instructions, and blT seeking to 
force his way in a south-westerly direction froTn Beechey Island. 
Not re-entering into this vexed question, which it is hoped 
M4Glirltock may set at rest, and on which so many experienced 
Arctic authorities have written, some of thean believing thatLX 
if such was his ultimate fate, Franklin first essayed to foree 
his way northwards and reaeh an open Polar sea, we must 
admire the vvarm hearted earnestness with which Mr. Brown has 
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acquitted himself of his task, and has placed before us in a compact 
forrn the services of so many of our Arctic heroes. 

North AmericGr.-British Possesszons.-In the Address of last year I 
entered somesvhat veto the details of the expedition which, under 
Palliser and his associates Blakiston and Hector, upon the recoznmen- 
dation of the Council, had been despatched by Government to survey 
the water parting between the basins of the Missouri and Saskat- 
chewan rivers, and to explore the edges of the Rocky Mountains 
within our own territories. Since then we have received, through the 
courtesy of the Colonial Office, several colnelluications conveying 
the information that Capt. Palliser reached San Josef, an American 
town sevs3n miles froln the British frontier. The bend of the Pem- 
bina river near that place is within the Aluerican territory; but it 
has been carefully surveyed, as a large portion of the river flows 
through British ground. After visiting Turtle Ridge, the expedi- 
tion rea^ched Fort Ellice, at sonle distance from which, coal of fair 
quality was found, and afterwards reached the Qui Appelle Lake, 
on which is situated the most western station of the Hudson Bay 
Company's traders. Thence, the explorers started for the Saskat- 
chewan, and in the course of their journey were for the first time com- 
pelled to carry fuel with them. The river was found to be navigable 
for large boats from the point reached, 109? longitude, to Red R;ver. 
From Fort Carlton, his winter quarters, Captain Palliser proceeded 
to Fort Pelly, and subsequently to Chicago, l)etroit, and Montreal. 
TheSpaper notices the different Indian tribes met with, the charac- 
ter of the country, the swarms of buSaloes, and the wholesale and 
indiscriminate slaughter of them by the Indians, and describes the 
-lesources of the country, and its adaptability for agricultural pur- 
poses. Guides and a party of men had been engaged to assist 
in the projected operations, and in the summer Captain Palliser in- 
tended to start for the south branch of the Saskatchewan, through 
the country of the Black-foot Indians. From Lieut. Blakiston the 
Secretary has heard that he had colnpleted and sent the tnap of the 
route to Captain Palliser for transmission to the Colonial Office. 

The magnetic observations of Lieut. Blakiston and the geo- 
logical researches of Dr. Hector, froln whom I have received very 
satisfactory reports, will- doubtless prove valuable, and may be 
alluded to svith more eSect at our next Anniversary. 

On that occasion also I trust it may be in my power to report 
good progress on the part of the survey which, under the command 
of our Associate Lieut.-Col. Hawkins, has proceeded to co-operate 
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with the American surveyors and soldiers in defining acouzately, and 
if possible by marked phfTsical features, the boundary between the 
British possessions and those of the United States lying to the west 
of the, tracts explored by Captain Pallisel, and terminating in the 
Pa>3ific to the south of Frazer River and Vancouver Island. 

As this last survey ;s accompanied by a clever young geologist, 
BI. Bauerman, brollght up under my direction, and who is specially 
versed in mineralogy, I look with great interest to his report of the 
structuze of these hitherto slightly-e:xplored regions, the mountains 
of whieh, whether the Cascade range near the coast or the great 
Rocky AIountaills farther in the interior, are simply the prolonga- 
tions of the two chief chains of the western waterpartings of Nes 
Mexico, California, &e. 

The natural obstacles to the progress of such a party were, it was 
well kIlown the dense forests they zmest penetrate; and to these I 
learn, whilst I write, is added the discoveryS wh;ch might also have 
been well anticipated in the prolongation of the Californian ridges, 
of so much gold in the banks of the Frazer river Sk as already to 
have caused numerous emigrants to rush to these new diggings; a 
course which I fear the working nlen of the Americall and British 
surveying parties l:nay be too mueh disposed to follow. 

Canad Report of its Geologzcal Sg7*vey.-The Geological Surey 
of Canada, under the direction of Sir Willia: Logan, has issued 
elaborate Reports, in two volumes, for the years 1853-4-S and 1856, 
copies of which have been presented to the Society. A great 
part of these Reports is necessarily taken up with geological sub- 
jects. The first by Sir William Logan gives an account of a 
large part of the Lawrentian formation, which runs from the aoast 
of Labrador to Lake Superior, forming along a large -part of its 
course an important mountaill chain, chiefy formed of gneissic 
rocks, equivalent to the oldest gneiss of the north-west of Scotland 
and of the Scandinavian chain. Alnong these rocks, betm7een Lake 
Huron and the River Saguenay, there are many bands of crystalline 
limestone. The gneiss propor yields but an indifferent soil, while 
that derived froan the lirnestones is exceedingly fruitful; the result 
being that in dle gneissic district almost all the farms have been 
established on sinuous lines of limestone, which, now partly cleared, 
often penetrate far into the interior of the forest-covered Lamrrentian 
chain. 

* See the Californian newspapers, Ac. 
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The e:xploration of fresh countries like large tracts of CanadaJ 
or the new territories of the United States, ofEers continual illus- 
trations of the dependence of geology on geography; for the 
geologist is often obliged to map the ground topographically 
while conducting his own labours. Canadian rivers and lakes 
previously unknown have been thus laid down with precision7 and 
many tnerely indicated before have been reduced on a series of 
maps which occupy 22 large plates, zilling a quarto volume. These 
surareJTs were conducted hy Mr. Alexander Murray, and embrace a 
vast tract of country between the north and east shores of Lake 
Huron and the river Ottawa. This territory is traversed by the 
river 3?yanatawan, which runs westward through a chain of sluall 
lakes, and empties itself into Georgian Bay, Lake Huron. Again 
the Muskoka river passes in a winding course of about 150 aniles 
through a series of lakes to Burnt Island Lake, about half way 
between Lake Htlron and the Ottawa. Near this point the Pete- 
wahweh rises, and flows north and east, etnptying itself into the 
Ottawa at Upper Allumette Lake. On the north shore of Lake 
Huron large rivers of the same character are now for the first time 
accurately mapped, called respectively Spanish Rixer, A7Vhite Fish 
River, and WVahnapitae River, which unites the lake of the latter 
name with French River, about ten miles from one of its mouths. 
This French River is of great geographical importance, uniting as it 
does by several channels the north shore of Georgian Bay of Lake 
Huron with Lake Nipissing, which is about 50 railes long by 20 in 
breadth. The eastern shore of Lake Nipissing is only a few rniles 
distant from Upper Trout Lake, which, through the Mattawa ril er, 
aoTumunicates with the Ottawa in latitude 46? 18' 12". It is in con- 
templation by the Canadiall Government, if practicable, to construct 
a ship canal through these riarers and Lake Nipissing, so as to unite 
the Ottawa and Lake lIuron. This would shorten the distance 
from the east to Chicago by 600 miles. 

In the ye<ar 18a6, on the same survey, an e2zploration of the 
island of Anticosti} in the Gulf of St. Lawrence was nlade by Mr. 
J. Richardson. This island is about 140 miles long by 35 in breadth, 
and consists partly of Lower Silurian rocks, but chiefly of a series 
of limestones called the Anticosti group by Sit A7&illiain Logan, con- 
taining as they do a suite of fossils somewhat peculiar and inter- 
mediate in character between those laost characteristic of the Lov-er 
and Upper Silurian rocks like those of the British strata to wvhich I 
have assigned the term Llandovery rocks. Mr. Richardson walked 
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round the island? which is quite uninhabited, except at the light- 
houses. The coast is intersected by numerous streams, and a great 
part of it has a belt of reefs dry at low water, t.he outer edge of 
which forms a cliS frozn 25 to 50 feet high, that evidently consti- 
tuted an old coast line when the land stood relatively to the sea at 
a higher leve] than at present. The south side of the island is 
generally low, but on the north it rises in a succession of ridge-like 
elevations to a height of from 200 to 500 feet above the sea. The 
country is covered with wood, chiefly spruce, varying frotn 8 to 18 
inches in diaineter, and from 40 to 80 feet in length. Besides this, it 
is reputed to bear " pines," poplars, mountain ash, cranberries, a 
species of gooseberry-bush, red and black currants, strawberries, 
species of peas, &c. Potatoes have been cultivated successfully on 
the south side of the island, also Tirnothy grass and clover, and 
Mr. Richardson observes that he saw half an acre of barley 4 feet 
high with a strong stras and well-filled ear. The wild artimals in 
the island are black bears, the red, black, and silver fox, a:nd the 
martels. 

Canada may, indeed, well be proud of this survey the great ex- 
plorations conducted under the direction of Sir William Logan 
having added almost as much to our knowledge of the topographical 
and natural history characteristics of the country as of its geological 
stlucture. 

Central Arnerica. -Reserving for our nest Anniversary al3 account 
of the progress of geographical knowledge in the United States, let 
me now call your attention to a commercial enterprise which 
seems tc) aSord a valuable opportunity for the exte:nsion of our 
acquaintance with a region hitherto imperfectly known. Of few 
portions of the world within the bounds of civilization is our know- 
ledge perhaps more circurnscribed than of Central America. It 
is stated by a recent traveller (W. V. Wells, ' Explorations and 
Adventures in Honduras') that even as respects the leading towns 
the true position of but few is given with any aconracy. A 
Company composed of influential persons, at the head of whom 
is that liberal merchant prince Mr. W. Brown, M.P. (who muni- 
ficently bestowed a great free public library and school upon the 
town of Liverpool), is about to construct a railway across Honduras, 
to establish a commercial passage between the Atlantic and Pacifie 
Oceans. For the last twelvemonths this Company has had a 
numerous staS of engineers upon the ground. Struck with the 
importawnce of the project (for the direct distance is only 1 6Q miles, 

VOL. II. 2 A 
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and the railroad it is estirnated will not have a greater length than 180 miles), Her Majesty's Govf3rnment have sentout Colonel Stanton, an officer of the Royal Engineers, to inspect the survey, which is now completed. A chemical geologist and naturalist (Mr. Kirk- patrick) is also proceeding to Honduras to e2zplore the mineral wealth and physical geography of the country, and the productions 
and quality of its soil. There will, therefore, not long remain any doubt respecting the capabilities of Honduras. Already we know from the work of Mr. E. G. Squier, that its harbours on both o?eans, and its natural valley from sea to sea, intersecting the Cordilleras by the courses of the rivers Humaya and Goascoran, point out this tract as a great highway of commerce. In antici- pation of the good results which are likely to follow from this effort of British capitalists and the suggestions of Mr. Squier, let me add that, out of near 60 persons hitherto employed during a year in a tract which has been considered insalubrious, not one death has occurred. 

Through our active associate, Mr. John Power, of Panama, we have received notices of various works in progress bearing upon the geography of these important but still very imperfectly mapped countries. 
Dr. Wagener, the German traveller, was by the last accounts at PanamA, proposing to devote some time to an examination of the geography of the isthmus. 
Of Guatemala an entirely new map is preparing for publication by Mr. Van Gehucht, a aivil engineer, who has spent eight years on a trigonometrical survey of this state, in which he has deter- mined by astronomical observation the true position of all the principal towns, as well as of the leading physical features of the country. Our correspondent, Mr. Power, has sent us a portion of the positions so determined, which will appear in the next volume of our Journal. To him we are also indebted for the trans- lation of the first part of ' A Description of the State of San Sal- vador,' by Mr. Sommenster, an engineer who has been employed in making a new survey of it for the Govern2nent, which will shortly be published. Costa Rica has been partially surveyed by an English Compant from Port Arenas, on the Pacific, to San Jos6, the capital, a portion of the isthmus said to be now very incorrectly laid down. Mr. F. M. Kelley, of New York, well known as the originator of the proposed great ship-canal across the Isthmus of Central America vid the Atrato river, has sent to us the interesting report 
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of Lieut. N. Michler, in charge of the topographical party sent by the United States Governnwent to survey that part of the country. Lieut. AIichler annvunces to the Navy Departmerlt7 tha;t he has complseted his topographical survey across tho lsthmus from the Gulf of Darien to the PaciSc, along t.he line for the interoceanic canal proposed by Mr. Eelley. The practicability of the roz1te, says Lieut. AIichler, {3an only be determined upon after the necessary examination of the results of those labours. 
South Arrzerica. - On the river Meta7 an ;mpolntant tributary of the Orinooo, steam vessels have been established by a Venesuelan com- pany, whereby an opening has been made into the very heart of the country for the outlet o? the products of the interior provinces of New Granada. 
A new map of the State of Equador has been completed, after many years' labour and study, by Dr. Villavicencio a native who proposes carrying it to Paris hiinself for publication. 
In Chile an es:ploratory expedition has orossed the Andes ;nto the Indian territory south of Valdivia, to exalnine the lake of Nahuel- huapi, the site of an old settleluent of the Jesuits, supposed to be the source of the great Rio Negro, which crosses the continent, and fills into the South Atlantic in lat-itude 41?; the details of which are pro:rnised to be sent to us. 
The long pendillg dispute between Brazil and Paraguay relative to the opening of the upper waters of the river Paraguay has been recently settled by an amicable arrangement throwing open the 

navigation, in virtue of which the products of the rich province of Matto Grosso may now ir the first time be exported by water- carriage, and we may look perhaps for some new data regarding a Y&St repon very little known to Europeans.* 

ASIA. 
Syria. Pushing onward to the east and south irk the Pashalik of Damascus, beyond the e:x:ploratio:as of Seetsen Burokhardt L;:ndsay, Porter, and all previous travellers, Mr. Cyril Grahatn has, through the good will of that singular people the Druses, contrived to visit the rery remarkable tracts to the east and south of the Hauran, 

* The reader who may wish to obtain more ksIowledge on the subject of the various parts of America than I here allude to must also consult the works thereo by German authors.-Ses sXte, p. 285. 
2 A 2 
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called es-Safah, el-Harrah, and the whole eastern borders of the 
Jebel ed Druz. He has given us, in short, a lnost able and animated 
sketch of a region which, occupied successively in olden times 
by powerful and civilized races, is now a desert, over which 
wandering and predatory Arabs, almost alone, hold sway. The es- 
Safah is a highly-broken basaltic district, which extends to the 
N.N.W. into a chain above 30 miles in length, not marked on any 
map. The el-Harrah, on the contrary, is a broad lower zone of 
loose basaltic fragments, forming the western belt of the broad rich 
plain lying between the Hauran mountains and the river Euphrates. 
After a description of the physical geography of this long forgotten 
region, the author describes the position of numerous cities scat- 
tered over the desert to the east and south of the lIauran, which, 
though wholly uninhabited, and for the most part roofless, are in 
many respects as perfect as when the olden people lived in them. 
Agreeing with Porter, that the Hauran must be the ancient Bashan 
of Scripttlre, Mr. Cyril Graham believes that the towns lying to the 
east of it, and which he discovered, are of a still older date, and 
were probably the work of the first Hamite emigrants from Shinar. 
He also collected very curious inscriptions in an unknown character, 
which have not yet been deciphered. 

In reviewillg the adventurous and successful travels of Mr. Graham, 
of which we shall soon have a detailed account in our Journal, we 
painfully recognise the fact, that a once highly cultivated, richly 
wooded, and densely peopled country, which after the times of Holy 
Writ was successively occupied by Greeks, Romans, Christian.s, and 
Saracens, has been reduced to a desert, supporting ouly a few no- 
madic tribes of Arabs. 

The desiccation of the country may in great part be attributed to 
the destrlletion of once stately groves of lofty trees, which attracted 
the clouds and moisture, as well as to the demolition of those great 
reservoirs of water which the ancients constructed; but we are 
forced to the concnlusion, that the main cause of this wide-spread 
sterility is the misrule of ages, and the inability of the Turkish 
Government to protect any industrious and settled inhabitants from 
the incursions of lawless Arabs. In the mean time it is re*eshing 
to know from Mr. Graham, that the persevering Druses, to whom he 
was so much indebted (and who now supply the indolent inhabitants 
of Damascus with nearly all their corn), are extending agriculture, 
with muskets over their ploughs, into the richest spots of this terra in- 

cognita, and are thus explaining to us how such lands may in 
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ancient times have fed and supported the people who dwelt in the 
vast number of deserted cities. 

India-Gimalaya, Karakorum, and Kuen Luen chazss.-Resume of 
Britzsh Labours in India. -At our last Anniversary one of our Gold 
Medals was justly bestowed upon Colonel Waugh for surveying and 
laying dolvn on maps a vast area of the Peninsula of India, and for 
determinin; that the Himalayan range, the loftiest mountains in 
the world, reached their culminating point in Mount Everest at the 
height of 29,002 feet, considerably to the west of the point hitherto 
supposed to be their*summit. On the same occasion I spoke to 
you of the recent travels of the three brothers Schlagintweit, par- 
ticularly in Upper India, and the lnountains to the north of it. 

Unhappily there is too much reason to believe, according to 
native report, that Adolphe Schlagintweit, vrho was left exploring 
in the countries beyond Ladak, and far to the north in the direc- 
tion of Yarkand, and from whotn no letters have been received for 
more than a year, has fallen in an action with the Chinese, in their 
war against the people of Turkistan; the fruits of his enterprise 
being, it is feared, lost. As, however, the reports of the rtatives 
proved unreliable in the case of our excellent explorer Moorcroft, 
let us hope that Adolphe Schlagintweit anay still be spared to bring 
honle to us some knowledge of the Yarkand territory. 

The other brothers, Hermann and Robert, have now deposited at 
the India Eouse their manuscript observations, numbering 43 large 
volumes, accompallied by maps indicating the distribution of their 
88 magnetic stations, numerous meteorological observations, in- 
cluding all those which they obtained from various officers of the 
Company, and the localities where their plants were collected. 

A considerable portion of their collection has indeed been already 
set up in the Museum of the India House, including transverse 
sections of trees, and facial casts of the people among whom 
they travelled, which, being taken from the living person of races 
little known, must be of value in ethnographical science. 

Geographers must desire to see the results of these labours pub- 
lished, not only as relates to terrestrial physics and magnetism, bllt 
specially by the production of a map, on which shall be laid down 
the northernmost of those explorations of which, on the authority of 
lIumboldt, I spoke last year, and to which I now revert: for it is 
indeed unquestionable, that the Schlagintweits did proceed farther 
to the north and by east, in the meridian of Ladak, than any other 
Etlropean traveller. 
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As a resultant of the numerolls surveys and travels of our coun- 
trymen who have explored northwards from Hindostan, I may 
remind you that the gigantic peaks which enclose the lofty plateau 
of Tibet, and separate India froln Turkistan, have generally been 
considered by British geographers to constitute one vast mass, or 
sea of mountains.* They were indeed so spoken of when I had the 
honour of delivering our Gold Medal to Henry Strachey, one of the 
best surveyors of large parts of this rugged region. Concentrated 
upon the wfest, in a knot or group, at and around the Hindu Kush, 
these mountains expand thence to the east nd south in fan shape, 
their southern portion, the Himalaya, being the loftiest elevations in 
the world, and forining the northern boundary of India. Farther 
to the north, and beyond the plateau of Tibet, comes another band of 
palallel altitudes, whiGh, also proceeding south-eastwards from the 
lofty western knot, is known near that meridian as the Muztagh, 
and acquires, a little farther to the east, the synonym of liarakorum. 
This last range, which, still farther to the east, is the Kailas of 
British topographers (adopted from the Hindu mythology), has for 
solne years been marked on maps as the watershed of the mountain 
region which separates the drainage of India from that of Turkistan 
and China.t It throvvs ofE to the south the Indlls, Sutlej, and 
Brahmaputra; the two firstX after wandering westwards, and 
the last eastwards, in the plateau of Tibet, escape southwards 
through gorges of the :rnighty Himalaya, whilst to the north it 
sends of minor streams, the western ones of which, from whatever 
authority derived, have been for some years l;d down on maps as 
descerlding from these mountains into the north-western low country 
of Yarkand.: 0 

In alluding to this asis or waterparting, it is a fact that it has not 
been traversed by any Europe&n proceeding northwards from India, 
though I specially invited your attention to that adventurous journey 
of Dr. Thomson when he ascended to the summit of the Karakorum 

* See Phys. Geography-XVestern Tibet- Journ. R. Geograph. Soc., vol. xxiii. p. l . 
t Called " Thsoung-Ling" mountains in St. Martin's map, accompanying 

Julien's Travels of Hiuen-Thsang. 
t See Map accompanying Hugel's ' Travels in Kashmir,' prepared by Walker 

(small general part thereofl, and Arrowsmith's General Map of Asia, 1841- also the 
Map accompanying the Travels of Moororoft and Trebeck, published 1841-some 
of the materials for the northward drainage from the Karakorum having been 
doubtless those collected by Mir Izzet Ullah, the remarkable servant and arclnt- 
courter of Moorcroft, whose travels beyond the Himalaya, through Til)et to 
Yarkand, and thence by Samarcand to Bokhara, &c., were translated from the 
Hindu by Professor H. Wilson in the Calcutta Oriental Quarterly Magazine of 
1825, and republished by the Royal Asiatic Society. 
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pass. The same chain was, howevers passed over in its far eastern 
prolongation by those very remarkable missionaries Huc and Gabet, though, unfortunately, they have given us no materials by which we can define its orographical features. 

Now, the feat of the brothers Schlagintweit, of which I par- tially spoke last year, was, that leaving the Karakorum to the south, they traversed a diversified and broken plateau of about 16,500 feet average above the sea, and of about 100 miles m 
breadth from south to north, when, reachirlg a depression estending from west to east, they found between it and the low country of Khotan, another parallel east and west range, one of the heights of which they determined to be from 19,000 to 20,000 feet abovs the sea.* According to these traveller8, this is the Kuen I.uen (a Chinese name) of Klaproth and Hutnboldt, and is so called by the nat*es. Leaving these mountains, and descending to Elchi or Iltchi, the Khotan of Marco Polo, in the lower country of Turk- istan, they were unable to reach Yarkand, and then returned to Ladak by another route, or that which leads from the former to the latter place. The rivers which they mention as separately flowing 
northwards, and which they have personally examined, are those of Khotan, Karakash, Yurongkash, and Reria, two of which were engraved in Arrowsmith's map of Asia (1841), from a large Chinese map at the India iEIouse, brought home by Colonel Reeve. 

I llere, however, repeat what I stated last year; viz., that the 
Schlaglntweits are the only geographers who have visited those localities. They sustain, in fact, the view of Ellmboldt, and affirm that his Euen Lllen presents all the characters, relations, and altitude of an independent chain, as laid down by that great geo- grapher in his ' Asie (:entrale.'t 
In anticipation, then, of the publication of such maps as their very arduous and difficult journey enabled them to make (they being disguised as natives), let us willingly accord to these brothers (one of whom has, I fear, paid the penalty of his life for adventuring too far into those wild tracts) tftse merit of having 

penetrated so far northwazds as Khotan. Let me add that their drawings and paintings-particularly those of some of the great glaciers are most striking and efEective. 

X Mir Izzet Ullah makes the distance from the north face of the Karakorum to Yarkand betweeil 120 axld 130 hours of march, which he accomplished in a carava in seventeen days. 
t See Humboldt's ' Asie Centrale,' 3 vols. and Map. 18430 
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In alluding, however, last year to other labours of these gentle- 
nlen, I much regret to have unwittingly attributed to them geo- 
graphical results irt the Kumaorl territory which it is well know:ll 
were mainly accomplished, more than thirty years ago by the vely 
able British offlcers of the Trigonometrical Survey of India; viz. 
Captains Webb, Hodgson, and Herbert.* 

In that survey, those officers measured the altitudes of such a 
number of peaks averaging upwards of 20,000 feet, that references 
were made to them by numbers instead of by printed naxnes, among 
which the No. 14, which is the Nundi-Devi of my last -ear's 
Address, was separately measured by Hodgson and Webb, the 
former placing it at 25,749, the latter at 2S,669 feet a striking 
proof of the concurrence of the independent labours of these hard- 
working and excellent geographers. 

Again, the glaciers of the river Pindur are laid down in the same 
map and Capt. R. Strachey, Col. Madden, and other British officers 
have carefully e:x:amined these glaciers since that tiine. In fact, 
the orography of the mountains between the Ralee and the Sutlej, 
including SEZumaon, has long been known; though the Schlagintweits 
made some interesting additions to the physics and the picbrial 
di3lineation of these tracts. 

Nothing could be farther from my thoughts than not to sustain 
the hard-won laurels of the many British subjects nvho have earned 
great scientific reputation in the Trans-Himalayan regions; and no 
one who has perused the ' Asie Centrale' of Hutnboldt t can doubt 
that he has striven to do honour to our Mooreroft and Trebeck, the 
brothers Gerard, and all our earlier explorers, whilst in subsequent 

- * See Sheet 66 of the Great Map of the Trigonometrical Survey of India, issued by 
Horsburgh, 1827. I have the more been called upon to correct this errahzm in my 
preceding Address, and to register the antecedent labours of some of the many 
British geographers and engineers, in consequence of a document presented by the 
MM. Schlagintnveit (in September last) to the East India Company, in which they 
specify all their intended publications, without referring to the labours of their 
numerous predecessors in the regions through which they travelled. This docu- 
ment, which was not intended for publication, unluckily found its way into a 
periodieal, and naturally gave umbrage to those who thought that numerous obser- 
vatiolls of our countrymen were slighted. In justice, however, to MM. Schlagint- 
weit, I must state that they have assured me of their having always intended to 
enumerate the labours of their predecessors, as well as to refer gratefully to all 
those persons who kindly aided them * and they claim to be not judged by a mere 
MS. announcement of their own researches. 

t I speak only of what Europeans have done in the region under discussion * for 
besides what was done by Moorcroft's man, Mir Izzet Ullah (see p. 301), Major Cun- 
ningham has shown, in the Asiatic Journal of Bengal, that as early as the year A.D. 
414 the Chinese traveller Fahia explored some ofthese mountainous regions * and in 
his translation of Hiuen-Thsang's Trarrels in India during the seventh century, M. 
Julien also melltions the knoxvledge which the Chinese had acquired of this country. 
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works, including those with which I have teyself been connected, 
such as the volumes of the Geological and Geographical Societies, 
there has surely been no reinissness in acknowledging the highly- 
important and original labours of several of these remarkable men. 

For my humble part in bearing testimony to the deserts of my 
countrymen, I refer you to several of my Anniversary Addresses, 
but particularly to that of 1852, when, after presenting the Gold 
Medal to Henry Strachey for his arduous services in completing a 
map of Western Tibet, I specially spoke of the successful e2zplo- 
rations by my countrymen of "that part of Asia to which, as 
Englishmen, we attach deep interest, as constituting the northern 
frontier of our Indian possessions, which geographers revere as the 
loftiest region of the earth, and which it has been the ambition of 
Humboldt through life to visit in person." 

Nor need we go far back in scientific history to note that one of 
the greatest additions to the science of physical geography was 
made by our countrymen Hodgson, Herbert, Colebrooke, and 
others, who, despite the incredulity of European philosophers of 
mark, demonstrated that the lIimalaya mountains were the loftiest 
in the world ! 

In here reverting to a few only of these men, let me remind 
you, that whilst Henry Strachey received our Gold Medal, his 
brother Richard justly obtained the admiration of geologists for his 
clear and faithful description of so large a range of the region on 
both sides of the HimAlaya, including the territory of Eumaon. 
Most assuredly I never could be oblivious of the services of the 
man who had been the first to demonstrate the existence of Silurian 
rocks near the Eimalayan axis ! * I further endeavoured to bling 
to your mind's eye the researches, in regions never before visited 
bsr European naturalists, of Joseph lIooker in Eastern Tibet, 
and of Thomson in Western Tibet,8 researches so well conducted 
in many branehes of natural history, and particularly of botany, as 
to have won for them the admiration of all enlightened men. 

Again, did not geologists and geographers, with whom I have 
been acting, long ago recognise with gratitude the real merits of 
our Indian explorers, Cautley and Falconer, when they put forth 
their remarkable descliption of the wondrous fossils of the 
Sewalik hills ? researches all the more striking and praiseworthy, 
since the authors not only defined a new range of elevations- as 

* Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., vol. vii. p. 292, and vol. x. p. 249. 
t Royal Geog. Soc., vol. sxii., President's Address. 
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perfectly separated froln the HimAlayan chain, but, when far distant 
from all the means and appliances of Europe, actually described 
forms of e2ctinct sertebrata never before brought to light, and 
assigned to them their true places in the animal kingdom. 

In mentioning the naine of Falconer, I cannot but regret that a 
large portion of the researches of my valued *iend have never been 
laid before the public. Thus, I have ascertained that in 1838 he 
crossed the mountains of Iskardo, and followed up one of the soure.es 
of the Indus by the valley of the river Braldo to about 36? N. lat;- 
tude, on to the glaciers which hang upon the souther:a face of the 
Muztagh or Karakorum, afterwards explored by Thomson, and 
which there separate the great steppes of Tartary, and the afflu- 
ents of the Oxus, from the drainage of the Indus. Assisting in 
measuring a base line in Cashmir, in colnpany with the late 
Colonel Mackeson, he amassed a large collection of pla:nts from the 
Muztagh range, Western Tibet, and Cashmir, Lower Affghanistan, 
the Salt Range, and the Punja.b, which valuable accumulations 
are at length being esamined at Kew, urlder the direction of Sir 
Willians H:ooker and his son. 

Such labours as thesc, and many unregistered data, deserve to 
be accurately chronicled among the feats of our exploring country- 
men in Tndia, as well as the labours of Jacquem()nt, Hugel, Vigne, 
Winterbottom, and others, which have been noticed in our Journal, 
and are well known to geographical readers. 

But here ls3t me observe that the writer who would bring together 
the numerous observations of all observers and travellers in various 
parts of India, which are scattered through a variety of periodicals, 
would render immense service to science. Many of these labours,> 
as far as they relate to botanyX geography, and geology, including 
those of rny lamellted friend the adventurous Burnes, have been fre- 
quently broup;ht under ;your notice, whilst those of the distinguished 
botanist iEtoyle have been feelingly adverted to by my ccsntempo- 
raries in mourning over the recent death of that eminent man. 

In relation to geology, many of you are well aware that much 
light has been successively thrown u)on the sister science by the 
labours of a host of observers, besides those I have alluded to, in 
various parts of Hindostan, ameng whom the names of Sykes, 
Franklin, Maloolmson, Christie, Newbold, vicary7 Fleming Carter, 
Buist, &c., are honourably enrolled. 

Ijet ane also add, that I entertain a most sanglline hope that, 
with the re-establishment of older, the geological survey of India 
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will, under the direction of Professor Oldham, be brought into a 
eondition of great usefulness to the empire, whilst under his able 
gllidance it cannot fail to evolve results of great intelest to 
pure geologieal science, some of which are indeed already fore- 
shadowed in materials forw>arded by hisn, which are now under 
consideration in this country. Although it is not my province 
to dilate on geologica.l stlbjects, it gives me real pleasure to 
state that, as Governor-General of India, Lord Canning has taken 
a warm interest in the promotion of geological science, both by the 
enlargement of the Geological Survey formed duling the Govern- 
ment of Lord Dalhousie, and by the addition of a School of Mines, 
thus testifying his sense of the necessity of opening out eSectivel;y 
the mineral resources of the Indian empire. 

Chincl. The political arrangements whieh are pending will, it is 
hoped, result in the opening out of this vast empire, and in obtain- 
ing for us a much better acquaintance with the geography of its 
interior than we now possess. It is possible, though not probable 
(considering the suspicious character of the Manchu, or reigning 
dynasty), that the negotiations of our Government may result in the 
residence of a British minister at Pekin, and, if so, a field for geo- 
graphical investigation will be opened in Northern China, a region 
hitherto little visited by any Europeans except the Russians, and 
in early times by the Jesuits. :X3ut if this effort should not be suc- 
cessful, the mere laying open to the enterprise of onr merchants, 
of the great river Yang-tsze-kiang, which waters the vast plain, in 
the centre of which lies the ancient capital Nankin, will obtain for 
us an acquaintance with the chief interior parts of China. It 
will, in a word, give us access not only to the town of Han- 
Kow, perhaps the largest mart for commerce in Eastern Asia, which, 
situated 500 miles *om the coast, is accessible to ocean steamers, 
but also to all the sites of mineral wealth. 

The importanee of this river as the high road into Central 
China was recentlsr pointed out to the Society in a memoir, equally 
instructive and judicious, by our associate, Mr. W. Lockhart, who 
had resided many years in the eountry as a medical missionary. 
According to this e2mperieneed writer, and the concurrent testimony 
of Mr. Consul Aleock, as well as of several naval officers, xnost 
signal advantages must follow from opening out this great water- 
eourse, which would bring Europeans into immediate commereial 
eonnection with the one hundred millions of people who inhabit 
its fertile banks and those of its affluents. 
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A remarkable eireumstanee eonneeted with physieal geography, 
to whieh Mr. Lockhart directed our notiee, and one that will dollbt- 
less attraet great attention, is the ehange whieh has taken plaee 
in the eourse of the Hwang-ho, or Yellow River to the sea. In- 
stead of flowing to the south of Shantung, as formerly, this mighty 
stream has shifted its embouehure to the north of that promontory, 
falling into the gu]f of Plh-ehe-le, 200 miles from its former mouth ! 
This is one of the many proofs of the deeline of vigorous govern- 
ment in China. In earlier periods the embankments of the rivers 
were earefully watched and repaired; but negleet has led to the 
breaking down of all artifieial ralnparts7 and vast fertile tracts have 
eonsequently been sterilized. 

Although unaequainted with seientifie geography, and the rela- 
tions between astronomy and geography, the Chinese possess, it 
appears, rema.rkable geographieal and statistieal aeeounts of the 
whole empire. A work ealled the Ta-tsing-ylh-tung-ehe, one of many 
similar publieations, enters minutely into the topography, loeality, 
and lilnits of every provinee, eity, town, village, and hamlet in the 
empire, and gives the minutest details regarding thepopulation, pro- 
duets, eommeree, and eharaeteristies of the different plaees deseribed. 

Of all the reeent donations lnade to our Library, no one has more 
gratified me than the oSering of Mr. Loekhart, of the Tetle-tseuen- 
ehe, or a eompendium of elementary geographieal seienee, in two 
volumes in the Chinese language, as prepared by his assoeiate, the 
Rev. W. Muirhead, and published at the expense of the late Mr. L. 
Dent, an English merehant. Translating the works of our most 
popular authors, and illustrating them with maps, diagrams, and 
drawings of animals, our good eountrymen who have already issued 
two volumes,-one on politieal, the other on physical geography,- 
have thus taken the best method of breaking down the barriers 
which have so long separated us from this peeuliar but most intel- 
ligent, ingenious, and laborious raee. 

HaUd it not been for the present troubles in China, mueh would 
have been aecomplished in the survey of the eoasts of Tartary and 
Japan. For that purpose H.M.S. Actayon, under the eommand of that 
deeply-lamented offieer the late Captain Bate, was despatched from 
England last year, but having been detained before Canton, the 
objeet of her voyage was postponed. Besides the knowledge of 
the eourse of the great rivers, we have yet to obtain an aequaint- 
ance with the northern eoast-line to the gulf of Plh-che-le and 
Leaou Tung, as also with the whole of the eoast of Corea. 
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The Russiazls, as already stated, have long had intereourse with 
the northern provinees of China; in faet, their overlarld eommerce 
with the Chinese is of far greater antiquity than our maritime trade 
with this people. Russia has also had, for many years, a reli- 
gious establishment at Pekin, whieh she has enriched of late, 
ty attaehing to it various men of seienee whether miners, geo- 
logists, or astronomers. Of the former, Major Kovankc), of the 
Imperial Sehool of Alines, long ago published an aeeount of the 
eoal produee of the environs of Pekin. M. Constantine Skatsehkof 
who has resided nearly eigh$ years at Pekin, as Direetor of the 
Russian Observatory there, and who, having reeentl;sr returned to 
Europe, has just visited London, inforlns me that he has also pre- 
pared an aeeount of those rieh eoal fields. Though not professing 
to be a geologist, this aeeomplished gentleman, having inspeeted 
the fossils of the Museum of Praetieal Geology, had no hesitation in 
reeognizing among our British types, Silurian Graptolites and 
Orthoeeratites, with Devonian Spirifers and Carboniferous Produeti, 
as being forms whieh he had seen around Pekin. 

As a large eolleetion of these remains will be brought to Peters- 
burg next year by M. Vasilefsky, the medieal offieer of the Russian 
Mission, we shall know precisely the extent to whieh the same 
fossils extended from Britain to China in ths palsozoie times. 
Already, indeed, we may feel pretty eertain that such a diffusion of 
similar types prevailed; for Mr. Loekhart has furnished me with 
fossil shells from the interior provinee of Sze-ehuen, whieh are 
identieal with speeies of Devonshire and the Bollllonais. 

Possessing these palsozoie roeks, with many ores and metals, and 
vast and rieh eoal fields, the empire of China, with its rich produets 
of the soil, lies before us as a wondrous mine of wealth and luerative 
commeree, whieh when opened out to Europeans may operate 
greater ehanges in our international relations than all the gold of 
Californ;a and Australia. 

From the knowledge we have already obtained of the eentral and 
southern parts of China, it would seem pretty certain that we have 
attaehed too great an importanee to the territory around Canton, 
which is cut off from the vast central and most populous portion 
of the empire, watered by the Yang-tsze-kiang, by a chain of moun- 
tains at no long distance from the seabord. lIence the rivers which 
flow from that ridge to the sollth, being short and small, are value- 
less as highways for commerce, when compared with the great central 
stream which {lows from east to west for a distance of 3000 miles. 
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Though this is no place for political digressions, I must be for- 
given if I make public a fact which has colne to my knowledge frozn 
two reliable and independent sources respecting a Chinese public 
character, the Mandarin Yeh. Looking to the rigour alld ap- 
parent wholesale cruelty of his measures when governor of the 
province of Canton, the English public have been led to regard 
him as a monster of cruelty. I am, however, assured, by botl 
Mr. W. Loc.khart and M. Skatschkof, that Yeh simply carried out 
the orders of his Government? which shows no nwercy to rebels;- 
the latter, indeed, having spared none of the Imperialists, including 
a number of Yehis relations. On the other hand, my informants 
affirm that Yeh is an example of virtue in Chilla; inasmuch as 
though he might have become very rich at the expense of the 
natives who are 1lsually oppressed by the Mandarins, he is a poe)r 
man- -further, it is stated that he is a very learned person, who, 
owing all his advancement to his superior krkowledge, has larger 
and more enlightened views of goverIlment than most of the lead- 
ing mell in China. 

Chinese emigration appears indeed to increase from year to year, 
and, ;n regard to our own possessions in the Indian Islands an 
Australia, we can already reckon about 150,000 Chinese settlers or 
subjects. Again, our imports of the two Chinese commodities, viz. 
tea and silk, amounted, during the last year, in value to twelve 
millions, whilst the two artieles, of tea in England and opium in 
China, yielded to the English aJld Indian exchequers a revenue of 
nine millions sterling. 

These simple facts proolaim the vast importance of obtaining a 

better knowledge of an empire which contains at least one-third part 
of the whole human race. and whose inhabitants are more ingenious 
and industrious tharl any other Asiatic population. 

Asiatic Archipelago. On the suaject of the great Asiatic Archipe- 
lago, three papers have been read before the Society, to which I 
shall presently particularly advert. It is just three centuries a:nd a 
half since this large portioll of the globe was first made known to the 
civilised world, and the larger portion of it is still to be discovered 
as a field for future exploration. A few words, derived from my friend 
h. J. Crawfurd, will convey a notion of the geographical importance 
of this :fteld of discovery. The high-road of nations to t.he empire 
of Chinas the Hindu-Chinese countries and Japan, lies inevitably 
through this Archipelago. It contains four of the largest islands in 
the world, Borneo, Sumatra, New Guinea, and Luvon, with an united 
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area of 6308000 :rniles, or six times the estent of the British 
Islands. The longest volcanic band in the world runs through 
the whole Archipelago, to the length of at least 3000 miles. This 
band (contailling no fewer than 45 active volcanic mountains, the 
lowest of which is higher than ATesuvius, while the highest ex- 
ceeds Etna), is a distinct region from the non-volcanic portion and 
is, by its fertility, distinguished from the crystalline and sedi- 
mentary portion. 

This non-rolcanic portion of the Archipelago, by far the larger, 
has, however, its peGuliar advantages; for while the useful metals 
are wanting in the solcanic region, they abound in the other. 
This non-volcanic region contains the richest and the most es- 
tensive tin field in the world; for that ore is found, at intervals, 
over seventeen degrees of latitude; and while its produce is as 
yet confined to the washing of the alluvium containing the ores, 
the yield of metal is already double that of Gornwall. Iron ores of 
e2s:cellent quality are found in Borneo, which island also contains 
mines of gold, which were considered comparatively rich until the 
discovery of those of California and Australia. Borneo further con- 
tains the richest milles of antimony at present k:nown to us, and 
although discovared only thirty years ago, they now furnish the 
main supply of Europe. The same island filrnishes coal, a mineral 
far more important (if it be the old coal ?) than any of the above, 
which is at present worked by English companies.* 

The vegetahle products of the Archipelago immediately usefill to 
man are probably more various than those of any other quarter of 
the globe. It produces the largerportion of the spiceries consumed 
by mankind, and its volcanic regiorL is eminently adapted to the 
culture of coln and pulses, of the sllgar-cane and coSee. The 
present yearly produce of the last article, although an exotic, is 
estiniated not to fall short of 2S,000 tons. 

In the department of zoology, I will only refer to its principal 
member, tnan. The inhabitants are of two d;stinct races, the Negro 
and the Malay, and each of these is divided into many sub-valieties, 
speaking as many different languages as the people occupying an 
equal extent of America. A curious and important fact, coIlnected 
with the distribution of man over the Archipelago, is especially de- 
serving of notice. By far thf3 most numerous, and also the most civi- 
lised portion of the inhabitants, is found in the volcanic and smaller 
region. The entire number of the inhabitants has been computed 

* On the S. side, coal is also worked by tbe Dutch. 
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at twenty millions, of whom no fewer than seventeen are in the 

volcanic region. Java alone, abounding in volcanic rocks, contains 

ten millions, or one half the population of the entire Archipelago. 

The two little volcanic islands of Bali and Lomboc, of which the 

united area is but 3,300 square miles, have a computed population of 

1,250,000, which is probably equal to that of non-volcallic Borneo, 

of eighty times their extent ! 
On the subject of the vast country which has thus been sketched, 

three papers have, as already stated, been read before the Society. 

The first of these, in importance, is that of Mr. A. R. Wallace, on 

the Arru, or Aroe Islands. This singular group lies towards the 

eastern extremity of the Malayan portion of the Archipelago, and 

is but 200 aniles from the south-western coast of the great island 

of New Guinea, a comparatively shallow channel lying between. 

They are low islands, for the most part covered with forest, the 

larger being seven in number, and divided from each other by such 

narrow channels, that, but for the saltness of the water, the voyager 

might fancy hiluself in an ordinary navigable river. 

The inhabitants are a quasi-negro people, but now considerably 

intermixed with Malays, Javanese, and natives of Celebes; some 

converted to the Christian, some to the Mahomedan religion, but 

some also continuing heathens. Of all the Oriental Negroes they are 

the lnost docile and industrious; being made so by their trading inter- 

course with strangers. Their sterile land will yield no human food 

except maize and yalns, and they receive their rice from the more 

western islands of the Archipelago. An extensive bank, on the 

eastern side of the group, is productive in the mother-of-pearl oyster, 

in an inferior kind of pearl oyster, in the tripang, or holothurion, and 

in the shell tortoise; and the fishing of these is the chief employment 

of the natives. The Aroes are an emporium to which the western 

traders resort for the commodities now enumerated; while the 

islands themselves yield most of the birds of paradise, and the various 

parrots which, under the Malayan names, somewhat corrupted, of 

Lories and Cockatoos, are esteemed by distant nations 

Tbe similarity or identity of the plants and animals of the Aroe 

g;roup, man included, with the comparative narrowness and shallow- 

ness of the sea between them and New Guinea, has induced Mr. 

Wallace to cozne to the conclusion, that these smaller islands once 

formed part of the continental island. This is a lnatter which 

this enterprising traveller and accomplished naturalist will be 

better able to reason upon when he visits New Guinea, as he 

proposes. 
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Meanwhile, I would bring to your recollection that there has 
been lead before us, by our Associate, Mr. John Yeats, an able 
paper on New Guinea, bein; a translation from the Dutch of 
Dr. l\Iuller. That scientifie traveller proceeded, in the quality of 
naturalist, with a Dutch expedition in the year 1835, and his 
account of the part of the great island which he saw is by far the 
best which has ever beell given to the publicr 

The third paper is that of Lieutenant de Crespigny, R.N., who 
proceeded to Borneo, recommended to our distinguished Iedallist 
Sir Jame.s Brooke by our late President, Admiral Beeche. Lieu- 
tenant de Crespigny gives, in a letter to our Secretary, an iiltelligent 
account of a river and country at the extreme northerrl end of Borneo, 
probably never seen, and certainly never before descril)ed, by an 
European. 

Austrti.- -We cannot often expect to grasp so much fresh geo- 
graphical knowledge respecting this vast country of British occupa- 
tion as was laid before us last year by Gregory and his associates. 
Still, in respect to that portion of Northern or Tropical AustraIia in 
which that expedition first disembarked, and was for some time 
encamped, many irtteresting and new details have been produced 
by Mr. WVilson, the geologist, who has recently returned to lingland. 
Harring had chargs3 of the camp whilst Mr. Gregory made his first 
movement southward and ascertained the existence of a saline 
interior desert, this gentleman lost no opportunity of surxTeying 
accurately certain tracts around him, by scanning the nature of the 
rocks, the botanical products of the soil, and also by observing the 
natives and lower animals which inhabit the region watered by the 
Victoria and its affluents. His companion Dr. Ferdinand Mueller, 
the botanist of the expedition, who was also stationed in the camp of 
w-hich Mr. Wilson had the charge, thus writes to me from WIelbourne 
respecting llim: " I feel it my duty to bear testimony that his exer- 
tions in the general duties of the expedition, wThilst commanding at 
the main camp, were praiseworthy in the highest degree." * 

After laying dovvn the topography on luaps, accompanied by 
pencil sketches, which give us a fair conception of the horizontal 
ridges of salldstone and trap rock with occasional limestone, the 
author estimates that there are tracts of not less than five millions 
of acres in extent, which, leing coxTered by the richest grasses and 

* I may also record the testimony of Mr. Humpherey, a solunteer attached to 
the expedition, in favour of Mr. Mrilson. 
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well watered, are specially fitted for pastllre, and therefore suitable 

for the permanent settlelnent of a civilized community. He also 

points out that no other part of Australia possesses so many naviga- 

ble rivers as the northern seaborcl, thc ViCtOl'ia having been ascended 

by the schooner Tom Tolgh to l ()0 miles above its mouth. 

Though necessarily hot, the climate is bA no llleans injurious to 

European life, as proved bAT the Sct that, although liviilg there for 

nine months, the party dicl not lose (a rnan, and sca,rcelJT any sickness 

prevailed. The thermollletric tables kept frola November to July 

indicate a range from 47? as a minilnu1n to 106? as a masimum, 

with 84 days of rain. The grasses are described as so lusuriant 3S 

to grolv from 6 to 10 or 12 feet in height; large tilaber is scarce, 

thoug,h smaller and othel tlxees bearillg fruit are not rare. Rice 

was found indigenous in one spot by I:)r. Iueller, and in another 

by Mr. AVilson, who ascertained that it was eaten by the natives. 

Fish are plentifill, but kangaroos are scarce. Not now advert- 

ing further to the descri?tions of n;rarious other animals, including 

the curious lvalking fish, and noting that the dingo Ol native 

dog is larger than in other parts of Australia, I revert with satis- 

faction to tlle asce2tained healthiness of the country as well as 

to the fruitfulness of the soil to support the suggestion xvhich I 

uade many years abro, and again brought to your notice at the last 

Annierersary thatX whether by the establishtnent of a penal settle- 

ulent Ol a free colontr, North Australia ought unquestionably to be 

occllpied without further delay. 
On my oxvn part I adhere to the opinioll that, craving as we do any 

site to which we leay transport felons (vhy not rebellious SepoTs ?) 

there is no region on the globe which conlbines more advantages, 

with the gaill of a high political object, than t.he north coast of 

Australia with its bays and streanas. The convicts who might be 

first planted there, as I haxre previouslAr shown, vill be so coznpletely 

cut off from all other parts of the seahord of Australia which are 

oecupied or ca.n be occupied for a long time to conle, as to prevent 

the estape of crilainals. Now, as fer persons will deny that it is 

of great importance that our maritilue power in the Indian Archi- 

pelao should he sustained by having a port orl the coast of North 

Australia as a refuge fol our ships, and as a " point d'appui " for naval 

operations in case of war, so I trust that after colonizing the other 

sides of this continent, England will no longer abstain frorn unfurling 

her flaO on its northern shores, whether by forced or free labour. 

The reader +sho is interested in tracing the progress of disc()rery 
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in Australia will find a clear and well condensed historical review * 

of the same by Dr. Ferdinand Alueller, to whola I have already 
alluded, and to whose valuable labours due reference was made 
at our last Anniversary. Excluding from this sulnmary all that 
relates to maritime surx ey, the author enumerates the explorers of 
the interior in the last 40 years, and indicates the anlolmt of dis- 
covery made successively by Evans, Oxley, Allan Cunningham, 
Hume and Hovell, Sturt, Alitchell, Eenty, Grey and Lushington, 
Strzeleeki, Clark, NVickham and Stokes, Eyre, Leichhaldt, and 
Iiennedy. Dr. Alueller renders his article doubly valuable by 
giving in BIr. GregorySs own words a description of the physical 
geography of A0restern Australia, in +;-hich country that geographer 
was so long a resident. He furth@r sketches with the pen of one 
well acquainted with the country the outline of his late joulney 
from Tlopicaal or Northern Austlalia, and brings tot,ether the 
various notices of recent journeys in South Australia, by Hack, 
Babbage, and certain settlers, and concludes that any rivers which 
would afford the lneans of penetrating far inland can nowhere be 
expected to exist (setting aside the mighty Alurray and its tribu- 
taries), unless they be found between the FitzBoy River of North- 
AArest Australia arld Shark Bay, a region whel e ^ve have no settle- 
ment, and the coast of which has not yet beell surxe-ed. 

Colonel Gawler has also prirlted a little summary of geographical 
discoureries during 18577 to tha west and north of Eyria in South 
Austral;a, to strengthen what he considers to be the evidence that 
the " country to the west of Lake Torrens is the true and practicable 
line of communication for rail and comlaon road and electric tele- 
graph between the south-eastern provinces of Anstralia, the great 
interior, Stokes's Victoria ris er, and the noIth-westerll coast in 
genx3ral." However incredulous I still am, as to the discovery of 
any considerable extent of really walllable country in the region to 
the north of Lake Torrens, or in finding habitable and rich oases in 
the great central poz tion of the continent, towards which the 
country seems to lower and become saline, and notwithstanding 
that I think Colonel Gawler's X iews too sangtline, it would ill 
become the President of this Society to damp the ardour of those 
researches by which alone the question can be pertnanently settled. 

AIr. Hack has already laid open a band of countrs- fitted for 
pasture, and furnished with supplies of water, which lies betwee:rl 
the great saline tract of the seabord explored by Eyre, and the 

* Read before the Institute of Melbourne, 25th Nov., 1857. 
2 B ; 
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equally saline region on the north as made known to us by Sturt. 
Now, although this belt may possibly serve as a line of traffic be- 
tween South alld A7Test Australia, it yet remains to be proved if, 
by surmollnting tlle natural obstacles and want of water on the 
north, experienced by Sturt, it be practicable to reacll beyond the 
saline desert in that direction, or find in the centre of Australia, 
any oaXses of good land supplied with llatural springs. AIr Herschel 
Babl;)age, who had distinguished himself by a former surlrey in 
South Australia, is now determining the question. This gelltleman 
has recently explained to the Philosophical Society of Adelaide the 
detailed manner in which he hoped to carry out his survey; and I 
ala happy to say that his project is devised +^rith the mathematical 
precision and accuracy of delineation, wllether as regards the instru- 
luents he was to use, or the methods by which he hoped to over- 
colne the obstacles opposed to him, which are well worthy of the 
son of our eminent mechanical philosopher. 

WVhen xve relflectupon the arduous task to be accoznplished, and 
the incessant labour of extracting fresh water froln salt throughollt 
so vast a breadth of saline country as the pa.rty mllst traverse to 
reach any portion of the expected land of promise, we cannot too 
much adinire the devotion and skilful appliances with which such 
difficulties are to be overcome. Acheering vista has indeed been 
suggested in the reports that cattle have migrated from the north, 
where they laust have pastured: but whether this should prove to 
be well founded or not, whether the colonists may be gratified by 
the discovery of a rich intelior, which we must all heartily wish for, 
or depressed by ascertaining the positive continuation of a saline 
desert northwards, 2,eographical science must gain cllrious additions 
by this arduous enterprise. 

Gold pto(luce of ltictoria. As fourteen years have elapsed since I 
first addressed you on the rocks of Australia, which were des- 
tined to pro+Te auriferous, and as I have in subsequent years, 
including our last Annirrersary, adverted to the produce of gold, 
it may be expected that I should say a few more words on the sub- 
ject, particularly in relation to the highly productive colony of 
Victoria. AIr. Selwyn, a distinguished eleve of the Geological Survey 
of Britain, and Professor AI'(SoA, the well-known paleeontologist, haG e 
now completely set the geological features of the case at rest, and 
have dernonstrated that the principal auriferous quartz veins (or 
those from which all the productilre golcl shingle or gravel has been 
derived) occur in slaty rocks of Lower Silurian age, as proved hy 
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their imbedded organic remains. These veinstones (the reefs of the 
miner), which are rarely more than a foot or two in width, have 
here and there yielded a good deal of gold near the surface, and 
hence numerous shafts have been imprudently sunk deep into them. 
AI?*ny of the operators have allXeady foulad to their cost that these 
sinkings are profitlesis, either by the diminution of the ore or bJT the 
expense and difficulty of extracting it. In truth, the result, as far 
as the present trials go, seenls to justify my former inferences as 
based upon the experience gained in other gold bearing cventries. 
The report of the mining companies of Victolia is to the eSect that 
already ten of the shafts +hich had been sunk into the solid rock 
had been abandoned, and that enough had been already done to 
vindicate the old scientific inf(3l enceX that in a general sense 
(t.hough thele are exceptional cases) deep Inining for gold in quartz 
oek is profitless. 

Very different, however, is the produce derixrable from the an- 
riferous debris. For, although nsany of the old diggings have, as I 
anticipated, also been exhausted, or the materials whith filled tlle 
natural troughs and depressions worked out, ZIr. Selwyn points to 
considerable tracts of c.ountly over which such auriferous debris will 
yet be found to estend whilst he legrets that he is vInable to define 
the probable range and limits of such detritus from the want of any 
accurate geographical lnaps. In reference to a11: the yet unexplored 
tracts through which it is belieareci the gold detritus lBay extend, the 
geological surveyor traturally calls for the sallle sort of detailed map as 
that which represents the gold bearillg region near Mourlt Alexander 
as trigonolnetrically surare>ed by AIr. AY. S. I:Jrquhalt, anci brotlght 
out by 3:Ir. Arrowsx:nith on the seale of 3 inches to 2 miles. 

Referring -ou to what I said last -ear respecting the tilne which 
may possibly elapse before all the gold shall cease to be profitabl) 
estracted from the rich heaps which are more tountifully spread out 
in ATictoria Land t.han in any know}l part of the world, I repeat my 
conviction that, whether in a quarter of a century or more, the period 
will soon be roughly and approximately estinslated (z e. so soon as the 
geologist is furnished with good maps) when the exhaustion of the 
great produce of Tictoria shall take place. XVhether the existing 
causes of the decline in produce, including a deficiencJr of water for 
the works7 be or be not of a tetnporary nature, it is a matter of fic t 
that the amount of the past year has been below the average of the 

. precec Wlng years. 
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AFRICA. 
lLivi)gstoexe, oe Z(zmbesi E>peditzon. As few es-ellts have leflected greater credit on the British nation than their warnl and affectionate reception of the good and noble minded Livingstone when he emerged after so many struggles frozn the heart of Southeln Africa, so it is most gratifying to evely friend and adluirer of that excel- lent man to knoxv that the produce of lliS g en as a record of those travels has had so great a sale as to ensu]e a competency for his wife and childlen. The 30,000 or 40,000 copies of his remark- able xrolume, +rhieh the public eagerly bought, constitute the real monument which the author llas raised for himself ! 

AThen I lately presided at the gleat festival held to wish lliJn ancl his associates God speed, and dilated upon their prospect of success, I endeavoured at the salue time to moderate the over sanguine expectations of the mercantile portion of the public in refelence to the trade which might speedily be opened out +^Tith these regiolls.* It is also well to bear ill mind that there aIe difficulties to be 
surmounted even in the ascent of the Zambesi, of which persons unacquainted +rith the oscillatory nature of Afiican rivers lNUSt lve in-formed. Thus, WIr. SI'Qlleen, our sagacious critic on all South African subjects, rrites to me, thatwhen the celebrated Poltuguese tra+Teller Lacerda t ascended the Zalnbesi in 1798, and +hen it vas in full flood, he found tllat for spaces of '3 or 10 miles the stream had a depth of 3 feet 4 inches on]y; the current being so rapid that he was obliged to unload his small boats and transport his baggage by land. A0; e must, there?ore, be prepared to hear of similar obstacles to navigation in Livingstone's case; but let us htpe that they are now in the rely act of being overcome by the forethought alld enterprise of a leader in wholn we bave every confidence, supported as he is by- a naval officel, ColYlmander Beding- feld, of great expelience in the navigation of African rivers, and heartily sustailled by associates, each of whom is thorollghly adapted to efEect the special object t)f his laissioll: whilst all of them are sincerel3T attached to their undaunted and sagacious chief. 

* See Procee(lilags, vc)l. ii., p. 116. 
t Lacerda's Jouralals of the Expedition to Cazembe were published at Lisbon in the ' Allnaes SIaritimvs ' for 1844, and are in our I,ibrary. $ The other officers in addition to Commander Bedingfeld are Mr. C. Living- storle, secretary and superinter1dent; Dr. J. Kirk, surffleon and naturalist, Mr. lS Thoruton, miriing geologist; and Mr. T 13aitles, altist ad storekeseper. 
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lWiger Expedition.- In reference to the Niger, or Quorra, I have 
been further reminded by Mr. M;Queen that both Clapperton and 
La3lder have left behi:u.d rxecords that the river for some distance 
both below and above Boussa, if not unnavigable, owing to roclts 
and rapids, is probably useless as a highway for any trading pUl'- 

pose. In t.he dayss however, of those explorers, steam had not been 
applied in the ascent of African rirrers; and although too great a 
oonfide:rlce in that power maJr have led to the dilel:nma by which 
the Day Spring was wrecked, we have the satisfaction of knowing 
that, although the party lost their papers and collections, and saved 
barely provisions and articles of barter enough to sllpport theln- 
selves, and possibly to eSect the main object of the expedition, 
still it was supposed that the persevering and able commandel, 
Dr. Baikie, might succeed in establishing an intercourse with the 
Sultan of Sokato. At the same time the arrival of another steamer, 
the Sun.beam, which has leen so speedily eqllipped by ZIr. Maegregor 
Laird, will soon restore the confidence in our resources with which 
it is sollght to impress the native chiefs. 

AVe must, however, lear in mind that attempts to navigate unsur- 
veyed tropical (African) rivers must be attended with danger, 
owing to the great oscillations in their depths between the periods 
of high flood and those of the dry season. 

In thus briefly alluding to the Niger Expeditiorl of which I still 
. lope to announe.e good results at our next Anniversary it is grati- 
fying to know that oale favourable circumstance has already arisen 
out of their eSvrt, in the establishment, by our Associate, Mr. Alay 
of a direct and undisturbed line of transit between Boussa and our 
great establishment of Lagos7 on the coast, which promises to be of 
high importance in securing our intercourse with Central Afiica. 

Coxlgo, (5^c.-The Congo was ascended in the beginning of last 
year by Commanders Eunt and Moresby, R.N., who, after great 
exertion in trackillg their boats against the powerful current, nvere 
finally brought to a standstill by what they consider to ha!ve been 
the cataracts of Yallila, four days above Embona. 

The river was broad and unintelesting for the Srst 70 miles, as 
far as Embona; but immediately beyond that place the Ilature of the 
country it flowed through underwent a complete change, and high 
hills, diversified scenery, and lusuriant vegetation began to appear 
The current increased in rapidity, until at the farthest point reached 
by the party the Congo poured it.s whole strealn between two pro- 
montories only 250 yards apart, roaring and rushing vvith fealful 
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SIR RODERICK I. MURCHISON'S ADDRESS. [MAY 24, 1858 violenee, and forming irnmense breakers a.nd dangerous whirlpools, sueh as no vessel eould possibly live through. Commander WToresby eonsiders that a steamer of light draught would have no diffi- eulty in a.seending up to this point, which must, I sllggest, prove to be of high interest to the geologieal exlJlorer, who will probably meet near the cataraets of Yallila with the same hard and crystal- line axis of the e(untry as oecurs in a mole northern palallel at Boussa, on the fi,ger or Quorra. A short journeJT has been made by Dr. Bastian in the provinee of Congo, preparatory, it is believed, to a future and a more ex- tended exploration. lany valuable faets relating to the tribes of the interior are sa.i!d to have been eolleeted by him. On eonsulting with our Afriean ZIedallist and one of our Hon. Seeretaries, Mr. Franeis Galton, I find his opinion to be that there is no direetion in whieh an explorer eould travel b) mrhieh he might add more to our knowledge of Afiiea than by starting frozn one of the seabord towns of its south-west eoast, sueh as Loando, and journeJTing thenee in a north-easterly direetion as far as cir- eumstanees would permit, and as near as ?ossible to the eastern eountrie.s now being explored by CaEstain Burton. Every step in such an expedition would, I admit, be a distinet gain, and serve in a remarkable manner to lay bare the vast remaining tracts of the terra ineognita of Afiiea. 
Central Africa. -The preeeding observations, alled those which I oWered to you at the last Anniversary in reference to the great di:2ieulties whieh Dr. Barth had surmounted, nattlrally lead me to speak of the two eoneluding solurnes of the work of this great African traveller, which are just issuing to the public. These volumes narrate his proceedings subsequent to the death of Dr. Overwet,, on the borders of Lake Chad, and inclllde the most inter- esting part of his entire journey and his Rojollrn at Timbuctu. In addition to llis ' Tlavels,' Dr. Barth has delivered lectures before the British Association (at Dublilz) on the Hydrographa of the Niger, before the Asiatic Society -on the Ethnology of the Berber (Tuarick) race, and at tlle last meeting of this Society he gave us an epitome of the physical and social geography of Northern Africa, in the con- struction of which he nlade ample use of the labours of Africall geo- graphers, in a sound knowledge of who,se works there arc few who rival him. 
It will be obvious, frol:n the llatule of Dr. Earth's investigations, that it is perfectly impossible for me to condense his r.esults into a 
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few paragraphs. The main physieal features of the land he travelled 
in, and the principal geographical discovelies of himself and his 
coadjutors, are already known to us, and are incorporated into the 
poplilar geography of the day; as, for example, the desert plateau:x 
with their Alpine oases, the vIpper course of the Chadda-Benue, and 
the vast lag,oons and floods of these central equatorial regions. For 
the rest, mre are furnished with such a multiplicity of independellt 
details, that broad, general views, calculated to convey a correct, 
though cursory knowledge of his labours in Northern Africa, can 
with difficulty be embraced on this oc(>asion. He deals with ten 
or twelve distinct races, each unlike the rest in features, custonas, 
and languages. We have to consider them as distributed into abollt 
as many nations, but in such a manner that the boundaries of their 
territories by no means coincide with the boundaries of the races; 
and, in addition to tllis entanglemellt, we find large settlements or 
colonies of Fellatahs and of Tllaricks dispersed about the countr, 
bearing relatioIls of a most diverse and anorualous character, both 
to the goveloment of the lalld they inhabit, and to that whence 
they miglated. 

The phAsical features of Nortll Africa are equally sarious: a 
fertile band lies adjacent to the AXediterranean; then comes a desert, 
studded with oases; and? lastly, by a more or less gradual transition 
southwards, the secne is utterly changed, and an excessive drought 
and barrenness give place to the + ery opposite estreme of hurnidity 
and eqllatorial vegetation. AYhere, then, the kingdoms do not 
correspond with the races, and neither of them with tlle physical 
features of the soil; wheze the state of society is in a constant flux 
of warfare a:rld change, leaztirlg fexv records of its transitions (and 
those of the laost rneagre description, dating back some to the 
times of the Ronlan empires andothers to the 10th, 12th, al1d 14th 
centuries), it is easy to conceive that a geographer like Barth7 whose 
line of inql1iry is eminently historical and social, and who is re- 
markable for the patient accumulative industry of his countr-meil 
the Ge}mans, shollld llave gathered a mass of matter which his volu- 
minous publications appear insufficient to exhaust, and to which it 
is totally betolld my power to do justice in this Address. I 
am, however, convinced that there is no method of epitomising his 
labouls so convenient as that of displaying thela upon large maps, 
variously shaded and tinted, to sholv the races, nations, populationX 
physicall features of the country, and so forth; such as those that 
were sllbmittecl by hinl at-our last evening meeting. Those may?s 
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and his accompanying memoir will, I trust, be h6reafter published in the Society's 'Journal,' and it nsust be to them, rather than to any description of my own, even when aided as I have been by the study of AIr. Galton, that I beg to refer all those readers who desire to learn the nature and the extent of our gains in African geography due to the indefatigable industry of our medallist;, Dr. Barth. 
Cape of Good Hope. A careful survey of the lower course of the Orange River has beell tnade by our Associate, Mr. MoSat, the son of the well-known missionary, and the brother-in-law of Dr. Living- stone, under circumstances of difficulty, owing to tlle exceedingly desolate nature of the country through which that river runs. His paper is of interest, not ouly as an accessioll to the descriptive geo- graphy of an almost unknown region, or as delilleating the northern boundary of OU1' colony, but also as throwing light on the general physical geography and geology of that part of Southern Africa. 

Osnarnpo. n 1'he country of the Ovampo, first reached by AIessrs. Galton and Andersson, has again been visited by a party whose expedition ended disastrously. Two of the anissionaries of Damara Land, accoznpanied by Mr. Green and a party of 30 Damaras, had hoped to cross Ovampo Land and to reach the river Cunene. The king of the Ovampo offered them hospitality, but on their arri al, for some unexplained cause, he peremptorily refilsed them passage, and whell they had made ready to return, the population rose en masse, atla.cked them, and killed one of their attendants. After half a day's defence, in which many of the Ova1upo xvere killed, the party had the good fortune to escape unharmed into the wilderness, and after three days and two nights of forced rllarches reached a 
watering-place, and thence made their way back to Damara Land. The route of the travellers was parallel to that of Mr. Galton, and many geographical features were discovered, including a small lake, but the detailed account of their observations has not -et reached us. Mr. Andersson, the Swedish explorer, to whom we gave one of our honours in 1854, has announced his intention of himself travel- ling to the Cunene River, and he probably started on his expedition fronl WValfiech Bay in the begilluing of this year. Although he describes himself as very inadequately equipped, we must hope that his long familiarity with South Africal] traz7el will colupensate for other deficiencies. 
Senegambia. The districts adjoining the Senegal ale becoming far better known to Europe than they have been hitherto. The French at St. Louis, dissatisfied with their position of dependence upon the 
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capricious good +vill of the native chiefs, have made vigorous eSorts 
to secure to themselves an open navigation of the river, respect to 
their flag and cession of land for settlements along its course. 
A:luch informatioll has been gaiIled in conseque:rlce of their eser- 
tions; and interesting communications upon Senegambia appear 
frequently in the ' Rearue Coloniale,' a motlthly periodical, to which 
I would direct the attention of those who follow with interest the 
progress of civilisation in Brestern Africa, or who luay desire to 
inforrn themsel+Tes upon French colonial interests in general. 

3Iozam1ique.-In turning to the east coast of Afiica, let me say that 
Mr. 'Leod, OUl newly-appointed consul at the Portuguese settle- 
ment of AIozalnbique, is proving himself to be of goeat service both 
to his country and to the cause of sciellce. Ina letter, dated l)e- 
ember 14th, he informs rue that he had called the attention of our 

Governrnent to the gleat advantages of establishing a steam-postal 
commlmication between Aden and the Cape of Good Hape? showing 
how much time would be saved thereby in coreparison with the 
present line. 'l'his subject would have been brought under -otlr 
consideration, had I not reason to believe that the expenses already 
incurred in establishing and rnaintaining the present line of com- 
munication are considered too gleat, on the part of the TreasurtJ, to 
permit a new large outlay. 

Again, in the suppression of illicit measures for carl^ying oll the 
slave-trade, under the name of Free Emigration, but which is fie- 
quently a nlere guise for a real trade in slaves, Mrv Lyons hI'Leod, 
+^rho is eserting hilnself with energy, gives gleat praise to the 
present Portuguese Governor-General of Alozalabique, who, despite 
one-sided judges and the old habits of the (,olonists, is determined 
to carry out the sentiments conveaed to the British public, at the 
Farewell Dinner to Lia7ingstone, by Count Lavradio, the enlight- 
ened representative of the Wing; of l'ortugal, itl relation to the 
extinction of that detestable traffic. 

Mr. MiLeod has also communicated to nwe a rough lortuguese 
chart, or rathel two plans, of the r;er Zamlesi, whith, if it had 
arrived somewhat sooner, lnight have been really servicealzle to 
Li+ringstolle and his associates. Major Sicard, the Governor of Tete, 
had promised WIr. ZI'Leod further information 1especting the Zam- 
besi, and also plans of that part of the courltry wheze the coal-mines 
are situated, with a description of the launches ilow used in convey- 
ing the mineral to Tete, the mode of obtaining it, c. Frorn the 
same source, our active Consul was also gathering information con- 
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cerning the medicinal plants of the banks of the Zambesi. He has further written to the Chamber of (Sommerce of Manchester, inform- ing them that the cotton shrub grows close to his house on the 
mainland, opposite Alozambique, and that he has a]ready stimulated some of the influential residents to clear a considerable space of ground for its cultivation. As the clireate and soil are peculiarly 
favourable to the culture of the cotton plant, he requests that seeds of the three well-known varieties shoulcl be sent to him, in N7hich ca.se heproposes to send the i; A7aSnkin " and ;' Green seed " varieties up the Zalzlbesi, and far into the interior, and to reselve the " sea- island cotton " for culture on the coast; the salady soil being better 
adapted for this variety, the growth of which verollld be favoured by the salille breezes of Alozambique. 

In pursuing researches like these, and in thls preparing the xvay for the great improvement of South-Eastern A*ica, which the mission of Livingstone is to carrtr further out, it is refreshing to iind our Consul so zealously and cordially aided by the Governor- General of Mozalnbique, not only in all objects tending to the suppression of the slave-trade, the improvement of commerce, and the increase of material prosperity, but also in tnany scientific re- searches. Among these may be numbered a series of observations on the currents of the Mozambique Channel, for the deterrnination of rhich the Consul has prepared a thousand copies of a printed circular, with explanations in four languages, which he delivers to captains of -essels sailing to the Mauritius, Port Natal, the Cape, Zallzibar, Johanna, and Bornbay, whilst the Polt Captain filrnishes him vstith extracts of the logs of the ves?els arriving so 
collecting materials for aTind and current charts, on the plan of Lieut. hIaurtr. A+'hen I add that Str. Ltons At'Leod is keeping a lueteorolegical ret,ister on the mainland, xvhilst the Governor- Genelal keeps one on the island of Zlozambique, and that he has steadily made maglletic observations, you xvill a11 agree with me that our Associate is a person well quanlified, b his energy and capacity, to extend the benefits of cotnmerce, science, and civili- sation on the East Coast of Africa. 
I am not indeed without hopes that the range of the usefillness of this actie Consul luay be e2atended along the East Coast; and that, seeing the importance of establishing regular communication and illtercourse between Watal on the south, and the rich Soulauli 

provin-c8s of the Imauln of Aluscat oll the north, our rnerchants may drisTe an exterlsiveatld luclatise trade, a considerablopart of whichS 
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let us hope, xvill t)e furnis;hed frons tlle ZaIabes;, and out of 
territories llow about to be explored by Livingstone and his 
eomrades. 

Expeditionfrozn Zazi.bar clrwd SIombas teltO Easterz Africa.-Captain 
Burton and his eolleague Captain Speke, have now fairly set 
to work upon their great expedition illtO Eastern Afriea. NVhen 
they first alrived at Zanzibar zaany eircumstanees eoneurred to 
reeommend a preparatory trip, alld the party travelled from 
Atorabays as far as Fuga, following the eourse of the Panganv 
river. The set.ting in of the raills made furtherprogress impos- 
sible, and no new information was acquired by Captain Burton upon 
the white-eapped mountains of Kilimandjaro and Kenia. Eaving 
partly recovered from the sexTere aeelimatising fever (whieh no 
traveller fronl the Zanzibar eoast ea.n avoid, and wllich had totally 
prostrated the members of the expeditioll), the rains having stlbsided, 
and porters, asses, guides, with an escort having been procured, 
Captain Burton sailed with his nuluerous party from Zanzibar to 
Baga Moyo, and at once started for the interior. Two coinmunica- 
tions have reached us relating his further progress; the last of them 
was dated Sept. 6th S. lat. 69 40', and E. long. 353 40' or at a 

distance of about 200 geographical miles from the sea coast in a 
direct line. These cominunications consist chiefly of route maps 
by Captain Speke, on a large scale? together with numerous obser. 
vations for latitude and elevation. 

On leaving Baga AloJro the party proceeded up the Panga:rly 
river to a distance of 120 geographical miles from the sea-coast, 
passing ox er an extremely lusuriant country, very level, and 
abundantly cult;nrated, but apparently, like other great allusial or 
delta accumulations on the iminediate sea-bord of Africa, pesti- 
lential to European constitutions. At about E. long. 36? 50' a 

hilly district was leached, which proved to be the face of a vast 
elevated tract, gradually sloping upwards towards the interior. At 
the point whence we last heard from Cptain Burton the land had 
attained an altitude exceeding 2000 feet7 and a still nore elevated 
country was before him. 

It will be of extreme interest mherl Captain Burton's report of 
the geology of the country shall reach us; for even the facts 
stated seem to bear Ollt the opinion I advanced from this chair at 
the Anniversary ZIeeting of 1852, and which the su4sequent dis- 
coveries of Livingstone corroborated in a satisfactory manner, 
namely, that South Africa certairlly, and the 5rhole of the continent 
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probably, is a vast trough or basin, encircled on all sides by higher 
ridges.* It will be recollected how I then showed, that these ridges, 
wherever we had certain knowledge of them, consisted of primeval 
or palseozoic rock, for the most part crysta]line that they enclosed 
fresh-water deposits of younger age, and lacustrine character; and, 
therefore, that the main physical features of modern Africa, such 
as I have described them to be, are those which have continued 
to characterise that continent from the earlier geological epochs 
down to the present datJ. 

My hearers will also recollect that, justified by the discoveries 
of Livingstone, I took occasion, at ollr last Anniversary, to throw 
great doubts on the esistence of sllow-eapped mountains in these 
equatorial lat}tudes. As far as they have gone, the observations of 
Burton's party throw no new light on that hypothesis; and it still 
remains to be determined whether or no the NileS like the Zambesi, 
Congo, alld Wiger, has its chief sources in the great xvatery interior 
plateau. (See Ann. Address, 1857, p. clxx.)t 

* See also Dr. Livillgstone's Cambridge Lectures, with a Prefatols Lettel by Professor 
Sedgwick. Edited by the Rev. W^n. Monk, &c.; with map by Arlowsmitb, granted 
especially by the President flnd Council of the Etoyal Geographical Society. 

t Whilst these pages are passing thl ollgh the pl ess, accounts have been received inform- 
inc us that (Saptains Burton and Speke had penetrated westwards to near 500 miles 
fsom the coast, accordillg to their dead reckoning. They had passed from the Ugogo 
country, through the Mkali ZIgumbu wilderness, had crossed the frontiel- of the Waniemesi 
and they wrote from a place, Unianembe, 70 miles beyond it. The boundaries of the 
diSSelent tlibes,and the physical features ofthe coulltryso far as our tralellels have golle, 
correspond veJy closely to the descliption given of them bs the Rev. Ml Erhardt, who 
dl-ew his infornlation entirely from natixre testimony. It will be recollected, that a short 
account of his nzemoir, and an accompanylng sketch map, wel e pub}ished in the first number 
of our Proceedings, and, if leference be made to the latter, the poitlt on the line of loute 
whence we have l eceil ed our latest intelligence w ill be iollnd to be that M hich is intersected 
by the 34th palallel of longitude. Capt SE)eke places the real position of the station in 
qllestion in lat. 5? 2', and considerably to the westward of that point. The doubts which 
I veIlturede to throw out in the Addless of last yeal, respectirlg the esistence of lofty snow- 
covered Atlican Illountains urlder the Equator whence tlae Nile flows, and the theoretical 
aTiew (founded on the obseltrations of l istingstone) which was then propounded, of the origill 
of gleat peli;)dical floods by the bllrsting aIld ovelflow of large malshy tracts of Central 
Aflica, might, at filst siglt, seem to receisre some (onfirnlation izom the researches alld 
lvritings of the ancierl s. My accomplished fi iend Sir Hent y Holland has dil ected my atten- 
tion to certain pages of Seneca (Nat. Qusest., lib. + i.), in which that author desclibes his 
hal7ing conlrelsed witll t^ro celltlllions, who, in the early part of the reigIl of Nero, had 
been sellt to seek out the sources of the Nile. Brith the assist:lnce of the Kinffl of Ethiopia 
and other chiefs, they had to so great an extent aceolnplished their task, that further pro- 
gless by water was illlpracticable, for tlley reached gleat junCles or marshes (ien7Rensas 

paludes) in xhich the smalIest eanoe, colltaining one man only, could plddle. As, how- 
ever, Seneca speaks also of lvaters gushing fiom subtelraneous leservoils as probable 
sources of the Nile, other geoglat)hical fbiellds, who were awale of these Vl'itilAgS, do not 
belies e that they are to be lriewed (1$ trustsrol thy accounts of the origin of the gz-eat river. 

A map of the region to the north of Al:yssirAia, between X5? 37' long. E. of Paris, and 
1SJ 17' N. lat., drawn upon the glound in 185 by ZIr. Welnel Blurlzinger, has been 
publis}sed at Wintelthllr ill Switzerland. Besides the small Ge]man wolk of Heuglill, to 
which allusion was made p. 284, when the merits of the old descriptions of Bruee vere 

brought 
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PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHNJ. 

Chamlges of tha Surface of the Globe.-Having gone through a variety 
of details respecting the progress of our science in the four quarters of 
the globe, I may now draw towards the end of this Address by a 
few notes on the g;eneral and iinportant subject of Physical Seo- 
ge aphy. 

M. de Franeq has recently occupied hitnself xvith some laborious 
researches respecting the laws which may be recognized in the 
distribution of land and sea, and of surfaces of relative elevatioll 
and depression on the general outline of the globe. Assuming the 
whole mass of the earth to have been prilnitively in a state of 
fusion, and all outer crust to have been formed by coolillg and con- 
sequent solidification, he concludes that when this process had 
arrived at a certain stage, the shrinAage of the intelior nucleus from 
continual loss of heat would be greater than that of the outer crust 
from the sarne cause, and that consequently the solid superincum- 
bent crust would partly lose its support beneath, and be left in the 
position of an arch or dome too weak to support itself. The result, 
it is supposed, would be that the shell would collapse by its own 
weight, and that its surface would be elevated into ridges and 
depressed into furrows in various directions, plnoducing the inequal- 
ities which we now witness. In this idea there is nothing new, 
but M. de Franeq has another assumed principle which forms the 
base of his very laborious researches. He assulnes that the efect of 
thzspGlrttal crushing of the earth's solid crust uifll manifest itsetf equally 
along every great ctrcle of the globe-a result which he pointed out to 
myself on a slnall hollow globe of thin flexible substance vvhen 
aSected by the tightening of strings which draw it into depressions 
which are accolllpanied by parallel depressions. It might perhaps 
be supposed that this eSect on antr proposed great are would be 

blouts,ht out, the liter<ature of zesealches in Abyssitlia hcas received in the past year a 
copious and irlstructixe addition by the publiccttion at Rome, throllah the Pr)pacran(la 
Congregation, of the work ontitled 'Virtgsio e Missione Cattolica fia i Mensa, i Bogos e 
gli Habhtb,' by the missiollazy Giuseppe Sttt)eto. First visiting Abyssinia in company 
with the brothers d'Abidie in 1838, and quittirzffl it fiom bad hetlth after a sojouln of 
five years, Sapeto made his last jotlrney from Massowah in 1851. His personal adven- 
tures, X-hich are told with great animation, folm a palt only of the contents of this well- 
filled xrolullleX in which the author has amassed much +aluCtble infornz2ltiotl respecting the 
physical geography, allciellt diisions, and general histoly of this eountly, so gifted bv 
nature, alld now in so fallen a state, ac(ompallied by striking sketlches of its anitnal and 
segetable I)loductions. l-le has furthes added aTsIIOtatiOtIS frotn zational docutnents in the 
Sthiopian languave, with trhtns1<ttions into Italian. I .tm indebted to my friend I)ean 
BIilman for an acquailltance with this wolk, which I had not seen when the Address wzas 
delivered, and w hich is svell worthy of )el usal by geogl (t)hel s anel sdlolars.-June 30, 1858 
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properly measllred by the rertical extent of elevation or deplession 
combined with the horizoi2tal extent alollg the gleat circle. M. de 
Franeq, however, has taken only the linear holizontal extent as the 
measure in question. It is for the natural philosopher and the 
geologist, rather than for the geoglapher, to pronounce on the 
soundness of the phsical views on which these researches are 
founded; but the facts respecting the distribution of land and sea, 
of mountains, plains, and rivers, with which these investigations 
may make us acquainted, as arell as the laws according to which 
they may be grouped and classified7 are equally interesting to the 
geographer) whatever tnay be the physical principles on rhich such 
researches are professedly founded. 

It would be ia:npossible fbr me to enter into any detai]ed analysis 
of the examinations which M. de Franeq has made of the pheno- 
mena along an immense llumber of great circles. I can offer bllt 
the briefest outline of them. In order to render the investigation 
as impartial as possible, he has fised upon eight equidistant points 
on the Equator, beginning with the meridian of Paris. Ee takes 
through each of these points 36 great circles equidistant by b? fiqom 
each other, thus forming four systems (roses) of divergent great 
circles, each system passing through two opposite points of the eight 
above mentioned. lIe then exalnines the horizontal extent, along 
each great circle, of the lines of eleYation (GleCS d'etlAct?ssement); 
along the remaining portion of the cirele there will generally, of 
course, be depression. All dry land is considered as belonging to 
eleuation, but the whole bed of the ocean is not regarded as be?lollg- 

ing to depressiona; for lines along shallow coasts, ranges of islands, 
&c., which are only slightlfr and partially imlnersed beneath the 
surface of the sea, are also regalsded as liees of elevationX being supposed 
in fact to lie above a certain Inean surface, to which eleration and 
depression are leferred. Aloreover, these great circles frequently 
pass across regiorls which are nearly or altogether unknown, in 
which case he calculates the lengths of the lines of elevation in such 
regions on the supposition of their being proportional to the lengths 
of similar lines along the known portion of the great circle, and 
adopts these calculated lellgths as tlae most probable lenyths of the 
unknown lines in qllestion. Proceeding on these suppositions, he 
finds (1) that on all those great circles along which the lines of 
elevation defined by the esistence of dry land forla together an are 
of less than about 100?, there e:xist submaline lilles of elevation, 
which, together with the terrestrial ones and those which are as- 
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sunled to exist in the unknown regions travelsed by any great 
circle, rnake up very nearly the ainount jllSt mentioned of 100?; 
and lYloreover, that all sueh great circles are each characterized by 
very nearly the same number of transverse lines (alignements ter- 
estres) xvhich run perpendicularly to the great eircle, and are 
lllalked by salient points of the earth's surface, or are recognised as 
lines of volcanic action, or lines along which, at least, earthquakes 
are not of unfrequent oceurrence. ZI. de Franeq also finds (2) that 
those great circles along which the terrestrial lines of elevation con- 
stitute together an arc of more thall about 100? are not accompanied 
by the transverse celigneme}ts terrestres, but by others whieh are 
parallel to their own directions respecti+7ely. These appear to be 
two of the prineipal generalizations at which M. de Franeq has 
arriared respeeting the existirlg geographical distribution of land 
and sea; and one of the Inost interesting deductions from theln may, 
perhaps, be stated to be that whieh he draws respecting the pro- 
bable existence of considerable tracts of land in the polar regions. 
He finds that those great eircles of the first class above mentioned 
which traverse the polar regions are most defective in the extent of 
their 7znown lines of elevation, but the whole arc above mentioned of 
100? is made up in such cases by the calculated probable extent of 
such lines in the unknown polar regions. 'The harmony thus estab- 
lished between the great circles which traverse the polar regions, 
and those which lie without them, is regarded by AI. de Franeq as a 

proof of the truth of the hypothesis that a considerable extent of 
land esists irl the neighbourhood of one or both the poles of our 
globe. 

One of the great objects of tny intelligent and indefatigable friend 
the Baron de Franeq in publishing the ingenious memoirs which he 
has successively laid before the French Academy of Scienees, the 
application of his theory to sorne of the great geological features of 
the globe, as specially indicated in the last of these colBmllnications, 
cannot now be adequately discussed. The consideration of this 
vast subjeet, on which the eminent geologist Elie de Beaumont has 
written so ingeniously in propounding GrienTs which M. de Franeq 
supports, would oeeupy in fact a large part of a purely geologieal 
discourse. The physical data, however, which the author has 
arranged and diseussed with great perspicuity and infinite pains, in- 

* De la Formation et de la Repartition des Reliefs Terrestres, Mem. de l'Aca- 
demie des Sciences, 28 Feov., 24 Mars, 2 Juin, 1856, et 15 Mars, 18Fx8. See also 
Bllll. de la Soc. Geol. de France, 2 ser., t. x., 1853. 

VOL. II. 2 C 
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volve questions of high importance to every one who speculates 
upon the causes which have operated in producing the chains of 
mountains, and corresponding depressiorls of the earth's surface. 

Movement of Wclves. - An original view of the undulatory anove- 
xnents of the sea and its currents has been published at Rome + by 
Comrnander Cialdi, of the Pontifical marine service, author of 
various other works of :merit on analogous subjects.t It is out of 
my sphere to judge the merits of the work of this ingenious author, 
who, whilst I write, has visited London, to conduct to the Tiber two 
small steamboats; but I may briefly say, that after an elaborate detail 
of facts, drawn from the writings of a multituds3 of mariners, engineers, 
geologists, and others, to the number of nearly two hundred, and 
also citing his own long experience when in the, Sardinian navy, 
he endeavours to counteract by such data the prevalent theory of 
eminent matheleaticians, which does not admit of an) real lnotion 
of transport in the moleculx3s which constitute a wave, nor the 
power of waares at g;reat depths. To give rny hearers sorlle idea of 
the lnain object of a work which has been highly columended by 
the Accadeinia dei Suovi Leicei of P,oane as well as by the Academy 
of Venice, I here cite the authorSs own words, as conveying his 

* * maln vlews:- 
" I am convinced') says Cialdi, " that the real motion of trans- 

lation (or driving moveluent) in an undulating mass of water 
always exists during violent winds and storms? whatever be the 
depth of the sea; and that it also obtains in moderate weather, brlt 
only rhere the inferior, the lateraJ, or the frontal development of 
the wave finds an obstacle, at any distance whateater from the shore. 
I also maintain that the lnotion comtullnicates itself to the whole 
rnass that constitutes the wave, wllen the latter cannof develop 
itself; and that the intensity of the luotion is greatest at the bottorn 
of the sea, and least on the surface, when the depth of water is rela- 
tively small, and when the wave is not broken. I further main- 
tain that the eSects of this laotion are luore or less perceptible 
according to the nature and form of the obstacle the volume of the 
undulating mass, and the velocity of its propagation. Moreover, 
these effects mllst prove -ery complicated, and produce a11 the 
varied series of powerful phenomena that we observe oll abrupt 
coasts, piers, breakwaters, and shels-ing shores.') 

* ' Cenni sul Moto Ondoco del Mare e sulle Correnti di esso, 18.56.' 
t 'S3tudi Idrodinamici Nalltici e Cominerciali, RomaS 1845 *' 'Sul Tevere e 1a 

Unione dei due Mari, lloma, lS4) ;' ' Studi sul Porto *li Lixorno) Firenze, 1853.' 
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Cscrreizt Charts. 3Ir. A. G. Findlay has constructed an excellent 
chart of the lsTorth Atlantic Ocean, on four sheetJs, which einbodies in 
a condensed form the results given in the extensive series of charts 
published by the American Bureau of Hydrography, as well as other 
a.uthoritiebs. This chart, intended for the use of sailors, will show 
the conne:xion between the >liSerent branches of the meteorology 
of the sea, the similarity betsveen the circulation of the air and 
water over its area, and their eff8ects on the temperature in different 
seasons. Among the resultAs it appears that the great mass o? 
waters takes about one year to travel from the Bay of Biscay to 
the Gulf of Mexico, while the more rapid circu.lation of the smaller 
volurne from the Mexican Gulf, by the Gulf-stre3am, occupies ab?ut 
eight months in reaching the shores of Europe. These periods, 
derived from a careful calculation of all attainable obsernations, 
accord very closely with that of the drift of bottles, a collection of 
which, made by Capt. Bechel, R.N., shows that the currents are :not 
so rapid as has been. usually cBonsidered. 

The Gulf-stream ceases to be a marked current after passing 
eastward of the Newfoundland Banks; its Brarm waters are then 
drifted to the east and north-east by the prevailing south-west and 
west winds, by which cause its effects are propagated to Britain 
and the coast of Norway. 

In 1838 Atr. W. C. Redfield propounded the theory, that the 
Arctic currenis, a*er passing over the Banks of Newfoundland, 
flowed beneath the G-lllf-stream to the southward and south-west- 
ward - a theory which has been confirmed by American navigators, 
who har e found that at a depth of 370 fathoms, or bed of the Gulf- 
stream, in its narrowest and warmest part, the temperature is at 
zero. This remarkable and exceptional phenomenon does not, 
however, extend eastward of 46? W. meridian; for Coinmander 
Daymall found in that longitude that the water had a temperature 
of 390.7,4k at a depth of 1000 ithoms, in two instances, showing a 
remarkable contrast in so small a di.stance. 

The Arctic current had been consiclered to be lost at Cape Efat- 
teras, in its south-west course; but the cold bands which have been 
observed by the American sllrveyors to exist in the Gulf-stream 
must be derived from this source. There is another curious subject 
for consideration the peculiar configuration of the coast of the 

* 39 5? is the tempelature assumed hy Sir Jas. Ross as that at mrhich sea-Mater 
has itS maxilllunl dellsity. l oy<eye to t/e Steth l'sle, ii. 1.56, 375, 384. 

2 t 2 
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United States between Cape Hatteras and Cape Fear. These, as 
Ir. Findlay has suggested to me, may be the result of the con- 
flicting h;t and cold currents there neutralising each other, ancl 
producing those long sand ridges projecting transversely to the 
direction of the two streams from Cape Hatteras, Cape Fear, and 
Cape Lookout, which promontories are separated by long sweeps 
of low diluvial shores. This reasoning is indeed sustained by an- 
other fact, evident on a close examination of Maury's thermal charts, 
viz., that the Arctic current, or other very cold water, flows to the 
south-east from of these capes to the southward of the Bermuda 
Isles. 

Deep-SectvSoundings GeologzeaZ Azalogtes Attarztic Telegraph.-Atour 
last Anniversary your attention was riveted to the great project 
of establishing a communication between Britain and America, and 
the preparations for carrying out that noble project. Among these 
I announced that the paddle-wheel steam-frigate the Cyclops 
had preceded the Agamemnon, and that steps had been taken by 
the Admiralty to secure for naturalists all the materials, whether 
animal or vegetable, which might be brought up from the sea 
bottom. This object has been efficiently carried out across the 
North Atlantic, between Valentia in Ireland and the coast of New- 
foundland, the lnsthods employed, and the results, having been 
cnlearly reported by the commander of the vessel, Lieut. Dayman. 
The apparatus employed was a modification of that invented by 
WIr. Brooke, of the United States Navy, and the results have un- 
questionably given us a much more extended knowledge of the bed 
of the Atlantic, and of the temperatures and densities of its waters, 
than were ever before obtained, thanks to the excellent conduct of 
the officers and men emploJ, ed. 

Referring to the printed Report for many instructive data re- 
specting the meteorology of the ocean, I will now briefly allude to 
the support which has been given to geological science by the ope- 
rations of the officers of the Cyclops. The sublnarine section, 
xvhich is given at the bottom of Plate 1 of the Report, teaches us, 
as before said, that, in the 15? of W. long., or about 180 miles from 
the shore of Ireland, the plurnb-line suddenly descends from SS0 to 
l 7a0 fathoms. This wall of 1200 fathoms in height suggests the idea 
of one of those former movements by which the orust of the earth has 
been broken through by a long and deep fissure or sudden disruption. 

Another iature of great geological interest is, that having once 
quitted the comparatively shallow water on the coast of Ireland, 
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all the soundings, twenty-sis in nunlber, mThich werf3 made in 
crossi:ng the deep ocean, or between the 15? and 45? of W. long., 
with two exceptions when stones and shingle were luet with, ha+e 
proved that the bottom7 whether at the masimurn depth of 2424 
fathoms, or of 954 fathoms on nearing the shores of :Newfousldland, 
is composed of a soft mealy substanese, to which Captain Dayman 
gives the name of ooze. 

Now it WRS a point of great interest to ths geologist (one in 
which I took sonle personal interest before the expedition sailed, 
by communicating with Captain Washington, the Hydrographer) 
to collect any organic bodies brought up frore these extreme 
depths. At Iny request, indeed, Professor Huxley drew up in- 
structions for the proper preservation of any such objects7 which 
were carefully carried out by (Sommander Dayman and Dr. 
Gimlett, the mediaal officer of the expedition. The specimens of 
ooze, which have been examined by Professor Huxley, of the 
Government School of Mines, have led him to belie5re that nine- 
tenths of this fine muddy deposit consist of the minllte animal 
organisms called Foraminifera, coznposed of carbonate of lime? and 
that 85 per cent. of these are referable to the genus Globigerina, in 
all its ararious and multiform stages of growth. 

Great as is the interest attached to the question of whence this 
infinite quantity of these small creatures, mixed with sotne other 
Foraminifera-, is derived, Professor Hux:ley does not pretend as yet 
to be capable of answering it entirely; btlt, knowing that highly 
organised animals can live at depths of 300 or 400 :ithomsX he is 
disposed to think that these vastly humbler creatures may have 
es:isted at the great depths from whence they are dreaged up. Now 
this ooze, or fine marine mud, not a little resembles our chalk, 
which also contains the same genus Globigerilla; and just as the 
chalk has similar persistent characters, from the cliSs of Albion to 
Orenburg in Russia,* so this subinarine ooze maintains the sarne 
aspect and composition over a nearly eqrlal breadth between Britain 
and America. 

Let us hope that, when our Admiralty again decides upon ob- 
taining a sJrstematic series of deep sea soundings, a professed natu- 
ralist will be one of the party, in order that, among many curions 
problems relating to submarine life, he may determine whether 
foraminifera can exist at such great profundities, or whether living 

* See ' Russia in Europe,' sol. i., p. 272, 
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at a higher zone, they have on dyillg simply subsided, to forla the 
chief part of the fine, undisturbed, muddy bottom. 

In the mean tilne the survey of the C,7yclofps has shown, that a 
perfectly tranquil and secure resting-place is ready for the reception 
of the greatest length of the cable of the magnetic Atlantic tele- 
graph. May then the accidental misfortune of last summer be 
avoided, and may the able and vigorous measures of the Company 
employed in carrying out this grand international work be 
eventually crowned with all the success they deserve. 

Conctusion. I have now, Gentlenzen, to apologize for having 
detained you so long in my endeavour to lay before you, not 
merely an analysis of our onvn labours, but also of those which have 
been in progress in most parts of the world, together with brief in- 
dications of the theoretical as well as practical appliances by which 
geographical science has been advanced. Let me conclude then 
with a few words on some of our own imrnediate operations as sus- 
taining the reputation of the Society, and as influencin; public 

* . 

Opmlon. 

The volulne of our Journal, the 27th in number, which has 
recently been issued, has, I trust, been found equal in merit to any 
one of former years. The mere announcement of some of the 
names of the contributors and subjects sufficiently testifies that 
we are well working out our varied obJects of research. Thus, 
whilst the soldier and scholar are gratified with the scrutiny of 
certain campaigns of the ancient Greeks placed before us by General 
Jochmus, as derived from a critical examination by him of battle- 
fields and learches, other comparative geographers may trace with 
Loftus the course of the Eulaeus. 

In delineating those parts of Persia vith which he has long been 
familiar, Genera.l Monteith has shown us the lines by which bodies 
of nlen can advance, and those where great difficulties must be en- 
countered; whilst Rawlinson, comparing ancient with modern 
geoglaphy, has clearly demonstrated the extent to which the delta 
of the Euphrates has advanced upon the Persian Gulf in the historic 
period. Again, in the same region Abbott describes the route from 
Shiraz to Fessa and Darab; and in turning to the hitherto slightly 
known country of Burma, we have been furnished with a compre- 
hensive, clear sketch of its geogl^aphical features by Captain Yule. 

From Africa (not to speak of other contributions) we have those 
orig;inal letters of Livingstone which foreshadowed the admirable 
rork which that explorer was destined to produce; whilst from 
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13ritish America we have r)ut lSorth (Jolonel Grant's practical alld 
useful account of the large island of Tancouver, now rising into 
vast ;ulportanee through its fine bays and ports, both as a noble 
station for luaritiine enterprise in the Pacific) and a future scelle of 
comlnerce with our newly discovered golden region in the Rocky 
Mountains. 

In short, all our publications, so ably edited by Dr. Norton 
Shaw, whether they appear in the more :rnatured and staid form 
of the Jc)urnal, illustrated by those eseellent :naps of Arro^T- 
smith, which give an irnpress of accurae,y to evely work of which 
the;y form a part, or those popular Proceed;ngs which keep up 
the 4' esprit de corps ') of our meinbers and are constant lnelnentos 
of the animation of our Evening Meetings, havet I am happy to 
say, given general satisfaction to a11 readers. 

Rejoicitlg at our last Allaiversary at the great rise of this Society 
in public estiluation, it is truly a souree of pride and satisfaction to 
me to see that in the short interval which has elapsed, 166 new 
melnbers have joined our rallks, and that we now reckoll nearly 
1100 ordinary associates, or nearly double our numbers in earlier 
years. 

The grant of the use of their apartment for our meetings by the 
Urliversity of London and the Royal Society, has been of signal 
advantage; and many of yowl Gan testify that the attendances have 
been so good as almost to crowd that spacious hall. 

Let us hope then that this liberal encouragement will be con- 
tinued; for no one +rho has participated in our Evelling Meetings 
can doubt that theft are productive of enlightening eSects upon 
society in general, by the dfflusion of a much greater lozre of geo- 
graphical science and foreign travel than was ever before exhibited 
in this metropolis. I do rtot hesitate therefore to assert, that the 
Royal Geographical Society has now taken such firm root in our 
cOUntly, both as regards commercial and public aSairs, as to haare 
become part and parcel o? the comrnon-weal. Thus, anany of Her 
ZIajesty?s Secretaries of State, whether past or present, belong to us, 
and aBord us the best support by the transmission of documents 
wllich we publish at our own espense, and which, though of great 
importance to geographers as well as tQ merchants and travellers? 
would without our aid have rernained unknorn. Then again, our 
Map Office and Library in \Yhitehall Place are the rendezvous f01 
any persons, offiaial or private, who desire to consult the best 
geographieal doculatnts; this great pllblio advantat,e being gained 
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simply by the grant of 5001. per annum-a sum 1 venture to say not 
amounting to a tenth part of nv}lat would be inculred, if our highly 
useful and really national establishment wele lnanaged by arly 
Government. 

High as we have risen in the last few years, I feel indeed confident 
frozn what I see around meX and from a pretty intimate acquaintance 
with the mainsprings of our prosperity, that our future career may 
be3 rendered permanently zIseful and brilliant, provided only there 
be a continuance of the same hearty union and good fellowship which 
now so happily prevail amoilg us. :For the part I have borne in 
this cheering progress, whether in aiding the onward march or in 
sustaining the dignity of the Royal Geographical Society, I can 
with gratitude say that lny poor eCorts have been srluch overpaid 
by your kind approbation. Let lne then assure you, that as by a 
sort of friendly fiction, you have evaded the regulations which pre- 
scribe that your Presidents should successivelyretire frorn office after 
txvo years' service, and are pleased to view my first year's labours 
during the present consulate, as having beeil given for my lamented 
predecessor Admiral Beechey, I will try to perforrn my duties as 
before, and will not shrink frozn the endeavour to render my seventh 
year of probation as eSective as any one of my preceding terms of 
ofEce. 

P.S.- An itnportant geoCraphical feature in the olltline of the westertl por- 
tion of the Himalaya Mountains has come to my knowledCe since this 
Address was printed. By permissiorl of ollr Associate and Gold-medallist, 
Col. Andrew Scott Waugh, Lieut. T. G. Montgonlerie has published, in the 
fourth number for 1857 of the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, a 
Memorandum on the Snoxvy Mollntains of the Kashmir series of the Himalayas, 
in which the Nanoa Parbat or Dagarmllr, to the rsorth of Kashluir, is esti- 
mated at a hei^,ht of 26,629 feet aboxre the sea. 

I:ONDON: PRINTED BY W. CLOWES AND SONS) STAMFORD STREET, 

AND CHARING CROSS. 
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